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Real Wages, Growth, Inflation, Income Distribution
and Politics in Pakistan, India, Bangladesh,

Indonesia*
G. F. Poponek**

A. The Effect of the Rate of Growth on Income Distribution anel
Real Wages.
Pakistan's disivtegration as a state in 1971 was an occasion for

drawing conclusions about the linkage between economic development
strategies and political consequences. The argument was made that
since the development strategy followed by Pakistan led to political
disaster, those who want to avoid these consequences had better avoid
the strategy as well.1 The conclusions drawn by several analysts
from the experience of Pakistan, Tndonesia and Bangladesh. in some-
what oversimplified form, can be stated as follows:

(i) In a mixed eeonomy, with heavy reliance on private enter-
prise, policies and programs to achieve a high rate of
economic growth also result in a deterioration of income
distribution and no improvement in the absolute income of
the poor.

'Oworl< for t!l is paper was supported by the Agency for Inter-
national Development under Grant No. AIDfOTR-Q..1525. I am
grateful for this support. Data w~,re collected and analysed by
Mohammad Fahim Khan for Pakistan and by Syed Samad for
th~ other three countries. David Wheeler provided advic:-eand
!!uidance particularly on the econometric work. This paper is
the result of a joint effort of the four of us. However, the
actual language used is mine. Naturally everyone, most notably
including AID, is absolved from responsibility for paper content
and errors.
*oChairman, Department of Economics, Boston University
Boston (U.S.A.)
1. e.g. K. Griffin and A.R. Khan, Growth and EQuality in

Pakistan, (McMillan, 1972): " ••. faster growth ••• (in)
Pakistan and India,. .• has actually led to an absolute
decline in the standard of living of the urban and rural poor"
(In Pakistan) ••••• the fact of growing ineQuality, have
led •.• to the declaration of an independent Bangladesh."
(pp. ix-x). "The concentration of income and wealth in the
hands of the rich has been a key ingredient in (Pakistan's)
development strategy" (p. 200). In Pakistan "... the
. standard of living of the majority has declined .•• " (p. 204).

(Courtesy) Planning and Develpment Board, Punjab, Lahore.
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(ii) Wit!ithe rich becoming obviously richer and the poor experi-
encing no improvement, political and social tensions are

,',~ boundrt,o rise, resulting, in serious political, difficulties for, ther '.;,,', ;.'( '. .•
,gp,v~r.nment in power.
,1:,,'1._ ,: , .• _..

1. Destabilizing Growth ?
~,J,\supedicial-look at the experience of the four countries supports

these 'conclusions. Riots broke out during the late 1960's in Pakistan
aiidlJ~ilJgf~'d~sh (then East Pakistan), and in 1913/14 in Indonesia, at
the end of a period of rapid growth. The riots had economic
gtievab.ce~as'afmajor focus and justification, with criticism sp~cifically
cel1te1:'ed;,on<i)neglect'ofthe poor~ the presumed deterioration in income
distribution :.a1idt increasing concentration of income, wealth, and
power;", Iri.f~Jidia; on the other hand, the Congress Party, which had
been'!in"p'ower"dudng twenty five y'ears of virtual economie stagnation,

\ registered:.itllgreat electoral triumph at the same time that Pakistan
war ,~:Jistiiitegrating:. Indonesia, and Pakistan I(including Bangladesh)
during the~r'periods of, stagnation Iseem1tohave experienced' few, politi-
cal,distutba!}ces, based, on economic grievances.

Oil tfi-e{;faceof it, one can therefore make a plausible Cdse that
there' 'is~\'inqeed' a conflict between" economic growth and equity in
rhesefim-Pdftailt:couutries. Emphasis on growth seem.s to have led to
neglect ofllpe problems of both absolute poverty and income distribu-
tion1and,'tliehfore to political difficulties.

• '. > ••••

2. ' I~co:me(jistribution and the Rate of Growth'", "",r i

~In,fact, the overall indicators of income distribution do not
suppoitjth~ argument that policies and programs which made for
rap1at;g:fo~(fi in' tliese four countries also resulted in less equal
inc6JttaistHbution. If anything, they suggest the opposite.

Deteriora tion
(-4 to+2%)
(1970's)

+60%

+3%to+6%

means a more equal

0% to -1%

TABLE I
Changesjil.Income Distribution with Changes in Economic Growth

(% change in Gini Coefficient)
Rapid Growtli Stagnation
(+4 to+6.5% (+2 to+3%)
((1960's) (1960's)

-10 to-25%
~( ,

Olin'gTade~Hi
ltidik
Pakistan , -10%to-16%

Source: See Tables 1 in Appendix
N.B:.'-A decline in the Gini Coefficient

income distribution.

, ,

< --':c _,.A .t..",,~.~..j,l'L~_: ~J.iliL••.•._.
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Since population growth is between 2.5% and 3%, a growth rate
of 2-3% means stagnaEon in per capita income. Vadous series show
Indian income disfrlbution slightly improved or unchanged over the
decade for which data are available, during which per capita income
stagnated. Pakistan and Bangladech show a distinct increase in
equality during the 1960's when national income increased substan-
tially more rapidly than population. On the other hand, when per
capita income dropped after 1970 in Bangladesh and after 1973{4 in
Pakistan, income distribution b.ecame distinctly less equal.

But these overall indices are not very reliable. For Pakistan and
Bangladesh the conclusion on deterioration in the 1970's is based on
n, single year and, in the latter case, on rural income distribution
only. Since it is clear that there. are, annual ,fluctua~i9ns, Qne,ycar does
not provide very persu.asive evidence. For India, iUs not clea;r that
different series are con~isteAt .8;~.d~. th~ . ,cp~91~.s!Q~~. ~r~... h~avi.ly
dependeD;t on the initial and terminal years selected. (See Appendix
Tables 1). For Indonesia there are no worthwhile data' on ~hanges
in income. distrioution and even for' the other three countries the
m'lrgin of error is undoubtedly large, the realty rich do not answer
income questions honestly for fear of the tax collector and,tbe really
roor are often not interviewed.if they have.no stable,residence ..

Still, these.data at worst :

(a) do not support the belief that. income distribution became
less equal in Pakistan and Banglade8h during periods of rapid growth ..

(b) do not support the argument that income distribution was
less equal in Pakistan. and Bangladesh than in India at the time of
the political disturbances in. the late 1960's. (See Appendix Tables
lA and.lB)

(c) do suggest that income distribution became less equal
during the period when the economy deteriorated in Pakistan and
Bangladesh.
So the overall data do not provide support for the widespread belief
that there is a negative relationship or' trade-off between growth and
equality, at least with respect to three large Asian countries.

3. Real Wages and the Rate of Growth
More reliable data, for more years are available for real wage

rates, that is the purchasing power (wages adjusted for changes in
the cost of living) of workers. For all countries the wage data cover
not only industry, but also wages paid in agriculture and, fOf some
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countri~~. also wages in construction and other urban informal sector
activitie~. ,;tb.{fefore changes in real wages tell something about the
income pf 8"large' proportion of the poor. Of course, wage statistics
do n{)t-<iirectly indicate what happened to the income of welfare-type
fam.ilies (beggars, handicapped), and the important group outside
the money .economy, but even for the latter they provide an indica-
tion of changes in income. In all four countries there is a large
group of s1l1ali.:.holders in agriculture who cultivate their own land
and also work for wages, at least during some seasons. Similarly,
some of the self-employed in service or trade occupations will move
between self-:employment and wage employment in response to
difi'erertcesinincome between the two. So if' wages go up it is
usually an'iridication that the incomes of small-bolder farmers and

"of other self-employed have also risen, or the wages would rather soon
oj.! .;,.', -,

be, driyell, down by the increasing shift of the self-employed to wage
employment. The relationsbip between cbanges in averae;e product
per person in, agriculture and changes in real wages, (see below)
suppods:th.eilotion that movements in real wages reflect cbanges in
the incomes df small-holders. Similarly, the consistent movements

among wages in urban areas - for instance among construction,
casmll, and'i'ttdustrial workers - indicates that wages also reflect

incomes fn itie urban informal sector.

The data whicb follow are largely for the unskilled and therefore
the rehltiVely poor. That fact, plus their widespread coverage
(rural1 industrial and urban informal) and consistency with other
data,' on the income of the rural small-holder makes it possible to
use wage data for inferences on the income of the poor.

Real wages data confirm and strengtben the conclusions one can
draw from more scattered income distribution data that rapid econo-
mic growtb is usually, but not always, favourable for the absolute
.income of ~he poor and does not normally result in a decline in their
relative income. Real wages generally rise during periods of rapid
growth, stagnate during slow growth and drop sharply when the
econom.y deteriorates.
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TABLE 2

Changes in Real Wages with Changes in Economic Growth Rates

Rapid growth _ Stagnation Deterioration
(+4 to 8%) (+2 to+ 3%) (-2 to +2%

Banladesh +11 to+27% 0 -10 to -30%

Indoensia +54 to 114% -34 to -67%

Pakistan +6 to +16% -9 to-24%

India -13 to+7%

Source: See Tables 2-5 in appendix.
N.B. (a) Growth rates are total growth. WIth population increas-

ing 2.5 to 3% a growth rate of 2.5 to 3% means stagnation
in per capita income.

(b) Average wages for several years are compared to minimize
random fluctuations. Only major series, not single firms
generally used. See Appendix Table 2.5 for specific years
and series used.

Moreover in general the more rapid the rate growth, the more rapid
the increase in real wages. 'For instance, real wages rose about 3%
a year in Bangladesh, where per capita income was increasing only
1. 5% p~r year, while in Indonesia, where pel' capita income was
increasing 5% a year, real wages rose 15% a year. In addition rapid
growth in the wage-paying sectors normally also raised employment
more rapidly. The manufacturing sector in Pakistan, for instance,
increased emplQyment by about 7% a year during its period of rapid_
growth in the 1950's and by 10% in the mid '60's. When sharply
higher wage costs and disturbances occurred in the late 1960's
employment declined by 10% in one year, followed by another tem-
porary 15% decline with the disturbances of 1971.72.

Of course, factors other than the growth rate play a role in
determining changes in real wages and in employment, among them
government policy. A a result of these other factors, discussed
below wages seem to have stagnated in Indonesia in the 1970's
despite continued rapid growth and rose in Pakistan it the early
1970's despite slow growth. But on the whole in appears that in
these four countries the more rapid the rate of growth the more
rapid the increase in real wages.
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4. "Surplus" Labor and the Average Product in Agriculture.

That real wages rise with more rapid growth is surprising, since
all four countries are likely to have "surplus labour" and the essence
of "surplus labour" in most recent discussions of the phenomenon
(the Fei-Ranis model) is that there is an unlimited supply of labour
for the wage-paying seetor at the prevailing wage. As soon as the
wage rises slightly additional workers fl1>odand prevent a significant
or continuing rise in real wages.

But if one accepts the original hypotheses of W. Arthur Lewis
once can readily see why rapid growth usually, but not always leads
to higher real wages. In the Lewis model surplus workers were
family members in agriculture, not needed to produce the output
of the family farm, but still fed, clothed and housed by the family.
(They received the average product even if their marginal product was
close to zero). They therefore would not take a job for wages unless
the pay equalled their self-employment income, that is their share of
the product of the family farm, adjusted for differences in the cost
of living and for differences in the attractiveness between working
for wages or on the family farm. But as soon as the wage rose above
their adjusted share on the family farm they would very quickly join
the wage labor force. If. one accepts this picture, then real wage
should rise w):lenever the averge product in agriculture increases.
This would happen if agricultural output increased more rapidly than
the number of people who share in it. When the average product in
agriculture rises, then the "reservation wage" of the self-employed in
agriculture will rise as well, those who share in the income from the
family farm will not accept wage employment unless the wage also
rises. Any new factories or businesses set up will have topay a
higher wage if they want to attract workers away from family farms,
since the workers' income has increased with agricultural output.

Then there is a rather simple explanation why a rapid rate of
of growth in the four countries means an increase in the real wage.
Agriculture contributed between 30 and 60% of the national product
directly and at least another 10 and 20% indirectly through its impact
on trade, services, construction, government and industry. Therefore
in general, a high-growt1:l rate in agriculture, by raising the average
product, increases the reservation price of farm family labor and can
therefore force an increase in the compensation which the wage
paying sector needs to provide to attract this labor.
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There is considerable support in the statistical analysis for the
argument that changes in the average product in agriculture produce
corresponding changes in real wages. (see section 3c to 3e Appendix.)
On the other hand the statistical relationship between the annual
rate of growth (in the National Product) and wages becomes quite
weak, and once one has taken account of the effect of rising average
agricultural product on wages. It therefore appears that it is
primarily the effect of average agricultural product on the supply of
labor which affects wages. not the increase in dem md for labor.
influenced by the rate of growth.

5. The Wages of tbe Landless and Informal Sectors Workers.
Even if one accepts that land-owing farm families divided their

income among all family members, although the labor ef some is not
needed, the question remains what keeps up the income of the land-
less and the workers in the informal sector (shoe shiners, barbers,
hawkers and peddlers, rikshaw pullers, prostitutes. casul workers.
scavangers, etc.) If some of them are also "surplus"-contributing
little or nothing to output or convenience - why do their wages not
drop to equal their (low or zero) contribution to output, until their
incomes becomes so low that Maithusian factors, Le. starvation, br:ng
a new balance? (That is their marginal product is close to zero
why is their wage not also close to zero?) There are three possible
explanations:

(a) The susplus labor phemomenon is limited to land-owing
families, the number of landless rural workers and urban informal
sectors workers is sufficiently limited so they do contribute signifi-
cantly to output and receive a wage to income equal to their con-
tribution (their wage equals their marginal product).

(b) There is a work and income sharing system for the landless
and informal sector workers enforced by social sanctions and informal
organization which assures that no one lowers the price of their labor
and all share in the income available from their activity (i.e. although
their marginal product is close to zero, their income is close to the
average product). For instance there may be 100 landless laborers in
a village or rikshaw pullers in a neighborhood. each working an
average of 15 hours and earning 40 rupees. All would be quite
willing to work 30 hours for 50 rupees, but then half of them would
starve. Village custom which attaches particular workers to parti-
cular landlords, or the informal organization of rikshaw pullers who
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all coine from the rural area, assure that all share in work (and
income) at the accepted wage of 40 rupees and that no one gets more
work'for ~Irioretotal, but less average, pay by lowering his price.

(c): 'rhe Jandless and informal sector worker have discovered,
by triill'and error that they will only have a limited amount of work
and 'charge enough per day worked (or shoes shined, or miles travell-
ed) to survive with that amount of work. No one lowers the price,
even if ther.eis, no informal work and income sharing organization,
because they know others will follow suit and the result will be
starvation -for many, possibly including the one who started the price
cutting.

The three explanat~ons are not inconsistent and could operate
simultaneously to keep wages or income of landless and urban informal
sector~orkers roughly at the level of the average product in an activity,
even if the workers are truly 'surplus' that is there are more workers
than. needed' (their marginal product is zero). There is evidence th'lt
people inp3;~ticular occupations tend to come from tbe same geographic
area,and;.have evolved a social mechanism for allocating territory and
avoiding c1aspes, that is for avoiding price competition.2 The
allocation or'territory can be physical or a queuing arrangement, which
gives everyone accepted a share of the business or act~vity and therefore
a share of, the income. The result would be that the earnings of the
self-employed, instead of being bid down by competition, are
maintained at a level at which everyone earns enough in total (wage
timestilrnover) to survive, or to provide no incentive to return to the
family farm.

then there is another reason why a higher rate of growth C:ln
raise the income or wages of the poor in the informal sector: as the
total ..income they share rises, because there is increased demand for
their'services, their average income also rises under work and income
sharing. M:<>reover, with more jobs i.o the formal sector, again ltaising
thea'9-hrageincome in the informal sector. For instauce, with rapid
growthmoce persons may patronize rikshaw pullers. If simultaneously
some of the pullers 'have gone off to work in factories, then a smaller
number share the increased business and their income will rise for
both reasons.

1. See G. F. Papanek and D. Kontjorojakti, "The Poor of
Jakarta". Economic-Development and Cultural Change (October
1975).

\

f'
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The landless' may benefit from another effect. As average
product in agriculture increases their wage or income may go up
if it is related to the size {)f the harvest, .as it clearly is in some
traditional indonesian harvest practice and reportedly also for the
retainers performing traditional services in South Asia.

As the income of the landless and informal sector workers rises
t,heir reservation wage also increases. That is, some will no longer be
willing to move into the formal or commercial wage paying sector
unless the wage paid ther~ also increases. .As long as there is sub-
stantial movement among the different labor markets-family workers
on farms or in businesses, landless agriculturel workers and share
croppers,informal sector wor~ers whether self-employed or employers-
this movement will, usually with a' lag, keep wages and income
generally rising and falling together in differeut activities. The effect
of rapid growth in raising the average income, and reservation wage,
of landless laborers and informal sector workers, will then tend to
raise wages throughout the economy.

6. Other Effect of Growth on Real Wages

Rap:d growth (or deterioration) in the economy can also influence
real wages for other reasons, especially in the short term:

(a) With rapid growth, demand for many products will increase
rapid! If employers consider the increased demand to be permanent,
they are likely to hire additional war kers at the prevailing wage,
primarily increasing employment. However, if employers are uncertain
whether the increase in demand will continue, they may prefer to
increase the wages of their present workers, paying overtime or
bonuses to obtain additional work because:

-there are hiring costs for new workers.

-there are familiarization costs for them.

-it may be difficult to fire them later if demand drops (e.g.,
for several years the Pakistan Government made dismissals almost
impossible).

With rapid growth, some employers will always be operating on
an overtime basis, raising real wages, while others will be hiring more
workers. (The former operate on the inelastic short-run supply curve,
the later on' the highly elastic long-run curve).
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(b) With increased demand and pmfits as a result of growth, the
cost of strikes, sabotage or just slow work on the 'part of the workers
increases. Therefore employers have a greater incentive to increase
wages to avoid such workers' response, even if they can replace the
reluctant workers at the prevailing wage. They may prefer to pay
somewhat more to avoid labor turnover costs and temporary
disruption.

(c) Employees may have in mind a "fair" wage which is related
to employers profits. With higher profits, they may demand a higher
wage, either through their trade unions (India) or by pressure without
formal unions (in the other three countries, unions were banned 017

ineffective during periods of rapid growth).
(d) Employers too may believe in a "fair" wage, related to profits,

or they may have objectives other than profit maximisation which they
can indulg more readily when the enterprise is profitable. Employers
may always prefer workers that smile to workers who spit. but when
business and profits are bad because the economy is stagnating they
may not be able to indulge this preferent'e. When profits are high
they can afford to do so and may also feel a moral obligation to have

, workers share in the good times.
It is difficult to demonstrate the preseuce of these factors making

for higher wages in periods of r.lpid growth-overtime instead of
additional workers, higher wages to avoid disruption, and employer
and worker belief in a "fair" wage.

They are all related to profits, not to economic growth as such.
One would need data on profits for individuals firms to demonstrate
that when profits are high wages are raised for any or all of the abov~
reasons and then to show that profits rise with the rate of growth.
Both are plausible, but profit data for individual firms are not
available to provide empirical support. However, th:) slight indirect
evidence which is available is marshalled in the Appondix.

(e) One other relationship between the rate of growth and real
wages is more clear cut and demonstr:lble: when the wage paying
part of the economy deteriorates badly, real wages drop. Output
declined in Indonesia, from the mid 1950's to the mid 1960's, in
Pakistan after 1973/4 and in Bangladeh after 1970/1. In all three
countries labor had considerable political and economic strength during
the period of deterioration, in part because the populist governments
then in power wanted to maintain labor support. Government

f

•••
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pressure, or government decisions with respect to public enterprises,
could force the hiring of additional workers. In Bangladesh 'industrial
employment was increased by more than 50% in one year (1972/3 to
1973/4) and by a further 20% in the next two years. Even'over the
previous high water mark the increase was over on third by 1975/6
despite a decline in 'output over these years. In Indonesia, plantation
employment increased by almost 25% from 1955 to 1963 per hectare
harvested, by 17% in total. But in neither country, nor in Pakistan,
could worker's political power, or government pressure, keep real
wages from dropping. The resources were simply not availa.ble.

When the income 'of the enterprises declined because the needed
imported inputs were short, or supplies were disrupted, or 'management
was poor or demand had declined, or strikes disrupted production,
the costs had to be 'borne either by the public treasury : .or by the
managers of public enterprises, the owner for private firms: or by the
workers: or by all three. Part cost was always borne by the public
in the form of direct or indirect subsidies (e.g., through constantly
expanding credit froin the nationalized bankg). But when government
was unwilling or unable to 'provide enough a subsidy, the government
nianager~ or private owilerliusually could defend their interests better
than unskilled workers. In all three countries workers eventually saw
their wages decline. If gov~rnment pressure had expanded the labor
force the dec\mein wages was especially severe, since a declining wage
had to be shared among more workers.

This decline in real wages could be brutal. In Indonesia plant-
ation employment increased by 17% but real wages declined by over
60%, so the total compensation to labor decreased by almost half.

In Bangladesh, the increase of about 40% in manufacturing
e,mployment, accompanied by a 50% decline in real Wages,meant
an essentially unchanged wage bill. The industrial workers and his
family always felt the decline in wages, while the increase in employ-
ment might benefit another family. In Pakistan the decline in real
wages in industry was "only" a bit over 20%, but employment seems
also to have decreased by 6 to 20%. The total wage bill may there-
fore have decreased by ~5-35%.

To some extent the declining wages were compensated by increased
services (education. housing, health) provided by the populist govern-
ments tben in power. Moreover, the time~ of declining real wages

'.~~~. ";"" ...l
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were often also times of greater opportunities for diversion to personal
use of inputs and outputs, secondly jobs,could more readily be taken
by workers since some had little ta do in the overstaffed enterprises •.
except collect their pay, and some worker,,' fdmilies undoubtedly
benefitted from an additional wage earner when employment was
expanded. But the decline in worker' income nevertheless was a
brutal one. A 20 to 30% decline in an already very low income
(say $ 5 a month for Javanese plantation workers in 1969 prices) is
not easy to absorb.

Why then did the workers not return to self-employment,
particularly in agriculture, when the wages dropped sharply '1
There may be a ratchet effect here, with movement into the wage
earning sector relatively easy, movement out relatively difficult.
Extended families will be more reluctant to see a return to the
family farm by the wage carner and this immediate relations, since
that depresses everyone's income, than they were to see him leave
to take wages employment years ago, with increased income the
consequence. Moreover, technology can have changed in the
meantime when the wage earner moved away, a machine may have
been substituted for him and even his previous work may no longer
be there. Many city families regularly visit their home villages
and even work there in some countries3• Those who do are usually
the urban self-employed often bringing funds from the city. This
is obviously quite different from a situation where low wages exert
pressure on large numbers of wage earners to move back to their
villages requiring fun support for extended period. Finally, there
are, for some families at least, severe displacement costs. As wage
earners, they have access to schools, health facilities and steady
income which self employment does not provided. In Bangladesh
there was, in additon to these general reasons, a deterioration in
security in the country-side at the same time as the wages declined.

For all these reasons, it is difficult to return to the village,
to subsistence agriculture, and to a share of the output of the family
farm, when real wages drop in the city, especially if the drop is
believed to be temporary. The lag in return movement seems
to be even higher than in migratiO'n to the city when wages rise.
And if the decline in the wage-paying part of the economy is a

3. See '"The Poor of Jakarta" op. cit.

_____ .J
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severe one, the needed reverse migration may be so massive that
it just does not occur fast enough to equilibrate real wages and
average product in agriculture.

In any case, it is clear that in three of the four countries. very
severe reductions in real wages occurred over three to ten years as
a result of a deterioration in the economy.

7. Why Does Growth Raise Wages-A. Summary, Evidence and
Policy Implications :.

Several reasons have been given why the rate of growth and
real wages increase and decrease together:

(a) The rate of growth in these four countries depends heavily
on the rate of growth of agricultural output: as agricultural output
increases more rapidly the average product in agriculture rises:
family members who share in the average product of family farms
then raise their reservation wage, the income they require to accept
wage employment, and reduce the supply of wage labor until wages
or income in non-farm occupations rise.

(b) Landless laborers and share croppers, to the extent they
share in the output of agriculture, also raise their reservation wage
when agricultural, output per worker increases.

(c) More rapid growth can raise the demand, and therefore the
income, of the informal sector (e.g: peddlers) and decrease the
number of people in the sector. As the average income of people
in the informal sector goes up, so does their reservation wage -the
wage that the formal sector has to pay to attract workers.

(d) More rapid growth can increase the demand for the output
of the formal sector. Ifemployers are doubtful that the increased
demand will continue they will be reluctant to hire additional
workers, because of turnover costs and the difficult of dismissing
workers. Instead they may pay overtime and bounses to get mote
output from their current workers, raising the average wages.

(e) More rapid growth will increase the profitability of many
enterprises, and can raise wages because :

- the cost of worker dissatisfaction can be higher.
_ workers may have a notion of a "fair" wage related to

profits and be dissatisfied if not paid more when pro-
fits rise.



. ~~employers may also feel an obligation to pay a "fair"
"> ." wage, or may prefer a higher wage for other non-

economic reSOI1S,and profitability allows them to indulge
"ithat preferece.

If wages rise with e rapid rate of growth for these reasons. then
it is possible for wages to stagnate despite high growth if:

~(a)':lhe.; growth is due to activities which create few jobs, so that
most additions to the labour force are not absorbed in the formal
se<:tor Jbut:~re. forced into the informal sector. If the number of
people in that sector increases more rapidly than its total income,
this wjltdti':V,e down the wage or income per person and therefore

. •. •. '. ~ . ";, , f." ,

also ,t,he r~s~rvation wage.
,(b},;t!l.e ,Yt'orkand income sharing mechanism breaks down

<w.id~IYj: ,p~icularly in agriculture. Some landles$ laborers and
"sha!Sfr,9Pp~. who previously participated in agricultural income
(,al,th~u&~,~9-eirwork was not really needed, would then be forced
to join those scrabbling for a living in the informal sector. reducing
average income and the reservation wage.
, 'f' :t :," ,

,.Fi.Il~Hy,the relationship between growth and real wages exists
also on the downward sides. When eeonomies experience severe
(tetef.j~fPtjon in the ~ommercial, wage paying sector, the enterprises
,in, tiH~t.j,~"9iormay simply not have the resourC,es to pay the same
r,eal wage as before. Their workers may, however, not be able to
r~tufn ~Qself employment, especially on family farms. even if the
averag6 'income there is now higher than their wage. The result can
be, and was~ a brutal decline in real wages in Indonesia in the early
~196()'sarid Bangladesh and Pakistan in the early 1970's •

.•} "';

", qnl.~ parts of tbis description can be supported by the data. A
rela~ioH.~h,ip. between the average product in agriculture and the
:~~al wa$e,,}s reasonably clearly established. (Appendex sections
3c-e) len'ding some support to the notion of a reservation wage in
agricultu'~e. That a deterioration in the economy leads to a decline
ih"'ieai '~ages is quite obvious. Rigorous suppor for the other argu-

4. An interesting discussion of the work and income sharing
mechanism in a different context is in Harvey Leibenstein

, "X-Efficieney Theory, Conventional Entrepreneurship, and
Excess Capacity Creation in LDCs" in Essays on Economic
Development and Cultural Change in Honor of Bert F.
Hoseltiz (ed. M. Nash).
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ments is generally lacking. However, they are plausible and they
do explain why wages did not rise in Indonesia between 1970 and
1976 despite a rise in average agricultural product.

The policy implications of this picture are clear . First, the
relationship between average product in agriculture and real wages
adds another, and powerful, consideration to other arguments for
priority to. agricultural development. In the four hbor surplus
economies examined, wages in many sectors of the economy seems
to rise with average agricultural output. Since wages earners are
among the lower income groups, if one includes those who work
in agriculture, construction and the informal sector, an increase in

• .' .' J' ; ~ ., " •

average agricultural product appears to be an effective means for
raising the income of important groups of the. poor throughout the
economy.

More broadly, rapid growth of the national product appears
to be favorable for wage earners while a disruption of the wage
economy can seriously hurt workers. In all three instances examined
the disruption was due at least in part to populist measures designed
to benefit workers. But the wage earners consistently paid a price,
at least in terms of wage income, whenever the economy was dis-
lupted by such populist and nationalist policies as widespread and
abrupt nationarzation, sharp increases in the level and coverage of
the minimum wage, the rapid expansion of military expenditures
and encouragement of class conflict. Whether the populist and
nationalist measures, if consistently carried out over a longer period,
would have been benefiCial to this group of the poor one cannot says.
Nor does this paper examine the benefits to wage earners from
other measures of these regimes : the expansion of access to educa-
tion and health services, and tenure reform, or the important
increase in respect and in self respect, which some of these govern-
ment provided. And, of course. there are development strategies
which differ from the altt;matives examined.

It is not really surprising that in a time of shortage, the managers
(whether public or private), the remaining capitalists, the civil
servants allocating scarce resource, the professionals, the military.
and the tand owners were all better able to protect their incomes
against deterioration than the workers, Among the workers, the
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organized ones fared better than the unorganized ones in the
modera sector, who in turn fared better than those in the in~ormal
sector. But all workers suffered from the deterioration in the
economy in countrIes whose elite was draw from non-working
classes groups. Therefore, at least under the circumstances pre-
vailing in the four economies, policies which disrupt the economy
had a cost for workers, policies which increased the rate growth
generally benefitted them. Rapid growth then was not an alterna-
tive, but a contribution, to greater equity.

If, as suggested, real wages are affected by growth in part because
wages are influenced by the average product in the inform:d sector
and the strength of the income sharing mechanism in that sector and
in agriculture, then several other policies follow:

- the provision of employment in the commercial, modern
sector not only increases the income who obtain the
jobs, but also of those who remain in the informal
sector. The fewer the number in the informal sector,
the higher their average product, therefore their income
and reservation wage. The effect of labor intensive
industry, like ttle effect of increased agricultural output,
is therefore felt throughout the economy;

- conversely, if wages in the modern sector are raised by
fiat the benefits to modern sector need to be measured
against the losses of other workers, whose averdge
product and reservation wages will decline if the result
is less modern sector employment :

- any policies which undermine work and income sharing
will push more workers into activities where work dnd
income sharing continues, lower the average product
in these activities and, via the reservation wage, lower
wages elsewhere. So a shift from share cropping or
harvest sharing to hired labor can have repercussions
in large parts of the economy.

B. Inflation nnd Real Wages
Real wages were affected not only by growth, but also by the

rate of inflation. Adjustments in (nominal or) money wages seemed
rather consistently to lag behind price changes by about two years.
whenever price changes were rapid and unexpected.

i
il

, I
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1. Reasons for the Effect of InOation on Real Wages

There are variety of plausible reasons why rapid price increases
can result in a decline in real wages. Neither employers nor
employees can accuratrly forecast the rate of inflation and it is only
in conditions of hyperinflation that money wages are changed as
frequently as every mbnth. Normally, many wage rates are changed
only once a year at most. Then real wages will decline:

(a) in proportion to the rate of inflation if wages are adjusted
retroactively at the end of the year/beginning of the next year, to
take account of the past year's inflation.

(b) in proportion to the acceleration in inflation if wages are,
raised at the biginning of the year to take account of anticipated
inflation, on the assumption that next year's inflation will equal the
past year's.

However, if employers and employees attempt to stablize real
wages by anticipating inflation, tllen real wages should not be
affeeted by the rate of inflation if either (i) they learn from experi-
ence and predict accurately (ii) they overshoot or undershoot in a
random fasbin. It is only if decis ion makers are not" rational".
bUt stubbornly assume that the future rate of inflation will be
exactly the rate of the past, that wages would always overshoot
(real wages rise) when inflation lihow down and undershoot (real
wages fall) when it speeds up.

The picture is further complicated because price data are
available only with a lag the years for which wage and prIce series are
calculated are not always the same years, and because wag -s may be
adjusted In the "middle" of a wage or price year (e.g. wage
statistics may be collected for a July 1 to June 30 year, wage
adjustments may be made January 1, based on pr;ce changes for
January to June of the previous year). It therefore becomes very
difficult to specify a model which accurately tests the various hypo-
theses. It may also be that wages are adjusted only to take account of
past infiation when the rate of inflatian is low, but that a further
anticipatory adjustment is built in when inflation has been high for
sometime.

Clearly if the rate of inflation is low, it makes little difference
which adjustment mechanism prevails, the effect on real wages will
be small, But if it is high, the losses are significant if one assumes
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only a retroactive adjustments. With an anticipatory adjustment,
the level of intlation does not matter, only its acceleration does;
With a mixture of the two, a low and steady intlation will hardly
affect real wages, a rapid and accelerating one will have serious
effects.

2. Evidence on the Conselluencesof Inflation

As a matter of fact in Pakistan, where the rate of intlation was
very low for all but three years in the 1970's,5 the impact of intlation
on real wages was not clearly demonstrated in regression analysis.
(see Appendix). Moreover, the picture is further complicated because
this was also a period when average agricultural output had dropped
and it is obviously difficult to know whether declining real wages
were due to accelerating real wages were due to accalerating inflation
or declining agricultural production. So statistical tests generally
showed inflation as not significant in affecting real wages.

But for the other three countires, and for Pakistan when less
rigorous tests are used, the rate of inflation had a significant nega-
tive effect on real wages. (Table 3). In India and Banglade3h
typically nominal wages rose by only 30-40% as much as prices in the
same year and even in the second year had only made up 40-70% of
the price rise. Indonesia has had extensive experience with rapid
inflation. The only long series available, (or plantation workers,
showed 60-80% of the price increase made up by nominal wage
increases the first year and the remainder compensated for in the
second year for the all-Indonesian series. But when inflation
reaches several hundred percent, even if wages catch up by 10%, the
losses in real terms are still very significant, as the real wage an-
alysis show. Semi-annual data are available for the 1913-74
inflation in Indanes~a, and they show a decline in real wages over

S. eg: If over a year inflation is a steady 1% a month, if next
year's wages are increased to take account of the first eight
months of the increase for which information is available;
then the loss in real wages will be 9% i.e, wages at the begin-
ning of the new year will go up from 100 to 108, but prices
will go from 112 at the beginning to 125.5 at the end of the
year; or a loss of 4% at the beginning and of 14% at the
end.

6. The coefficient of variation of prices was .18; for India,
the country with most stable prices of the other three, if
was nearly twice as high at .32.
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18 months, with another 18 months -of i-ncr~ase required' to bring
real wages back where they were in 1972, or,a 3:year adjustment
process.

If one isolates -the relatively' short periods of -'inflation from
longer term trends of growth (or st;agnation)~ one" can see that the
effect of inflation can be quite dramatic. in fact brutaCt~r the affected
workers. Even a 5-10% decline in rea{~ages 'aver~iged -over a two
year period, characteristic of the mild inflation of lridfa. Pakistan
and Bangiadesh in the mid-1960's, is a blow to a low -income wage
earner, especially since some groups suffered a 10-20% decline in a
single year. The drop of 20-30 in real wages, typical of the more
rapid inflation in Indonesia, Pakistan and Bangladesh in mid-1970's,
was obviously even more serious. (see Table 3).

TABLE 3

Short-term changes in real Wages Resulting from Information

Annual Rate of Changes in Real Wages with
price change- Relatively
percent Stable Prices Rapidly Raising

prices
Bangladesh

56/9 to 59/64 1 to 3 +11% to +14%
61/4 to 64/67 5 to 14 -10% to+42%*
67/71 to 71/75 42 to 49 -32% to-42%
73/5 to 75/7 -9 to-20 +19% to +53%

Indonesia
66/g to 69/71 9 +86%
72 to 73II-74I 8 -18%
741 to 1976 12 +28%

-4 to -26%

-5% to-8%
+24% to-9%

+18% to+13%2
8
23

Pakistan
62/4 to 64/6
64/66 to 66/68
71/3 to 74/6

India
53/56 to 56/58 12
58/60 to 60/62 9 +9 to +16%
64/6 to 66/8 21 -4 to -5%

*Rise in manufacturing wages, probably as a result of structural
change.

Note: (a) Prices are the average rates of inflation during the period
being examined; that is, during the later group of years.
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(b) Wages changes shown the change between the average for
,the later period as against the average during the base
period. Two or four years are average for the comparison

. to reduce the effect of random, short-term fluctuations.
(c)The wages shown are Bangladesh: Average of three series

execpt for first period when agriculture manufacture only.
In~onesia Planation wages for all Indonesia. Pakistan:
manufacturing and textiles. India. Rur111.manufacturing.
textiles.

Source:, 'Table 2-5 in the Appendix.

Thesegeclines occur even when two or three-year averages have been
compare~ t~lp1inimize random fluctuations, If single year changes
are compared, the decline in real wages often increases further.
For i:nstance. from 6% for India rural wages for 66/67 to 67,68 to
10% for 1967 to 1968 alone. Inflation in India. Pakistan and
Bangladesh I'n the mid.1960's. when prices increased by 10% to 20%
gener~lly produced real wage declines of 5-10%, if two year averages
are used and 10-20% if one year comparisons are made. The one
serie~- for which semi-annual data are available, the Indonesia plan-
tation wages, show a drop of 25% in the real wage in an 18 month
period.

Duringshort periods of inflation th~ compensating factors are
absent which can soften the efiect of longer-term wage deterioration,
more employment, greater access to government services. more
opportunity for secondary and illegal incomes. A 25% decline in
pur(;hasing power then becomes a very severe blow.

Since IndoDesian semi-annual data and the regression analysis
suggest that it takes two to three years before wages catch up again
with prices after prices are stablized. the decline in workers, income
can be both quite severe and quite long.

. The effect of a given rate of inflation is different for the four
countries. For Indonesia a 9% or 12% rate of inflation was accom-
panied-by a rapid increase in real wages; for Pakistan (and
Bangladesh) a similar 7 - 10% rate of inflation was accompanied by
a decline. There are two likely reasons for this difference:

(i) It has, of course. been argued earlier in this paper that infla-
tion is not the only factor influencing wages Changes in
average product in agriculture. for instance, may counteract
changes in inflation.

,
,a -*l,,",,",',.'

1
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(ii) For Tndonesia a 9% rate in the late 1960's represented

phenomenal stability, since previous rates of inflation ranged between
100% and 1,000% a year. For Pakistan a 7% rate was tr"ipling of
the previous experience. Tndonesian employers and employees had
adjusted to, and were expecting, very rapid prioe increases. Pakistan
were expecting a much lower rate. The results are therefore quite
consistent with the hypothesis that not only the absolute rate of
inflation, but also the change in the rate, affects real wages. The
complexity of the relationship between prices and real wages is one
reason why the results are not always statistically significant. More-
ever, some firms, especially if unskilled workers, wages are a small
part of total cost, can and do protect their workers against short-
term price fluctuations because they wish to keep a stable and con-
tented labor force.

f For wage earners as a whole, however, Table 3 makes it clear
that sharp setbacks in income, lasting two to three years, can occur
as a result of rapid increases in the prices of the goods they buy.
Some of the two to three year periods declining wages have occured
during decades of rapid growth, and succeeded several years when
wages were rising quite rapidly. It is plausible that expectations
have been raised during periods of rapid increase in real wages.
If wages then not only stop rising, but actually fall 5-30%, workers
are likely to feel especially disappointed and angry.

Political unrest is a natural consequence of decling real wages.
If a sharp drop in real wages over a year or two occurs during a
decade or more of rapid economic growth, the resulting political
unrest may then be attributed, incorrectly, to the effects of growth.
Sharp econo~ic setbacks as a result of poor weaiher or changes in
the price of export commodities, are inevitable in the vulnerable
economies of many less developed countries, even if the long-term
rate growth high. Since these setbacks usually result in an infla-
tionary episode, which lowers real wages, it is not surprising to find
political unrest during periods of rapid economic growth. It can be
caused by the serioUS temporary decline in wages, all the more
difficult to bear if it follows on an earlier rapid rise in wages.

3. Tbe Consequences fOr Poliey
Most governments and political leaders are painfully aware that

increases in the price of wage goods, principally food grains, will
cause political problems .. But the magnitude of the effect has often
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nqt ~~~,n,r.ealised. The data from the four countries suggest that (a)
'w~iie:-a l~~~~ate of price increase does affect real wages, because
mO,J?,eYr.wag~s tend to lag, behind even these price changes, price
increa$~s."oiQ-6% generally have little discernible effect on real
.;~~e,s;but, (a) when prices rise 8 - 20% or when inflation accelerates
in~ou:tltri~s.where such price rises are normal, real wages of some
larg~ ..:gr.oups can and do decline by 10 to 20% (or more) in a year
or-two.

Programs to stabilize the pries of wage goods, through storage
or impoH~"'brboth, therefor~ can have sUbstantialbene~ts in stabili-
zing.rfalwdges and in preventing the hardship and unrest which

" '.:" <!'_: (". ": ~" . _ .,r . l r
othefwise 'occur. Storage or import programs have sometimes been

': ,r-<:,:"-',"_(~ '.,' • ( i • <t 'opposed by 'economists oecause of their cost, but the data for the
four countries indicate that the alternative may be serious declines
ii1'3t'6al''wag~sfor workers in industry, agriculture, construction and
dttret l~cti.qities, as many wages follow prices only with a consider-
al51b fag'! ; ,

.. t ~ "•.

C. TbeefIect of Minimum Wages Mandated Employment and Unions.

There is rather little one caQ say about other factors affecting
wages be~ause their impact was usually of short duration and uncer-
t~'ili:~magn:itudeor because it could not be analyzed with the data
available.

, 1•. Minimum Wage Legistlation
~ .~,,' 'i to-V'

~p,J;tlewjnimum wages legistation was generally on the books in
all -,follr'.~ountries, but it was ineffective most of the time because it

•• " -:. --jI, •... ' •. ". -

applic:.d,O,n!yto manufacturing firms above a certain size (generally
1().~~79.%, w.qrkers in Sourth Asia), because for long periods of time
e.I.QpJoy~r~~new there would be no inforcement action especially for
sm~lle~. ~rm~, and because the minimum wago was usually adjusted
for intlati~n only with a lag, so that the minimum wage was generally
low,er-.t~!lnthe actual wage in most enterprises where minimum
",age ~egi~l~tion applied.

Since:most of the data used here consist of averages for many
firms and different categories of workers, it is particularly difficult to
i4enf!fyt~,e effect of minimum wage legislation. This is certainly
0!1~ .reas?~ why India shows no effect of minimum wage regulations
o;ll,the reaLwage. Moreover, Indian minimum wages were kept quite

•
..
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low and seem to have had little effect for-most workers. In Indonesia
.minimum wage' ]egis~~tion was not effective t~r mu'ch\ of the period
under review and:its imp'act was probably negHgib\e. . .' ::

f • ~ -- ,- - _ • I..... ~ . . . . ,

In Pakistan and Bangl~desh, there were several. 'yel}rs, .when a
" '" "' . ,,' •.I • ; .

major Increase In mInImUm wage ..wa~ decreased setting the minimum
wage substantially above the wage actually pai~i t~ the great
majority of workers and dramatically raising the r~al wag~. The
first year when this oecurred was 1969, following the doting arid
strikes which began in (West) Pakistan, spread to East Pakistan (now
Bangladesh) and Jed to the ouster of President Ayub Khan. In
Pakistan there was another effective increase in 1972/73, but sub-
sequent increases were less than the rate of inflation. In both Pakistan
and Bangladesh the impact of minimum wages in the few years when
they were effective is packed up by the statistical regression analysis
in a significant (dummy) variable for various series of wages in manu-
facturing.

It is logical and supported by these results, that government is
able to raise real wages for organized sector workers in large enter-
prises. What is more surprising is that in the years when minimum
wage legislation was effective, the real wages of some workers outside
the organized manufacturing sector also rose. The explanations for
this are conjectural, this was a period of labor unrest, of strike~ and
of demonstrations, when government was clearly anxious to pacify
workers. Employers wish a regular labor force, not one hired by the
day and changing from day to day, may have considered it wise to
raise wages rather than face strikes of demonstrations, and workers
may have demanded wage increase, even if minimum wage legislation
did not apply to their firms.

2. The Effect of Minimum Wages and Government Policies on
Employment

But the conclusion is clear, government can raise real wages sub-
stantially for a large proportion of tbe organized urban labor force,
with some effect on other workers as well, by a massive increase in
the (nominal) minimum wage. One consequence is likely to be reduced
employment, if managers are free to reduee their labor force.
Obviously, as real wages rise, the employment of labor become less

7. For instance, in Pakistan the minimum wage variable was
significant for the small cold storage unit and constru~tion
labor, but not for casual workers.
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profitable and fewer workers will be employed. But there are two
factors which work against this effect of increased real wages. First,
mlny employers may be earning abnormal profits because of a variety
of distortions in the economy. - e.g. an import licensing system that
gives winderfalls' to those awarded licenses, government protection
against foreign of domestic competition for monopoly producers,
indirect subsidies via cheap credit. Then there may be no strong
pressure to reduce the labor force, even if wage costs increase,
especially if the share of unskilled labor in total costs is small.
Increased wages may mean only negligible reductions in profits, and
therefore produce nO noticeable decline in employmentS if managers
are more interested in avoiding trouble than in a small increase in
profits. However, while employed workers may not -lose their jobs,
at least in the short run, higher real wages will undoubtedly reduce
the new employment Cleated.

Second, decreased employment can be prevented, and even
increased employment can be made to accompany rising real wages,
9Ygovernment fiat. A government concerned with the income of
;workers in the organized seetor can increase the number of jobs
available to them as wetl as their wages, especially if a substantial
proportion of the organized sector is unler public ownership and
management. But this is a costly proposition for the economy and
the government, and in fact higher government mandated wages
usually meant les's employment.

8. B.g., one firm in Indonesia indicated that all labor costs were
only 10% of total costs. Costs of unskilled labor, potentially
affected by minimum wage legislation were probably less
ihan 3% of total costs. A 20.% increase in real wages then
would be such a negligible share of total costs that it did not
cause any change in employment for a firm with ample
profits.

J

f

j
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TABLE 4

Relationship of Employment and Wages

Indonesia Pakistan Bangladesh

Changes in

Years Wages Employ- Years Wages Employ- Years Wages Employ-
~~ ~~ m~

-35% -17% .

1966/68 1968/69
+17% 1968/71+25% -8% 1969/70+14% -47%

"1968/71
-6.5% 1972ln +18% -14%

1972-

1955-
1963 -52%
1963-
1966 +18%
1966-
1972 +66% '-19%

•

,

•

Note and Sources: Indonesia: Plantation wages and employment for
all Indonesia from Appendix Table 4.
Pakistan and Bangladesh: all of manufacturing
from Appendix Tables 3 and 2 for wages; emp:"
loyment from Statistical Yearbooks and Bulletins.

Sharply higher wages imposed by fiat quickly raise costs for most
enterprises. The governments did subsidise public enterprises. But
private firms usually did not receive subsidies and when wages were
increased they had to find some way to shed workers. to lower real
wages or to shut down. Even for public enterprises. constraints on
the budget limited Bubsidies. When no further increase in subsidies
was forthcoming, public enterprises faced the same alternatives .
There is no inherent reason why governments cannot continue to
subsidise more workers or higher wages than needed by the organized
modem, politically important sectors. But in fact. in the countries
under review where resources are severly limited the three government
that actively pursued policies designed to benefit workers in the
organized sector rather quickly seem to have found the costs excessive
and accepted lower wages or less employment.
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3. The Effect of Unions

The effect of trade union activity over time is even more difficult
to trace than the effect of government intervention. Strikes were
prohibited and/or union activity severely curtailed in Bangladesh and
Pakistan during much of the 1960's, and in Indonesia from the mid.
1960's on. At other times unions were operative in only some
industries and within industries in only some plants, and even where
_unions existed they were often ineffective, especially for the unskilled
workers whose' wages are, primarily under study. Of course, the
changes in wages over time, which are bein~ analysed, do not give,
any indication whether there is a difference in the wages of
unionized' and non-unionized workers in the same activity, but there
is some slight evidence for three propositions :

(a) Unions may have been quite effective in maintaining or
raising wages in capital intensive units, where labor costs are a
small fraction of total costs, potential labor power is high and
workers are more likely to be organized. The evidence for this
?onten~ion is impressionistic, stemming mainly from differences in
wages between labor intensive and capital intensive units observable
when individual firms were interviewed in Pakistan and Indonesia,
'plus ~tateinents by a few managers of such units that a union was
active. W~ile the conclusion is plausible and has been shown to
apply elsewhere, this study really provide no significant evidence
for it.

(b) Worker power did raise wages in the short term in industry
in .8everal Instances. For instances, in Pakistan and Bangladesh the
increase in real wages in the late 1960's, and in the early 1970's for
Pakistan, was almost certainly affected not only by the minimum
wage, but also by strikes and other forms of workers' action.
Workers' action also were a major reason for sharp increases in the
minimum wage. Since both occured in the same years, the separate
effects cannot be distinguished. However, increased wages in these
years in some fields where the minimum wage was not effective
suggest that workers' action had an independent effect and it
certainly was crucial in pressuring governments to raise the minimum
wage. So the highly significant variable for government intervention
to raise the minimum wage really represents in large part the effect
of direct and indirect workers'. action.

•
,
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(c) Over the long term, wages declined most in the three
countries other that India when workers' pressure and political
power were greatest, rose when it was weaker. This apparent pardox
stems form the relationship between the rate of economic growth and
real wages discussed earlier. Labor power was greatest under
governments that were little concerned with economic efficiency or
production, when economies stragnated. Wages declined, despite
Jabor's because labor power was inadequate in a labor surplus
economy to protect workers' interests in a situation of declining per
capita resources. Without labor power. the negative effects on real
wages might have been even greater. Governments at the time were
also concerned to solidity and increase their political support by
increasing the number of workers given jobs in the organized sector,
over which government had extensive control. Whatever resources
were available to pay wages, therefore, had to be shared among a
larger number of workers.

In these four poor, labor surp!us economies, the effectiveness of
the normal economic wapons of trade llnions in mixed economies is
bound to be limited. It proved simply inadequate to obtain for
labor a constant absolute wage in circumstances where the total
income of many enterprises was declining and usually had to be
shared aJ;llongan expa'nding labor force.

D. The Political Consequences of Changes in the Re~1 Wage.
It is difficult to provide convincing evidence on the political con-

sequences of changes in the real wages, because no good index exists
of support to government or conflict with employer~ in these four
countries. The usual index of labor dissatisfaction, the number of
days lost in labor disputes, of course, cannot be used for unorganized
workers who do not usually engage in' formal strikes and whose
disputes are not recorded. Moreover, strikes were illegal for long
periods in three or the four countries, so an index of man-days lost
is more an Indication of the legal status of strikes and the enforce-
ment of ani-strike legislation than of worker dissatisfation.

An index of riots provided impossible to obtain for most coun-
tries and their incidence also depends as much on the effort at
supression as on discontent. Moreover, it is impossible to distinguish
riot caused by religious, language, political or regional disputes from
those based on economic grievances. For instance, riot in Bangladesh
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.,

-37%
-29%
-21%
-60%

+53%
+53%
+31%
+47%

Agric. +11% (Bangladesh)
Manur ••• 14% (Bangladellh)
Manuf. +13% (Pakistan) .

Agric. -13% (Bangladesh)
Manur. - J.O% (Bangladesh) \
Manuf. - ~% (Pakistan)

TABLE 5

POLITICAL EVENTS AND REAL WAGES
Changes in Real Wages

Agtic. +10~ (Bangladesh)
Manol. + 8% (Bangladeill)
Manuf. •• 14% (Pakistan)

Agric.
Const
Urban.
,Manuf.

5. Election Confirming President Agric.
Ziaur Rehman as President of Const
Bangladesh, 1978 (74/5 compared Urban
to 76/7). Manuf.
N.B.: Crimes also decreased by 20)%

1. Election confirming Ayub Khan as
President of Pakistan (incl. pre-
sent (Bangladesh) 1964-65. (61-63
compared'to,63-65).

2. Riots leading to ouster of Ayub
Khan, 1967/68. (64-66 compared
to 66-68) (N.B.; Riots doubled
during this period, from 3,500 to
8,000 or more).

3. Riots/elections in favor of auto-
nomy of Bangladesh ao,d ouster
of miliary regime in Pakistan
1970-71(66-68 compared to 68-70)

4. Ouster of Bangladesh Awami
League Government, 1975 (69-71
compared to 73-75).

increased by more than 50% from 1970 to 1972 and. all crimes by over
a third, while real wages dropped by 20-35 and these two facts were
certainly related. But the increase in. riot also had ,something to do
with the ending of martial law, the in~ependence of Bangladesh and
so on.

Therefore, the best that can be done is to list the major civil
disturbances that occurred in the four countries and, conversely, those
electoral triumphs of government that seemed to reflect some genuine
support, rather than outright .manipulation,-and compare them with
changes in real wages at the time. This is not very accurate, but
it is quite suggestive.

,
Contd.
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6. Demonstrations/riot supporting Plantations - 25% (Indonesia)

ouster of Sokarno as President -25% (Java)
of Indonesia 1966-67 (60-61 com-
pered to 66.67)

7. Demonstrations/riot stressing 000- Plantation - 24% (Indonesia)
nomic grievances, Indonesia - 27% (Java)
1973-74 (Plantations 72-1 to -28% (Sumatra)
72-II/74-I Public Works 71/72-1 Pub. Works -39% (Sumatra)
to 72-I1f73Industry 72-73) Industry -17% (lndonesia)

8. Failure of student demonstrations Plantation+28% (Indonesia)
in' Indonesia to gain wider sup" +19% (Java)
port, 1977 (74-1 compared to 76)•

9. Electoral success of Indian Cong-
ress 1971 (67/69 to 69/71).

Rural 0
Industry+ 7%
Textiles 8%

Sources: Appendix Tables 2-5 for real wages.
There was one clear instance where political dissatisfaetion occurred
despits economic. improvements for wage earners, who nevertheless
participated actively in anti-government action: the riots, demonstra-
tions, and elections in Pakistan in 1970.71. They resulted in the
election of opposition candidates and contributed tothe independence
of Bangladesh in the former East Pakistan and the ouster of the
military regime in the former West Pakistan. But in aU other politi-
cal development listed, increases in real wages preceded and accom-
panied electoral success, while declines in wages accompanied riot
and demonstrations. Some of the elections cited involved government
pressures against the opposition, but to a degree they still reflected
popular views and are therefore mentioned as examples of economic
benefits leading to political support for the government.

In all of the political events economic factors were, of course,
o~ly partially responsible. In the 1970-71 riot and election in
Pakistan/Bangladesh, political factors were clearly decisive, but the
~nteraction of politics and economics may just be more difficult to
disentangle in other instances. Certainly it would be naive to argue
that the ouster of Shokarno as President of Indoneiia was simply or
even primarly due to economic deterioration. But it is also plausible
that the widespread discontent mobilized by anti-Soekarno groups to
press for his ouster, was strengthened by economic deterioration over
a decade, of whi,h the 25% decline in real wagesover the mid.60's was

..
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only the last stage, Almost certainly a major foactor in the riots of
late 1973 and January 1974, was the universal and very steep decline
in Indonesia wages, which began in late 1972 and lasted through early
1974. That it was a temporary setback after a period of substantial
improvement may only have increased the discontcmt. On the othel'
hand the improvement; in the years just before the Indian election of
1971 may have helped the government, although it occured in the
middle of a period when wages had essentially stagnated for some
15 years. The ouster of Bangladesh's Awami League, the party of
independence, was unqouptedly the ~esult,of many fa~tor~:. _But the
reported wicesprelld support for.the 197' coup was probably related
to the economic disaster over ~hich it had presi~ecl, reflect,e~fin a
40% decline in, real wag~s in thr~e yenrs. ~ In contrast, the new
government ofZia)1r' ia1;unan . undouhtedlygained support from the
improved economic~sif~ati9n, reflected in real. wage rises of 20 50%,
primarily due tt> a 45% decline in the rice price.

In short, aln:to~tuniversally, lower real wages seem to have con-
tributed to political difficulties, rising wages to political support.
E. The Combine effect of Growth. Inflation and other FactolD on Real
Wages and Politics.

Before summarizing and interpreting the conclusionS on different
factors affectirg wages it is necessary to stress that this paper is
apparently the first attempt to analyze how and why wages change
over time in less developed countries. As a result, the analytical
framework is litill quite primitive. Moreover the data used to test
various hypotheses are not very reliable. Finally it is probable, as
discussed earlier. that non-economic and non-quantifiable factors
wages. As a result there is a gooJ deal of noise in the data. For all
these reasons the statistical tests of the quantifiable factors do not
provide unequ;vocal support for the conclusions ieached. The results
~re interesting to the extent that they break new ground, but they are
clearly not conclusive. The hypotheses tested require further elabora-
tion, the dah need to be extended for a longer time period additional
data need to be collected, and the statistical analysis needs to be
refined. But some interesting preliminary ccnclusions emerge.

The two major factors. which, it was argued, affect real wages,
the average proc1uqtin self. employment and especially agriculture,
and the rate and. accelaration of inflation, are both in turn
affected by :



- weather "
- some other exogehom influences.,'such'as changes in the

price'.df 'exports .e;g.: rubber. jute~ 'cott.on) ;and the
resulting capacity .to:impor.t ., c

- government policies '. - .> J II

Since both major factors which affect real wages.are tnfluenced
by the same events they sometimes m,?ve together. ~nQ then cause
major changes in wage levels. For instance. when- popr weather
or government policies reduce per capita agricultural output this can
simultaneously,

- decrease the rate of growth in National Income, with
effect on the profitability of many enterprises and the
demand for labor

- .reduce the average agricultural product, and thereby the
reservation wage (supply price) of agricultural labor

- increase .the rate or inflation by reducing the domestic
supply of wage goods

- .reduce export and therefore the capacity to import
food-grains and other wage goods, further contributing
to inflation

As a result of all four interrelated factors real wages would
drop. In three of the four countries, one can distinguish periods
of several years when several factors combined to make for declining
or rising real wages.

1. Growth Oriented Development Strategies and Rising Wages.
Indian development strategy was relatively consistant over the

20 year under review, but in the other three countries one can dis-
tinguish sharp breaks. In Pakistan (then including What is now
Bangladesh) in the 1960's, and in Indonesia late in the de~ade, the
emphasis was on rapid growth in national income. Average agricul-
tural output increased. Prices were stabliized by increased output,
by more imports, especially of food, partly financed by aid, and
by conservative fiscal and monetary policies.

In terms of the mechanism sketched earlier, with limited
empirical support, rapid growth with relatively stable prices resulted
in rising real wages because:

(a) The reservation wage of '.surplus" self-employed agricultu-
ral labor increa$ed as the average income from agriculture
rose;
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(b) Similarly, increased demand for informal sector services,

and .1~ssened pressure on that sector as people found em-
ployment in the formal sector, increased the average product
and therefore the reservation wage of informal sector
workers.

(c) More enterprises were profitable and with 'profit, non-econo-
, mic reasons for raising wages incroased in force: ' .

, 0) Employers' ability to pay higher wages increased.

(ii) Their willingness also increased to pay higher wages
,for non-economic reasons.

(iii) Employees may have revised upward their definition
of a "fair" wage and pressed for highee incomes.

(d) With greater demand and profits, it also made economic
sense for 'employers to increase wages to:

(i) increase the supply of work without hiring more
workets, to avoid biring arid firing costs

'Cii) reduce ,the chances of labor strive, which had become, .

more costly.
(e) That money or nominal wages tend to lag behind prices

mattered le~s when prices rose little, and resulted in in-
'creased wages when prices fell. (This refers to the rate

" - - ' \

of prIce changes).
(f) With a slowing in the rate ,of inflation, and attempt to

compensate for future inflation will actually raise real wages.
(Th'is refers to a change in the rate of price change).

For most or all of these reasons, real wages in all the three
countrie~ ~~se':wh~n de~elopment strategy was' growth-oriented,
despite the goyern~ent:i' neglect of distributive policieg and the
\lIl~~x:ininingof labor power., . . .

, Rapid. growth can also increase employment in the high wage,
modern sector especially iridustry. , It thereby incre~ses the speed
with which wprkers ,could move from self-employment, where
"surplus" workers,contributedJittleor nothing .tq '.family income.
to better paying wage employment. With hjgher real wages .and
greater productive employnient, wage earning groups were ~learly
better off in absolute terms during these periods of rapid growth
than during periods of stagnation or decline in the economy. Since
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Wage earners include those employed in agriculture and in the
unorganized sector, they encompass a substantial proportion of the
poor. This relationship of real wages with growth and pricestabili-
ty helps explain why income distribution does not seem to have
necessarily deteriorated during periods of rapid growth .
.2. Rapid Growth and Stagnant Wages-A Possible Caveat
A warning note needs to be sounded about the relationship of a

rapid rate of economic growth and rising real wages. In Indonesia
real wages may have stagnated from 1970 to 1976, despite a very
rapid (8%) rate of growth because:

_ growth was concentrated in the capital intensive sectors
which provided few jobs for unskilled workers

_ jobs were simultaneously lost in traditional industry,
transport and trade, partly because of competition from
imports and government supported capital-intensive in-
dustry, and partly as a result of policies which restricted
labor intensive occupations.

_ work and income sharing policies may have become less
powerful as a result (,f population pressure, techincal
change, commercialization and a different political
environment

_ rapid inflation. concentrated in the prices of wage goods,
reduced real wages between 1972 and 1974 and the
subsequent rise to 1976 only made good the earlier
loss.

The Indonesia experience is not conclusive, because the period
of analysis is short and greatly affected by an exogenous inflationary
spurt that may have had a temporary effect on wages. But it does
.suggest that the mechanLm relating wages and growth described
earlier can result in a situation where stagnant wages accompany
rapid gorwth, although more generally rapid groth leads to rising
wages, However, the Indonesian experience may differ from that
. of other countries because Tndoesia is more dualistic than the other
. three and government adopted some policies that strengthened
dualism and that may have reduced the average product per worker
in the informal sector and tb,ereby the reservation wage.-----'--------

.9. It is analysed in more detail in my "The Effect of Growth
and Inflation on Worker's [ncome" in Essays on the Econo-
my of Indonesia (forthcoming).
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But even in In lonesia rapid growth meant dramatic increase in
real wages during its initial phase and workers were clearly better
off with growth than with a stagnant economy which resulted in
reduced wages.

3. Populist Developmeut Strategies aud Real Wages.
The alternative. populist, strategies persued in Indonesia from

the early 50's to the mid-60's. and in Pakistan and Bangladesh from
the early to the mid.70's. neglected growth but did not really em-
phasized income distribution either. They were '.populist" in the
sense that they curtaUed the power of the largest busine3s houses and
families, increased the power of the state and the organized workers.
and tried to raise the income and increase jobs for the latter. They
also tried to increase the availability of education, health and other
government services to the great majority of the population. In all
three countries. the central hallmark of the populist strategies.
however. was not a different set of priorities 01' policies with respect
to economic issues but an emphasis on political objectives and a
neglect, bordering or contempt, for economic objectives or perfor-
mance. In India the changes in strategy were always far more
limited. Just as there never was a consistent growth-oriented stra-
tegy in India. so there was not a consistent populist one.

The short-term consequences of the populist strategies in the
other three countries differed. In Pakistan the new government in-
herited a quite well functioning. rapidly growing, economy and
relatively efficient government machinery and initially adopted some
effective economic policies. As a result. agricultural output ramain •.
ed high, prices rose only moderately. foreign resource inflows
accelerated and the economy contained to function quite well until
1973/74. The initial effect of minimum wage legislation and greater
worker, therefore, was a futher increase in real wages. But over
the longer term the deterioration of the economy, wh:ch resulted
in part from the strategy persued. affected teal wages by the
mid-1970's. In Indonesia and Bangladesh with economies debilita-
ted by civil war and war. and with a weak government machinery,
the further deterioration in the economy as a result of populist
policies very quickly reduced real wages.

The reasons for a decline in real wages in stagnating or declining
economies were simply the mirror image of the effects of rapid
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growth: a declining average product in agriculture (and other self.
employment), higb and accelearing inflation declining profit and
demand. Government, by raising the minimum wage; and workers,
by using their reader political and economic power, may well have
depended the effects of other factors on the wages of workers,
particularly the labor aristocracy in large-scale manufacturing cen-
terprises. But in the three economies, these actions could not
fully offect the pressure on wages from a deteriorating economy
and they never helped much the great mass of unorganized workers.
Real wages for workers as a whole deteriorated. If govornment
then forced enterprises, especially public enterprises, to hire more
workers in the face of declining demand, the real wages dropped
quite sharply. "Surplus" workers were in the process transferred
from self-employment to wage employment, but in a declining or
stagnant economy they remained •surplus' , not contributing to real
output.

Wagel
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(Percentage Charges)
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50.s
6O.s
70.s

Notes: (a) All figures, except for real wages, are annual rates of
change

O(b) For Pakistan in the 1970's the 6% increase in wages and
3% in GDP is for all of the 70's. Deterioration in the
economy began in 74. GDP between 74 and 77 increased

Bangladesh

India

Pakistan

Indonesia
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by 2.1% according to official figures, but in fact the rate
was les&(see Appendix). In these years wages declined

by. 20%.

(c) The time periods are:
Bangladesh: 49/0 - 59/60; 60/61 ...;.69/70; 71/72-74/75

for wages, 70/71 included also for othell
cc.>lumns. Real wages are for agriculture J
so are prices.

Pakistan: 53/54 - 59/60 ; - 69/70 ; 70/71 - 75/76.

Indonesia: Year as indicated.
India: 52/53 - 59/60 ; 60/61 - 69/70; 70171-,.

72/73. Real wages are rural except for last
year, where increase in textile wages was
'"(illegitimately) spliced on; therefore. in
parentheses. Prices are rural. again except
for last year.

(d) Real Wages comparisons are averages for longer perids :
50's - Average for second half compared to first half
60's-Average for decade compared to second half 50's
70's-Average compared to 60's
For Indonesia: Average 58-67 compared to 53.57 and

average 69-75 compared to 58-67.

The fugures in parentheses indicate that only 5-6 years'
data available. so may be dealing with random fluctua-
tions.

Source: Tables 1-5 in Statistical Appendix.
The decline in income of the poorer group was less tban the

decline in real wages because government sometimes succeeded in
temporarily increasing employment and in all cases provided more
free services, especially education. These benefits, however, seem
to have been for outweighted by the loses due to declining wages.

4. The Political Consequences of Economic Tetbacks.

When real wages declined as a result of a development strategy
.which produced stagnation in the economy. the government in power
sooner of later 'faced poltical problems in many cases (see Table 5).
~But political problems also occurred during periods of rapid growth,
. when there were temporary episodes of declining real wages as a

,-
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result af brief periads af ecanamic deteriaratian. The temp'arary-
ecanamic declines were due to':

(a) Bad harvest, resulting in a lawer average product in agricul.
ture, high and accelerating inflatian, and lawer growth
(profits).

(b) Reductians in fareign aid, curtailing the supply af wage
gaads and investment gaods, thereby increasing prices and
reducing grawth.

(c) Rapid expansian in the maney supply increasing infiatian.

(d) Deteriaratian in the terms af trade, again raising prices and
lawering grawth.

(e) Deter'aratian in canfidence, with same effects.

Since these recession~lty episade. ta9k pla~e during 0'1' after a
periad af grawth, the palitical effects were likely to be especially
severs. Grawth and rising real wages had raised hapes and cxpee.
tatians. When these seemed to' be suddenly and cruelly disappainted,
that may be mare difficult to' accept than a long periad at stagnatian
ar minimal increase in real wages, which did nat raise expectatians.
The paiitical cansequences were campounded if campicuaus can.
sumptian cantinued unabated, So' that wage earners, cantrasting
their sudden suffering and disappainted expectations with the can-
tinued aflluence af the rich, cancluded that sacrifices were anly
impased an them.

This describes the s ituatian in Pakistan, Bangladesh and
Indanesia. By the mid-60's in the first twa cauntries real wages had
been rising for several years (l5-30). The rise in Indanesian wages
fram the mid-60's to' tbe early 70's had been even mare dramatic
(nearly 100) as was the fall in 1973/74 (-50). It was during these
periads af declining wages, fallawing an a period af sifnicant rise,
that palitical diffiuulties accurred in all three cauntries and led to
erraneaus canclusians abaut the destailizing effects af raid grawth .

S. Is Growth Necessary and Sufficient ?

All af this saunds like an argument far a return to' the develap-
ment strategies af the 50's and early 60's: emphasizing grawth,
avaiding government interventian to' improve equity. in the expec-
tatian that growth would autamatically benefit the paar as well as
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the rich (later somewhat comperati\icly but appropr;ateJy cal1ed the
"trickle-down" approach). That is not the case:

(a) The four countries under review are different from many
other less developed countries in that they:

(i) Had a relatively egalitarian income distribution with Gini
coefficients around 0...;.3.5 as against 4-5 in much of Latin
America. In a more dualistic, less egalitarian society.
a higher proportion of the benefits of growth may accrue
to those within a small, modern enclave.

<ii) Where heavily agriculture-dependent, so rapid growth of
the economy meant rapid growth of agriculture, which
raised real wages throughout the Qoonomy, probably via
the reservation price.

(iii) Were labor surplus, dooming to failure attempts to raise
incomes (,)fthe poor by minimum wage legislation or union
action. Surplus labor meanS that wages remain low for the
bulk of the "labor force even if they ate by fiat for a small,
skilled or protected, organized sector.

For countries with different characteristics, the effect of a
grwoth oriented stratesy on wages might well have been quite
different.

(b) This paper does not really analyze in any depth the effect
of develo.pment strategy on growth and equity; the trade-off, if
any, between growth and the absolute income of the poor. Only
in the first section of the paper were such issues discussed briefly,
and that section does not explore how particular policies and
programs affect growth, income distribution and the absolute income
of the poor. Another paper, in preparation addresses some of
these issues in greater depth.

(c) Nor do,esthe paper really deal with all possible alternative
strategics.. It doe~ not examine the alternative of rapid growth
versus a somewhat lower growth with a more equaitable distribution
of income in an economy efficiently managed to achieve these objec-
tives. In fact, in three of the c~untries the alternative to rapid
growth was a populism that neglected efficient economic. manage.
ment and emphasized political goals. Given t)le political and
social circumstances of these countries, the actual alternatives
seemed to be (i) high growth with little deliberate intervention to

•
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imprave equity, ar (ii) law growth, with interventian designed to'
benefit the political elite and the elite of the wage earners, plus
limi ~d benefits far the poor through madest land refoms andJm-

• Ipraved government services. . .
Given these alternatives, the paar whO'warked far 'wages were

clearly better aff in terms af incame with mare rap:d grawth. The
chaice between reasanably raid grawth with neglect af equity and
stagnatian with almast equal neglect af equity is abviously nat a
difficult chaice-if ane if cancerned anly with direct ecanomio can-
sequences. The extent to' to' which papulist gavernments gave many
af the paar hape, dignity. a feeling of participation and pawer is.
of caorse. nat measured by a study af real wages. Nar is the trade .•
aff in the minds of the paar majarity between these difficult-tO'..
measure abjectives and higher incames. And, of course. this study
did nat address the question whether in these countries the anly
chaice available is between braadly political and narrawlyeconomio
benefits. In a neighbouring country, Sri Lanka, the choice really
seems to' have been between grawth and equity, as the gavernment
intervened effectively. to' distribute incame. Butane canolusian can
be drawn :.the widespread belief that rapid grawth benefits to' the
paar majarity is nat supparted by the evidence; the grawth-arient
strategies generally raised real wages. the neglect af economic per..
farmance lowered them and aften quite brutally.

But stagnant wages cauld coexist with rapid growth if the
pattern af grawth required little unskilled labar. Mare impartant,
during periods af rapid grawth. the inevitable setbacks to' the
economy, caused by weather or other outside factars; also (l3used
severe declines in real wages and can sequent political traubles.
Therefare it apparently is nat enaugh far a gavernment to' achieve a
high rate af grawth if it wants to' avaid political prablems. It needs
alsO' to' pay attentian to' the labar ..intensity af grawth and it needs to'

cushion the wage earners against the inevitable rise in wage goads.
prices. Finally it prabably should be sensitive to' the potential far
creating palitical frictian af continuing conspicuous con~umptian
during periods af decliniog ar stagnant real wages.



STRAytEGDIaS OF EXPORT. LmD GROWTH
Wll'M SPECIAL REFERENCE TO PAKISTAN*

Dr. Zlauddln Ahmad

There have been elgnifioant differenoes in the views of economists
in regard to the possibilities and potential of export. led growth in
developing oountries. There, is \Videspread agreement that interna~
Oional trade served as an engine of growth for many of the presently,
developed countries in the nineteenth oentury. Quite a few eoono.
miD~Dbelieve that International trade oannot servo the same funotion
for the developing oountries of the twentieth oentury. This view
found foroeful artloalatlon in the ",r'tinge of Ragnar Hurkse.
Prebicoh Bnd Myrdal in the fifties and early si:dies.1 It vas oon.
tendedthafl \7hereas demand oonditionR were highly favourable for
the growth of exportls of the "peripheral oountries" in the nineteemb
oelitury. exports from developing oountries in the present oentury
faGed formidable obstaoles owing to low inoome elastioities of demcmd
for thoir produots in industrially advanoed countries. the growth of
aynthetios. tariff and nott-tariff harriers and seoular deterioration in
their termo of trade. It was mainly on .he basis of his pessimistio oull
look about trade proapeots that Nurkse advooated "balanoed growth"
to aooelerate the tempo of development in less developed regions of

t.he world.

*This paper hall been written by tho author in his purely personal
oapaoity ond dC)8l!Ino' neoessarily refleot the views of the
Stalle Bank of Pakistan where he il currently servil'g as
Deputy Governor. Computational assistanoe was provided
by Mr. Anwar Asi and his assooiates in'the Besearoh Depart-
ment of the State Bank.

1. See. for example. G. Myrdal. Economic Theory and Under-
Developed Region (London, 1957). B. Nurkse, Equilibrium and
Growth in the World Economy (Oambridge, Mass., 1961) and
R. Prebisoh "The Economio Development of Latin Amerioa
and i'a Payment Problems." Economic Bulletin for Latin
Ame,.Ica, February, 1962.
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The writings of Nurkse. Prebisoh, Myrdal and otherll holding

similar views greatly influenoed polioy makers in a number of de-
veloping oountries and led to the adoption of inward.oriented develop,;
ment programmes stressing import substitution under highly sheltered
market oonditions. The aotual results of such a polioy. however did
Dot give oause for satisfaotion. It was inoreasingly realised that
real economio oosts of inward oriented development otrategiell were
Cloohigh. Many developing oountries found themselvell saddled with
a large number of high oost ond relatively ineffioient industries whioh
most often operated at lells than full oapaoity beoause of both in-
adequate domestio demand anc;la shortage of imported ra" materials
Dnd replaoement parts. In respeot of the foreign trade seotor. it
vas found that the prooess of import substitution did not alleviate
the balanoe of paymonts problems and even oreated further strains.
Industrialisation induoed by inward looking polioies appeared to have
aggravated inoome inequalities by benefitting mainly a small group of
indu8trialists and disoriminating against agrioulture. Several studies of
United Nations, EOLA and EOAFE highlighted the limitations Dnd
adverse oonsequenoesoC-polioieswhioh emphasise import substitution as
a means of development, The oritioism of import substitution polioies
reached its peak with the publioation of the Little, Soitovsky and
Scotti oomparative .•.olume 2 in 1970 together with acoompanying
oountry studies on Brazil, India, Mexioo, Pakistan, Taiwan and the
Philippines. Many eoonomists expressed the opinion that import
Dubstitution would inevitably lead to economio stagnation unless
inoomes were drastioally redistributed.

At the same time, a number of empirioal studies on the exporCl
performanoe of developing oountries helped dispel the "trade
pessimism." The study by Karvis ahowed that in the period 194:8.66,
e.number of developing oountries aonieved higher export growth rates
than the industrial oountries as a wllole.3 The 8trJking oorrelation
between the expansion of exports from devaloping oountries and their

2. Little. I.M.D., T. Scitovslty, and M. Soott, Industry and
Trade in Some Developing Countries (London), (Oxford
University Press, 1970).

3. Karvis I. B., "Trade As a Handmaiden of Growth: Simile,;
rities between the Nineteenth and Twentieth Oen~uries: ~
l'he Economic !oumal, Deoember,1970!
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rates of overall economio growth was highlighted in a number of
atudies. Emery in his important study on esports and eoonomic growth
olaimed:

II There are subatantial grounds for believing that there is Q

oauuol relotionship between esports and economic growth. and
thot this relationsbip is one of interdependence rather than of
unilateral causation. There are also grounds for believing,
houever. th80t exports are a key factor in promoting economic
growth Bnd tbat it is generally 80 rise in exports that stimulates
o.n inorease in aggregate economic growtb. ratber tban vice
VOrDQ." 4

Emery's conclusions were based on regression analysis for fifty
oountrieo over tbe period 1953-63. Almost identical results were
obt8oinedby Massel1, Pe8orBOnand Fitcb in tbeir study of several
Lotin American countries.' On the otber hand. in bis study of eight
Asian oountries over a period of two deoades (1950.1969). Healey
was uneble to find a bigb oorrelation between exporlis and growth
except in the oase of Malaysia a.nd, possibly Ceylon.6

Though the aV80ilablematerial on the subject oannot rosolve the
oontroversy whether tbere is a direct oausal rel9.1)ionship between
e1tpor~ ond oooDomiogrowth. it oan be safely stated that esports can
play I) dynamio role in tbe growtb pr00e8s. The essence of export-led
~rowtb to that it helps a country to overcome tbe constraint on
groo-th arioing from the limited size of the domestics market and
makes for a more efficient use of resources compared to a policy of
import substitution. Tbe produotion pOB8ibility frontier of the
economy is extended by dynamio growtb in exports and economie of
Bcalebeoome available in greatar measure. As exports expand tbt'J
oountry is enabled to aoquire larger imports needed to aocelerate the
tempo of growtb and the "foreign exchange gap" situation eAses•
.For tbese rellBons there bas been a mounting apprecia.tion in almost
every developing country of the need for increasing and diversifying
exports.

4. Emery. R. F.. "The Relation of Exports and Economio
Grot7th," Kyklos, Vol. XX. No.2, 1967.

6. Massen, B. F. S. S. R. Pearson and J. B. Fitch. "Foreign
Exchange a.nd Economic Development: An Empirical Study
of Selected Latin American Countries,.' Review of Economics
and Statistics. Vol. LlV. May 1972.

6. Healey, D.O., "Foreign Capital and Esp~rts", The Economic
Record. Septiember. 1973.

•
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4:3
While ths need for inoreasing exportl!l is universally reoognised.

the diffioulties in the way of develping oountries in bringing about Q

aubstantial improvement. in their export earnings should not be
under rated. An imported obstaole to exports is the rising tide of
proteotionism in many developed oountrles. The manufaotured pro-
duota of developing oountries enoounter Devere tariff and non-tariff
barriers. The latter inolude quotas (global and~bnateral). disorimina-
tory lioensing praotioes and other restriotive devioes. The imports of
agrioultural produot! from developing oountries are also subjeot to a
number of restriotionl!l.

Notwithstanding the above diffioulties a number of oountries. of
whioh South Korea, Singapore. Taiwan, Hong Kong and Mexioo
deserve speoial mention, have aohieved good suooess with strategies
of export.led growth. In the period 1959.1968, for example, South
Korea aohieved an annual oompound growth rate of 42% in Us
exports. The corresponding figures for Taiwan and Hong Koug
were 21 per oent and 14: per oent respeotively. Compared witb a
median growth rate of about 6 per oent for all the developing oountries,
these represent outstanding suooess stories. On the other band, a
number of develping oountries had a very poor export performanoe
in this period.

In the oontext of the striking differenoes in the export perfor.
mance of industria.l countries it is of interest to investigate into the
oauses underlying suol1 differenoes. This paper is oonoerned vith
evaluating tbe experience of Pakbtao. Sinoe a number of studies
are available on Pakista.n's export parformauoe in the fifties and 'be
sidies, the developments in this period will be only bt'iefiy touched
upon ill this paper. Ma.inattention wiU be concentrated on Paklstao's
export performtlonce io tne seventies, especially atter the 89paration
of East Pakistan in 1971.

Pakista.n's exports experienced a serious fetrogrelilsion in tbe
fiftiee. The annual oompouad growth rate iu exports during this
period was a negative 8 per oent. After a more than huadrad per
cent inCrel.\S8in tb~ value of of tlxports in 1950-51 under the infl.ueooa
of the short.lived Korean war boom, the oountry's exports declintld
steadily in the subsequent four yetilri:ltill Pakistan rupee was deva.lued
in July 1955. Devaluation wa.sfollowed by an inorease in exports in
1955.56 bull the deolining trend in expor~8 reasserted itself' a.fter tha~



ODdit t18S only after the introduotion of Export Bonus Soheme in
1959 that thia trend t1aDreversed.

It Deems that "trade pessimism" dominated the thinking of
polioy makero in Pakistan in the fifties. When the pound sterling
ond a number of other ourrenoies, inoluding that of neighbouring
Indio. were devalued in 1949, deoided not to follow suit. Tile non.
dovaluation deoision was justified by gonrnment spokesmen mainly
on the plea that Pakistan's exports oonsisted almost wholly of
agrioulturol raw materials whioh had a low supply elastioity and also
faoed on inelQlltio foreign demand.7 The result was an extreme em-
phuic on import substitution as a meanDof fostering growth. Soon
after the non.devaluation deoision important ohanges were effeoted
in Import tariff whioh greatly favoured producers of import.substitut-
ing oonsumer goods, particularly those using agriouhural raw materials
whioh l7ero oountry's main export abies at that time. In 1952, as
e:xporto deolined steeply after the oollaplJe of the Korean boom and
the oonntry was faoed with 0 difficult balance of payments situation.
Government ohose to meet the orisis by using direot import oontrols.
Qnantitative restriotions on imports plus the increase in import dutied
Dnd fi80al oonoes8ions for investment in industry provided a highly
Dheltered mnrket for the growth of domestio import.substituting
Industrie:J. 'ihe terms of trade moved against agrioulture wbioh has
o depressive influenoe on agrioultural produotion. Althougb value
ndded in indaotry rooe at a respeotable rate. the overall growtb rate
of the eoonomy foiled to matoh even the inorease in population (ill)

thot there was hardly any rise in per oa.pita income. To improve tbe
balanoe of poymentB, it was deoided to devalue ~he {lurrenoy in 1955.
However. even after devaluatbn. eoonomio polioieo retained a bia.B
In fovonr of import Bubstitution. Tbe exohange rate adjustment did
exeroise D favourable effect on the ability of new ma.nufacturing
Industries to export but it Cailed to bring about a 8u~tained rise in the
overall export earnings of tbe country.

The export performanoe of the eoonomy reoorded significant-
improvement in the sixties. .As against the absolute -deoline in the
volue of exports in tbe fifties, the oouotry aobieved an annual

7. Meenai, S. A•• "Devaluation-An Assessment." Selected
Papers on Pakistan Economy Vol. 3, (:state Bank of Pakistan.
1968).

•
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oompound growth rtate of 0 peroen' in exporta during 1959-1968. A
study of the export performanoe of developiIlg oountries by Hossein
Aekari And Vittorio Corbo found that the inorease in Pakistaon'8
exports during this period oould largely be attributed to their inoreaoed
oompetitiveness.8 The introduotion of the Export Bonus Sohems in
1959 played a mQjol' role in this respeot. .Under the bonus vouchf3r
system, which continued till May 1972, exporters of specified goods
reoeive entitlements to foreign exchange whioh oould be sold in on
open market; the premium letohed ranged in general betweeB 50 to
90 per oent during the period of the operation of the Saheme. Thill
provided a powerful stimulus to exports, partioularly to exports of
manufaotured goods. MerohQndise exports rose from the equivalenO
of $ 278 million in 1958.59 to $ 687 million in 1969.70 representing G

growth of 8.6 peroent per annum. This served to dispel the ''.trade
pessimism" of the fifties and the experienoe with the Bonus Soheme
olearly demonstrated that both the foreign demAnd for, and the
domestic supply of, Pakistan's exports were fairly prioe elalltio.

The Export Bonus Soheme helped greatly in inoreasing the
oountry's export earnings but manner in whioh it was operated resulted
in a certain misallooation of resouroes.9 Itl wall deoided to abandon
the Soheme in May 1972 and to devalue the Pakistan rupee. The
expeotation was that this would further strengthen the inoreaoing trend
in the oountry's exports. However, a number of faollors oombined to
negate the favourable effeot~ of devaluation on exports w"fthina ~hort
period. The trends in Pakistan's e:&:portsduring the period 1972-73
to 1978.79 are tJhownin Table-I. It will be seen that in the first full
year after devaluation (1972.73) exports rose by about 40 peroent in
dollar terms and the rate of growth in exports in the suooeeding year
(1973.74) at 24 peroent was also impres!live. However, exports stag.
nated at about $1 billion in the suooeeding three years. 1974.75 to

8. Hossein Askari and Vittoria Corbo, "Export Promotion :
Its Rationale and Fea;libility." Pakistan Economic and
Social Review, Summer 1975.

9. Extensive literature is available on the results of the Export
Bonus Soheme. The interested reader may refer to the
exofollent analysis to be found in Stephen R. Lewis Jr.
Pakistan: Industrialisation and Trade Policies Oxford
University Press, 1970) and to various artioles published in
The Pakistan Development Review oollected under ODeoover
entitled Studies on Commercial Policy altd Economic Growth
(Pakis~an Ins~itute of DevelopmeJl~Economios, 1970).
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1976.•77. As a ratio of GDP, exports went down from 14.4 percent in
1972.•73 to 8.3-percent in 1976-77. Exports rOle by lIS peroent in
1977.78 and by 30 percent in 1978.•79.

The substantial rise in export earnings in 1972.73 and 1973.74 was
due to the stimulus provided by ~eV8tluQtionas well a~ the favourable
prioe and demand oonditions in the world markets for Pakistan's
major exports. The stagnation in exports in Iluooeedingyears till
1976.77 can pal tly be attributed to international recession but major
oauses respbnsible for the unsatisfaotory export performance seem to
be of dome~tio origin. It is noteworthy that while the international
environment in which foreign tra.de takes place is the same for each
country, a number of developing oouotries did muoh better than
Pakistan in respect of exports. Tbe following table compares the
export performance of Pakistan with that of some of its oompetitors
in the world markets: )

+22.0

+37.9 '

+17.2

+27.0

+h.6

+ 17,1

+23.1
-10.6

+5L.9

+51.8

+27.8

+6~6

+39.9

+ 13.9

-5.6

-3.2

-15.8

-8.9

+383

+25.8

+54.1

+48.3
+16.8

+98.6

+50.0

+44:.6

+57.3
+48.8

RATE OF GROWTH OF EXPORTS

(In peroent)

1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978

+2.1 +39.5 +16.2 -7.4 +128 +0.7 +27.1

+19.8 +20.1 +31.4: +11.2 +24.1 -+18.6 +0.93

+52.1

+45.0

+30.1

Pakistan

India

Souob
Korea

Taiwan

Thailand

Philippines -1.8
Turkey +30.7

HonjZ

Kong +.J9.9 +4:7.1 +17.5 +1.0 +41.6 +7.3 +16.1

It will be t!een that while the international recession adverseJy
affeoted the export performanoe of almost all countries ia 1974 and
1975 mOiltof the countries in the above nit fared much better than
Pakilltan. During 1976 and 1977 when world eoonomio aotivity pioked
up, almos' all these oountries achieved far higher growth rates in
exports oompared to Pakistan. In 1978, a _pick up io oountry's
exports improved the position somewha.t' but still oountries like Turkey
and Taiwan witnessed larger growth rates ~han those reoorded by
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PAkistan. The result of Pakistan's lagging behind in export perfor~
manoe is refleoted in its deolining shares in the world's export trade.
It will be seen from the figures given In Table.1I that Pakistan's
share in world exports declined from 0.17 per oent in 1972 to 0.10
peroent in 1977. In respeot of exports from developing countries,
PakistQn's share fell from 0.96 percent in 1972 to 0.41 peroent in 1977.
During the same period Pakistan's share in the exports of non-oil
developing countries deolined from 1.48 per oent to 0.86 per cent.
TheBeperoentages showed some improvement during 1978.

It is possible to employ the the Oonstant Market Shares (OMS)
teohnique 10 to analyse the main faotors responsible for the unsatill~
faotory export performanoe of Pakistan in reoent years. Ohanges in a
oountry's exports in a partioular time period are deoomposed into
four oomponents : Changes due to (1) the growtb of world trade (2)
differential produot growth (3) differential market growth and (4) a
residual or competitive effeot. The first three are demand side faotor.:!
refleoting how far & oountry's exports ha.vekept pace wjth world trend
and how far deviatio[ls from the oonstant share are assooiated with
oonoentration of expous in oommndities or to markets with above or
b"low average growth rstes. The tl"oboiq'18 reveals that even if a
oountry maintains its share of every produot in every market, it ODn
still have a deorease in its aggregate market share if it exports to
markets thl't grow more slowly than the world average and/or if it
exports produots for whioh deman"d is growing more slowly thAn
average. The fourth oomponent is a residual representing the differ-
enoe between tbe aotual increase in a country's exports and what the
inorease would have been if that oountry had maintained a oonstant
sbare in the market for eaoh commodity in eaoh oountry or a group of
oountries. The ohange in c'oompetiti\Tenass" represents the factors
working on the supply side in the oountry itself.

10. For a good expo5itory note on COllt>taot-Mruket-Shares
Ans)vsis see Stephen P: MalZee•.Prices. Inoomes and Foreign
Trade" in Peter B. Keoeo (t-d.): International Trade and
Finance: Frontiers for Research (C~mbridge Ufllversity
Press, 1975) pp. 239-243) For interesting applioa.tions of
the technique see R. W. T. Pomfret: "Manufaotured Es:-
port Expansion in A Semi-Developed Eoonomy: The
Isrf'ali Case," Economic International, Vol. XXVIII, No. 3-4,
and J. M. Fleming a.nd S.C. Tsiaog, "Changes in Competetive
Strength and Export Shares of Major Industrial Oountries,
"[ MF Staff Papers, August 1956.
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Under the OMSmeshod, the increa3e in exports (X2_Xl) and

component parte can be depioted as an algebra.io identity:

(1) X2_XI:=r.XI +~(r,-rj}Xll+~I~j (rlj-r,)XI'j
~I~j (X~V-XIV XlV)

An alternate formulation of equation (1) to take aocount of the
marke' distribution effect before the commodity composition effeot oa.n
be written as :

(la) X2-XI:::r. Xl •. IlJ{rj-r)Xlj+ IJ'~j (rv ~-rj)XI'r~
~IIJJ (X2u-XIv-ru . XlV)'

where thesubsoripts refer to the itb oommodity group and jth destina-
tion for a oountry'. exports. Their variables repreflent growth rate for

world trade.
The OMSestimates of souroes of ohanges in Paki8ta.n's exports

can be' worked out only for the period upto 1975 as neoessary data
are not available for the subsequent period. The following table shows
the souroes of ohanges in Pa,kista,l1'S exports during 1972.75 according
to both formulations and separately for all goods and manufaotured
goods;
THE SOUROES OF OHANGES IN PAKISTAN'a EXPORTS

1972,;75.

All Goodl!!(a) Manufaotured Goods (b)
IdeB\i'y Identity Identity Identity
(1) l(a) (1) l(a)
value value value value

($m) % ($m) % ($m) % ($m) %
Pakistan's
exports in
1975 1031 1031 567 567
Pakistan's
export. in
1972 687 687 381 381

Inorease in
Pakistan's
exports 3" 100 ~44 100 186 100 186 100
Inorease due to I
Inorea.e in
World
trade +761 +221 +761 +221 +349 +188 +349 +118

ContdJ49
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Commodity
effeot -177 -52 -231 -67 -33 -18 -25 -14
Market
distribu-
tion effeotl+46 +14 +99 +29 +30 +18 +22 '+11
Oompeti-
tiveDess - 285 -83 -285 -83 -160 -86 -160 -86

No'e I j.l , •• 6 the markets being Japan, USA and Ohina. EEO,
EFTA, Asia excluding Japan and rest of the world;

(0) i.l • 1 ~6 the groups being SITO (0+1), (2+4), 3,5,7
and (6+8+8).

(b) i.l ••• 3 the groups being 5,7 and (6+8+9).

Souroe: U.N. International Trade Year Book 19i6.
U.N. Commodity Trade Statistios 1972, 1975.

It will be seen that the main reason for the slow growth in
PaklstB.n'lJ export earnings in the period 1972.•75 is tlobe found in the
factor of "oompetitivenese." Another adverse influenoe was that its
exports had a oonoentration of suoh produots whose demand grew
more slowly than the average for world trade. Whatever inorease
took plaoe in Pakistan's exports vas due to inorea~e in world trade
and marginally to expansion in exports to markets whioh grew faster
thaD the average for the world trade.

"Oompetitive strength" or "oompetitiveness" is a rather broad
term. Ohanges in oompetitive strength may be attributable to a
number of faotors suoh as differential rates of produotivity grow~h in
different oountries, differential rates of inorease of national prioe levels
ohanges in effeotive exohange rates and differenoes in marketing skills,
quality of produots and salesmanship. To enoourage export!! a
number of oountries give rebates of import duties on raw materials used
in export indulltries and rebates of direot taxes in export industries,
exempli export goods from domestio sales and exoise taxes and gran~
special import entitlements for their speoifiorequirements to exporting
firms. Over the years Pakistan has built up an elaborate sliruo'ure of
export inoen'ives whioh oontains aU these elemenlis. The detaila are
provided in Appendix.I. It! is apparent. therefore. that reasond for
the minus sign of the "oompetitiveness" faotor relate to some. basio
fundamentals. The variables that oall for speoial attention are (a)
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produotion pattern and oomparative advantage (b) oommodlty oonoent.•
ration of exportll (0) investment and oapital output ratio (d) the rate
of prioe Inflation And national oonsumption and (e) bebaviour of
effeotive exohange rates. These have dirot relevanoe to the strategy of
export-led growth and are briefly diooussed in the following paragraphs I

(a) Production Pattern and Comparative Advantage

Ao is 17ellknown. Pakistan's oomparative advantage lies basioally
in agrioultural produotion and in labour intensive lines of produotiou
in industry. However, the growth of both agrioultural seotor and the
labour intensive industrial seotor has been far from satisfaotory during
the seventies. The real value added in agrioultural seotor inoreased
at an annua) average rate of 2.7 peroent whioh was Ieos than even the
rate of growth of population. The output of ootton. the main export
orop of the oountry, has deolined sharply over the years from 4 milllon
balea in 1972.73 to 2.6 million ba)es in 1978.79. The output of the
manufaoturing seotor as a whole inoreased at an average annual rate
of 4.3 per oent between 1972~73and 1978.79. It ,is noteworthy that
the output of the main export industry, namely ootton textiles,
deolined during the period 1972.73/1978.79. The produotion of ootton
yarn declined from 376 million kgB. in 1972.i3 to 327* million kgs in
1978.'79 while produotion of ootton oloth fell from 588 million sq.
metres to 346** million aq. metres. Produotion of oement, whioh like
cotton textiles ia based on indigenous raw materials, at 2.9** million
tons in 1978.79 was the same as in 1972.73. As a result of stagnation
in cement produot.ion the oountry beoame a net importer of this item.
In 1974-75 the value of exports of oement had amounted to Bs. 279.5
million.

(b) Commodity Concentration of Exports
Pakistan's exports show a heavy conoentration in a few items.

In 1977.78. of the total exports of Re. 12.9 billion, rioe, raw cotton,
'ootton yarn and fabrios', leather, 'petroleum and produots' and
'carpets ond rugs' aooounted for Ri!. 8.7 billion or 67 per cent. Any
odveroe development within the oountry or in the international market
in ol)lle of these items oan severely affeot tbe oountrY'8 total export

*Eatimated on tbe baois of July, 1978~Marcb, 1979 figure.
~"'EBtimQ~edon tba baBiBof July, 1978.March, 1979 figure.

1
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earningo. In the international reoession of 1976~76the trade In ootton
textiles waD most severely affected and this had a partioularly damag-
ing effeot on the oountrs's exports.

(c) Investment and Capital Output Ratio

The oomparative advantage of Pakistan lie! basioally in lines of
produotion having a 10\7 oapital output ratio. The inoremental oapital
output ratio has been quite high in the seventies on aooount of the
deoision taken to initiate a number of oapital intensive projeots at the
same time. This has had an adverse effect on the "oompetitiveness"
of the country as broadly defined in CBnstant Market Shares analysis.
The growth in exports aohieved despite a high capital output ratio is
a"ributable to the faot that exports of a few produots in seotoro of
high labour intensity inoreased substantially over the years. For
instanoe, export of rioe increased by 112 per oent between 1972••73 and
1977.78. Exports of carpets and rugs rose by 316 per cent d::i'iug
this period wbile tbose of tobaooo raw and manufaotured rose by 157
percent. Had some of these produots not emerged as fast growing
exports, the overall export growth would have been even slower.

(d) Price Inflation and National Consumption

A faster inorease in the prioe level of a oountry oompared to its
oompetitiors adversely affeots exports. The 'trend in the prioe levels
of certain countries which oompete with t'akiotan in export trade is
shown in the following table:

AVERAGE ANNUAL INCREASE IN THE WHOLESALE
PRIOE INDEX (1972 to 1977)

+ 19.1
+ 10.8
+ 20.1
+ 19.2
+ 20.3
+ 12.8

It will be seen that the rate of priae inorease in this period was
about the same in Pakistan and Philippines. The rate of prioe inorease
was substantially lower in the case of India and Taiwan while Turkey
Dnd South Korea experienoed somewhat higher price inorease compared
to Pakistnn. However, too muoh oannot be read in these ~figures.

~~.--_..... _.. ----------------- ...•
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VQriouo oountries produoe various kinds of goods in different propor-
tions and henoo the weights g;ven to varioua oommodities in wholesale
prioe indioes differ signifioantly. This detraots from the usefullneso
of using the uholesale prioe indax as a basis for oompariaons of exportl
oompetitiveness. Moreover, the relative prices of various kinds of
tradecble gooda ore oontinuoosly ohanging beoause of ohanges in
teohnioal progreoo ond differentiated quality of produotls : this furtlher
reduces the utility of suoh oomparisons. However, It oon be said in
general termo tbot the lower rates of inflation in Indio and Taiwon
must have oonstituted an adverse iDfloenoe for Pakistan's exports.

ApQrt from inflation, inorease in national oonsumption at a rate
muoh footer than the inorease in national prodootion has also adversely
affeoted exports. The national oonsomption in Pakistan has risen ot
an annual nverage rnte of 36 per oent between 1972.73 and 1978.79
when the GDP at ourrent m,.rket prioes inoreased by 32 percent during
this period. ThArQtio of natiooal oonsumption to GDP haa inoreased
from 86.5 per oent in 1972.73 to 93.7 per oent in 1978.79. From the
point of view of generation of exportable surpluses it is speoially
noteworthy that the annual average growth of oommodity prodpoing
8eotorohas been lower than GDP grovth, being 27.6 peroent (in ourrent
prioes) betueen the period 1972.73 and 1978.79.

(e) Effective Exchange Rates
Since February, 1973 Pakistan has maintained unohangsd exohange

rote relotioC!:lbipt:ritb tbe U.S. dollar wbile several of it~ oompetitoro
like India. Tai.wan, South Korea. and Torkey have followed more
flexible exohange rate polioies. This may have bad a bearing on slower
growth in Pa!tiotan's exports. Another feature that stands out is that
effeotive import rates and export rates have behaved differently 80

that a net proteotive margin exists favoring imporll substitution at tbe
expense of export eXBnsion. Tbe following table shows the trends :

.'NOMINAL'. EFFECTIVE EXCHANGE RATES FOR
IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

Year Effective Export Effdotive (Rupees per dollar)
Ra.te (a) Import Net Proteotive

Rate (b) Margin
1972~73 9.20 12.94 3.74
1973.74 8.07 11.91 3.84
1974-75 8.90 12.08 3.18
1975-76 9.25 12.56 3.31
1976.77 9.74 13.07 3.33
1977•.78 9.64. 12.81. 3.20
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(Total value of exportg - eXp'ortldutieB)p 90
,- Total. valu~of exports I '.; ••

. ,., r. i ~ \~ ~
iB'Nominal' effeotive exohange";rate applioable
to exports., .. ..- l I

b NEM _ (Total value of imports+imports dutieB) p 90
( ) a Total value of imports .

.NEM. .~. .,( r
Where a ia 'Nominal' effeotive exohange rate applibable to

importB. "',
In 1978.79. Government deoided to allow 0 oompensatory' rebate.,

on the export of finished oloth and made up texiles (inoluding towels,
garmentg, hosiery. oaDvas etc.) at the rate of 121% of f.o.b. value of
export and aD ootton yarn and grey oloth at the ratea of 71% and
10% respectively raiDing the "nominal" effeotive export rate of iIo.!»~ut
Rs. 10 per U.S. dollar. In the Budget for 1979.•80 the faoility of
export rebate was extended to engineering goods ond canvas footvear
alsolat~he rate of 12i%. .

;Pakistan needs a muoh faster expansIOn in e~ports than aohieved.
hitherto to bring about a signifioant improvement in its balanoe of
paYfuents. The strategy for: an export-led growth needs '0 be evolved
keeping in vie. the faotors ~nd developlQ,ents disoussed in the fore .•
going paragraphs. There is need,for a substan~i.~lacoeleratioh in the
growth rate of the oommodity produoing seotors. Sinoe 'the ~growth
of agrioulture bas Jagged behind the growth of population duting the
seventies, the n~ed for substantially>step~ing up the growth ~ate of .
the ,agricultural seotor is ~pparent. In the manufacturingt seotor, .J

I . '

export industries need to be acoorded priority. The investment 4trategy 00

should aim at increasing output of labour intensive lines of produotion
00 that ,the oapitAI output ratio is lowered. Investment with high .
impolt oontent should be kept to ~ mini~um. Reduction in i~flation. ~,
ary pressures and aohlevement of grea.ter price stability whuld be '
oruoJal in briDging about a sustained inorease in exports. The ratio
of national ooosumption to,GDP has to be brought down to generate
"uger exportable surpluses. In respect of exchange rate polioy, the
decision to allow export reb~te on' textile produots aDd engineering
goods is a step in the rigbt direotion. The 8i~uation sho~ld be kept
uoder review and appropriat~ measures ta.ken as:warranted. Finally,
furt~er diversifioation of exports both in re3peot of oommodi~ies export;
ed and the oountries to whioh they are exportedueeds to be brought;
about keeping in view the ohangiJ,lgrequirements of .world markets.
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APPENDIX.I

_.BXPOBT "INCENTI~ES IN PAKISTAN
, ' "

(8) Fiscal Concessions :
(i) Rebate of Customs lIJuties ;

,The ,Cuatome Reb~te Boheme ~&s introduced in 1957. Under
this Boheme full rebate of oustoms duty paid' on' imported, raw
materials '0 be~sed in the' man~faotur8 of goods is granted when

u: suoh goods are e~ported. Rates of rebate were fixed .pro.rata per
" I unit' ot- export' arid rloti~ed by, the Central Board of Revenue.

Reoently, in order to faoilit~te prompt payment ~f rebates, standard
Onstoms rebates on 48 items haye been fixed. To further simplify
p,ayments of.~tal}dar~ reJ)ates to exporters' ot' ma~llfaotu,red' goods a

. Directorate ~of 'Rabate 'has been ~set up in the Oentral Board of
,~

.." Revenue.

(ii) Rebate of E~cise IiJlties :
N , • ..) , ',' f '

11:xolse duti~s leviable lOIl ..finished produots or the element of
exoise duty in raw materials usell in ,the l:na.n~fa.oture of goods are

; ~refunded wilen suoh goods are exported.: A, ma.naf~oturer oan ship
._' , ¥ ~

", l\loh: "g09ds ;direbll fl'om :'b!, faoto~1 wisbout payme~' of exoise duty.
:f ~ io the oase' ~f exportf~8' 'rho are n.ot: manuiaotur~s. lioenoes for

bonded warellouse. are iSRuen to suoh non.manufaoturing exporters,
where they oan stook goods without payment of exoise duties pendmg

.•• 0 ';.- ..' ,'f' " ," .-

;: 1 export. :.Beo."ntlj. in order to,Jaoilitate prompt pa.yment of rebate.
- I standard exoise rebates <)n seven' items have been fixed and the
"I i establiebment of a Direotorate ~f Rebate) ae mentioned earlier: w 11
J l furtqer simplify mat~ere. '
~. t...... .., ',~ v1' /l _..- _

(iiifRejund7Jf Shiel Ta,x~ t
I .' .., '.

Sales tax leviable on finlsbt@ gOlfds O:~:tlfe eI~ment ofila.les, tax
levied on raw materials, imI!~rted or loc'ally pu;ohased 'whioh go into
the !Dannfaotiure_ of::,D..q@hed:'goods, is also. refllndable when such
products.re exported.._

(iv) IncDmeTax Concessionsfor Export Earnings:

This Scheme; was i_qtroduoed on l~. July,' 1963. It provides
preferen~al 'treatment t~ lnbome 1 tax asssssees' in respeot of incomes

..
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whioh inolude profits and gOiDs derived from the ezport of goods.
Inoome earned from oxports is exempt from inoome taz upto
55 per oent.

(b) Monetary Measures:

(i) Scheme for Financing Exports of Locally Manufactured
Machinery:

"i'he Soheme was introduoed by the State Bank in November,
1972 to oater for export oredit both at pre.shipment and post.ship-
ment stages for the el!l!portof looally manufaotured maohinery. The
State Bank provides through Commeroial ban Its, both pre~shipment
and post.shipment finanoe to the exporters of suoh manohinery at
a rote not e3.oeeding 2 per oent per annum. The banks oonoerned
are eligible for refinanoe by the State Bank under the Soheme at the
zero rate of interest. The period for whiob the State Bank redis-
oounts or grants refinanoe faoility shall not exoeed ten years.

(ii) Export Finance Scheme:
The Soheme, whioh was launohed in February, 1973 provided for

oonoessionary refinance by the State Bank to soheduled banks against
their loans fol' finanoing exports of non-llraditional and newly emerg-
ing export oommoditielJ. In May. 1976 the Soheme was renamed as
"Refinanoe Soheme for exports" and was made applioable to all
manufaotured goods. In Oc:ober. 1977 the Soheme was further
liberalieed aDd renamed as "Export Finanoe Soheme" and a new
dimension to tbe faoility was added. Not only export finanoe is
provided by soheduled banks on case by oase basis aginsfl oonfirmed
irrevooable letters of oredit or firm export order but export finance
limits are also given by tbe banks to exporterll on lihe basis of pre-
vious year's export performanoe. Exporters are eligIble to obtain
export finanoe under both parts of the Sobeme.

Oonoessionary export finanoe is provided by tbe banks uDder both
parts of the Sobeme for all oommoditltls except raw ootton, wool, rice,
bides and skins and leather wet-blue, With effeot from 1st July,
1978, tbe interest rate haa been reduoed to tbree per oent per annum
",bether or not refinanoe is obtained from tb.:eState Bank. Tbe Sta~e
Bank oharges no interest on the amount of refinanoe whioh tbe ban:is
obtained from the State Bank.
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(iii) Export Credit Guarantee Scheme %

The Bohemewas introduoed by the Govenmentl is 1962 to provide
crcdit insurance to Pakistan's exports both at pre-shipment and post.
shipment stages. The Scheme whioh was due to expire in 1980, has
been placed on permanent footing. It ai'ms at encouraging provision

Ii;.

. of export credit by the bank!! and enables exporters to export with
oonfidence. The Scheme is administered by the Pakistan Insurance
Corporation and covers all goods wholly or partially manufaetured
or processed in Pakistan except, ra.w jute, perisbables and bulk food.
grains. The Soheme envisages.following types of guarantees:

(a) Pre-Shipment Export Finance Guardntee :
The guarantee is provide~ liO banks to indemnify them againt

failure of exporters to repay the loan. The Scheme guarantees to pay
66ii2/3 per oent of the amount of any loss which the bank may sus.•
tain on advQnces for exports. The premium chl:l.rged is 10 pisas per
Rs. 100 lnoured per month whioh works to 1.20% per annum.

(b) Post-Shipment (Comprehensive) Guarantee:

AOomprehensive guarantee is provided to exporters to indemni .•
fy them against major risk~ of trading oversells. The Guarant~e
begino on the date of shipment and contiinues till payment is reoeived
in Pakista.n. The guaratee provides cover to the extent of 80 per oent
Dnd 90 per oent in the oase of commercial and political risks respee.•
tlively. The rate of premium is s.bout' 65 pais&s per Rs. 100 sum
insured. The risks oovered are:

(i) The insolvenoy of buyer abroad and his failure to repay;
Dnd

(ii) the politioal and economic risks inherent in trading over-
seas.

(c) Commercial Policy:

(i) Special Licensing Facilities to Export Industries:
Industrial units (reoognised or unreoognised) other than cotton

textiles oan obtain import lioences against performance up to a
specified percentiage of the F.O.B. value of their exports. These
licenoes oan be utilized for the import of speoified items of their
produotion requirements inoluding paoking material. Additional

.,

'.
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lioenceD against exports can also be obtained in advance subject to
production of an underta.king and bank guarantee. Export.oriented
industrial units have ,,180 been allowed to import industrial machinery
upto Rs. 25 lakh on the recommedations of the Licensing Board
provided they submit a bank guarantee to export' produ61ts manufao-
tured by such machinery for a valUe equa.l to double the amount of
import lioence.

(ii) Import of Banned and Tied List Items. from World-wide
Sources Against Export Performance.

Import of raw materials on tied list or those \7hich are banned
for import, if required for actual UBein the manufaoture of goode for
exports, ie also allowed upto a sp(cified percentage of the F.O.B.
value of export'. Raw materials not oovered by the tloheme are
considered favourably in all genuine oases •

(iii) Pay-As-You Earm Scheme:

The Seheme, originally intlroduoedin 1962, was designed to
encourage entrepreneure to import plant and maohinery for the
establishment of industrial units on oredic and to pay for the OOBt

of maohinery and equipment 80 imported and other permissible
cbarges in foreign exohange out of export earnings of the unit. The
scheme was firlOt modified in January, 1967. The main features of
the Soheme are;

(a) Plant, maohinery and equipment oan be imported from suoh
suppliers who bre willing to acoept payment over a period of
time out of the export earnings of the unit after it has been
installed Bnd began produotion.,

(b) Maohinery and equipment caD also be imported for ba.lancing,
modernization, replaoement and expansion under till'

scheme.
(c) Maohinery wbioh OBn be manufaotured looally upto required

specifioa.tion will not be allowed to be imported.
(d) Units to qualify under this category must give a gUl!lrantee

to export flO per oent or more of their 'otal output. In
speoial oases 8uoh as engineering goods, the limit for this
purpose may be reduoed to 25 per \lent in first three years
and 33 per cent thereafter.
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'(e) The Government or theSta te Bank provideDoounter guarGntee
of repayment as a primary obligater. The Government may
GIBOallow advanoe payment in foreign exohange for pur-
ohase of plant and maohinery upto 15 per oent of the 0 and
F value.

(f> Projeots established under the Soheme are allowed Gmaxi-
mum of 50 per oent of tbe F .O.B. value of the their foreign
exohGnge earningo for meeting tbeir debt liability and other
foreign exohange payment on aooount of royalty, teohnioal
fees eto. If in any finanoia1 year the debt servioe liability
oaD not be met out of the prescribed peroentage of earnings
in that year, foreign exohange to the extent of shortfall
would be provided at the official rate of exobange but subjeot
to a penalty amounting to 27 per oent of the shortfall.

(d) Other Measures:
(i) ConcessionalInland Freight Rates for Export Commodities.
The railways have introduoed oonoessional freight rates for ap-

proximately 30 export oommodities. Tbe oonoessional rates operate
either In the form of reduoed rates payble at tbe time of booking or
rebato Byatem in the case of those items where tbe benefit of the
oonoe90ion moy be misused by oonsumption of the goods in port areas
after paying freight at the reduoed rates.

(Ii) Facility for Business Travel Abroad:
With e. view to promoting country's exports. exporters having

export earnings of not less than Re!. 25 laos in the preoeding year are
issued blanket permission by the St'ate Bank valid for a period of six
months against whioh tbey oan purohase tickets and draw foreign
exohange for their business visits abroad whioh tbey may wish to
undertake during the validity of the blanket permission.

(iii) Establishment of Offices Abroad:
Exporters with export performance of Rs. 5 million or .above a

year can establish their offioe. abroad. To enoourage export of non-
traditional items, it has been deoided to allow exporters with a
minimum export performanoe of Rs. 2 million to set up offioes abroad
for which foreign exobange worth up to $ 20,000 will be issued in eaoh
oDse,to meet! tbe initial expenses for establishing the offioe.

..
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Climate, FQod and ~opu~ation :
PROSPECTS FOR A MANAGEABLE FUTURE

Walter Orr Roberts

I. Introducti~D

.•.

•

We are asked in this Conference to seek creative solutions to
problems that .imperil -our planet. to generate new perceptions
of how to attain sustainable growth ~ithin the finite resources of our
good Earth, to' visualize how human needs' can be met in every
corner of the globe. But I hope you'll forgive me if I approach the.
state of man first from a cosmic perspective •

Harlow Shapely wrote a book in the 1930's called Flights from
Chaos. It has greatly affected my world view. "It is f0rtunate:'
he wrote, "tbat we are customarily unaware of our twisting, slipping,
whirling, fiymg motion tbrough space: we migbt otherwise laCK the
courage to explore and analyze the surrounding world."

We eartblings are fortunate, he wrote, that we do not directly
sense the spin of our globe on' its axis propelling Houston ever
eastward at almost 800 miles per bour. Fortunate that we fail to
fell our planet's monthly oscillation. towards and away from the
Sun as we pivot, - at 30 .miles per hour, about the center of gravity
of the Earth and Moon ,syst~m. Lucky that 'we nei~ber sense
Earth's 600 million mile ,circuit of the Sun at 20 miles a second.
nor the synchronized, tilting of its rptational axis. Favored tbat
we have no sensation of our 150 mile per second headlong plunge.
Earth and Sun together, towards ttle constellation ~ygnus, whicb
we in the Northern He~isphere see b;~gb over~ead on. late summer
evenings. We are even spared everyday consciousness of 'partici-
pating in the vast inexorable cosmic explos ion: that most fascinating
mystery of our expanding universe, its hundred bilhon sun-I1ke stars,
and its speed-of-light borders.

Courtery : Woodlands Conference, 1979.
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We are blissfully unaware of the~e gyrations. Had we been

hourly forced to be conscious of the plunges and twists of our
planet in its he!ldlong .flight through the cosmo.s,,~e might never
have' had the serenity to compose'the music of Palestrina, to write
the plays of Sophocles, to.pa nt as Rembrandt or Picasso. Perhaps
if we had been con~cious, from moment to moment, of our brelth-
taking speed in space we would have been distracted from mathe-
matics, science and engineering or even from the possibilitiejl of
applying the products of human imagination to achieving peace,
justice and the equitable access of all 'humanity to the richness of
our ,earthly abode.

Man's occupan~y ~f pl.~net Earth has beep bu.t a mere moment
in the life of the p1~t?-eti.t~~lf7'"p~r!taps ~ mi~lion 9r so gf its many
billions. Yet in this mOIJ:}e':lt,d1!~ to evolution Qf high or~er in-
telligence adaptability, Homo sapiens not onlj dom'nates the planet
but expands his numbers and extends his exploitation gfeflrthly
resources at a cataclysmically accelerating Pilce.

Human perspectives have also altered drastically. Our world
view changed forever with that first human footprint on the Moon
and those first close-up views of our unimaginable sister planets,
Venus, Mars and Jupite~. The~e events sqocked ~s i~to an aware-
ness of the speed and fund~meptal natW'~ of th~ revolut~onary
changes that characterize these latter years of Ce~t~ry 20.

Not only in space research, bu in every domain of science and
technolo~y we see ever more rapid advances in the process of control
over nature. We are characters in the now-expanding chronicle of
man's governance of Earth. The challenge we face is to '.Je not
passive but active characters in this drama, and by our efforts to
bring rationality, wisdom and compassion to the governance of
human affairs within the plentiful but finite r~sources of our bio-
sphere. Through mindful use of ou, goods, human and material,
we can indeed 'bring abol1t the growth of limits to the quality of life
and to the numbers sharing in this enlargement.

I shall now endeavor to illustrate this thesis from the viewpoint
of our Aspen Institute program concerned primarily with food,
climate and the world's future;. What fO,llows has been written in
collabOlation with Lloyd E. Slater. who manages the Aspen Insti-
tute's industry-supported Food and Climate Forum.

___________________ m__ ~._••~•.•_'••_.m~.mr=~ ~ _
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II, The Prospect We Face-A ,Pessimistic View
Many analysts~s of today's 'World-visualize a gloomy future pros-

pect. They see us beset by .a 'World population growth rate that
'l~ads towards a doubling within the next 50 or 60 years and, ultimate-
ly, a possible tripling of today's numbers before nature or man
exerts control.

Coupled with this soaring growth in people is rising energy
demand as the poor nations seek a share in world energy usage at,
they deem only just, a favorable low price. This is in the face of
dwindling cheap oil or gas and mounting environmental ravages
from non-renewable coal extraction to meet mankind's rocketing
demands.

We have chosen the years 2030 to 2040, fifty or sixty yean
hence, as an arbitrary reference time because it seems that by then
not only will the world's population be doubled, but its food
demands will be tripled and its energy appetite quadrupl ~d, More-,
over, by that date the atmospheric burden of carbon d,,)xide will
be doubled as a result of consumed fossil fuel and reduced world
forestation. Most climate experts anticipate from this a climate
warminJ without precedent since the dawn of human history. Fur.
thermore, within fifty to sixty years it is expected that little if any
new land will remain to be opened for agriculture, and that much
of today's more marginal land will have been ravaged by salinizatiotl
and loss of topsoil due to overcultivation, inad.:quate and inefliciebt
irrigation water, and high fertilizer costs.

Let us now briefly consider some of today's prevailing outlooks
for a year 2040 scenario:

1. Climate variations and bad weather extremes will continue to hurt
agricultural food production.

Figure 1 shows how grain production varied in the three major
growing nations in 1960-77. Together the USA, USSR and China
today produce almost half of the world's yearly harvest of about 1300
million metric tons of grain.

Weather had a big impact in the Soviet Union where shortfalls
of 30 to 50 million metric tons happened during recent bad years.
Notice especially the dip in 1975. USA production fluctuated as
much due to changing policies (land withheld from produc-
tion under federal cash incentives) as to weather, although the big

• I
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crop loss in 1974 was clearly weather-related. China's productive
stability is geJierally credited to good weather, intensive irrigation,
and intensive care in cultivation, though some experts suggest the

GRAIN PRODUCTION 196~1977

I.'
Adal'u.d frOlll Sclm1ttlter ••••••oc1.at~. 19

figures may' be smoothed out before release. In any case, variations
<;.:..r' , ..•••. ~ .. , . •

of onlYi,a" few, pe~cent in the yearly harvests of anyone of "the big
three" will profoundly affect the availability and price of the grain
needed by:the import nation~. In 19?2-73, for ex~mpJe, a 'downturn
of only aRout 2% was followed by large reductions in world. reserves
and a tripling ,?f prices.

It is a widely held capitalist nation perception that American
or, wes,~ern agricultural practices yield vastly higher production rates
than those of the Soviet Union. We of ten' say that thi. comes
about be,<;aus~of .~he alleged low incentives and the bur ~aucralic

" ., ,. \ ' ." .

inefficiences of Communism. It is the view, however, of a number
of our own western experts who have travelled exten'sively in Soviet
agricultura:I iands tha~ the demeaning yields lare mostly the result
of a har'sh an'fi unfriendly climate. Russia, if it had the relatively
'benign climate of America's vast Midwest' breadb:lsket, could p:~-
bably :ft90d the world with export grain even under Communist
managementf$', Moreover, the Poeple's Republic of China, despite
limited mechanization, is a food-producing marvel, furnishing modest
but adequate and steadily improving nutrition to nearly four ',times
as many' people as the U.S. on about half the amount' of cultivated
land, that we use.



But to return to the main theme, history tells us that weather
and climate fluctuations oan bring on, directly or indirectly serious
food crop shortfalls, regional famines. and untold human suffering.
Millions died in the grim drought of 1899 in India. In modern times
we have seen the food disasters in Eth:opia and the Sahel region
of Africa as overstress of land, economic ..:xploitation and drought
conspired to bring vast human misery. Even in an advanced nation
like the U.S. the severe drought of 1930's in the Great Plains coupled
with 8 deep economic recession resulted in abandoned farms, blowing
topsoil and the greatest out-migration in our nation's history.

There is every expectation such disasters will repeat and. IF
human societies continue to grow more and more unstable, future
weather and climate anomalies will undoubtedly wreak as great or
greater future human havoc. The big question, however, for us is:
must these disasters occur? Is there any reasonable way to avert
or control them?
2. Most nations of the world will depend increasingly on imported food

to meet nutritional goals.
In recent decades the world distributive system moved vast

quantities of available surplus food-mainly grain-to ameliorate
local shortfalls and famines. At the same time, as Figure 2 illus-
trates, there has been a dramatic change in world grain trades since
World War II, with most former exporters relying now on imports
mainly from the North American breakbasket. This trend away

North America
W. Europe
USSR (,
E. Europe
China

Japan
Other Asia

A~~t~~r:n~
Africa (,Middle East
Latin America

(in million metric topa)

Changes in World Net Grain Trade 1934-1976

•

. f111ure 2. ( Adapted from Scientific American, Septc=lter 6
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from food self-sufficiency is expected to intensify, with the poorer
nations excluded from necessary and emergency food imports by the
disappearance of surplu'l grain as prices rise and supplies dwind'e.
And the disturb'ng question might w~ll be asked: Will there still
be important emergency food sources avaihble in the world in the
next century ?

3. Debilitating malnutrition will engulf more and more people and
further widen the gap betwee'; affluent and imperished.

While localized cHmate-i.,duced famines are sharp reminlers
that we face a world food crisis, "he chronic malnutrition of the
poor of the develop~ng nations is a less dramatic yet more fundamen-
tal expression of the problem. Simply producing more food is
clearly not the answer. During the past decade, while food pro-
duction figures everywhere moved steadily "upward, the amount of
calories and protein reaching poor people in developing countries
stea"Jy declined. Figure 3 reveals the situation today where a
large fraction of th~ world~s people-ail, estimated half of the popu-
lation in most Thrd World countries--get less than the average

o
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minimum 2700 calories and 75 grams of protein deemed necessary ,
for vigorous human growth,: melttal development and continuing
body strength. Some of the more obvious side-effects of this tragic
situation give uS serious worry about any world future scenario.
One is increasing migration of rural poor to misguidedly seek urban
"security" through more readily available food or increased income
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to'buy food. Usually n :ither happens. Less obvious and infinitely
more complex is the relationship between poverty, ~a:nutrition and
total population growth. It raises perplexing questions such as:
Is rapid population growth an effect rather (han a cause of malnu-
trition? Or, conversely: Will better food supplies and distribut~on
furnish the incentiv<: or otherwise help encourage family planning:

Our list of trends and conditioners for a Year 2040 World Food
Scenario could obviously .be a long one. We have chosen only
three - climate, food productivity and the malnutrition issue-.
because they are so fundamental to the theme of this paper. Other
equally powerful shapers of the scenaria should have high priority
in our thinking. One is our energy habits. Another is the increasing
tendency of all nations to invest vast resources, talent and capital
in military systems. Still another is our tendency, so to speak, to
foul the human nest by polluting the air, the lakes and river~, and
the oceans of the world.

III. Where will it all Lead-The 2040 Scenario.

Where will all these ongoing trends and conditioners-thes~
widely held perceptions of hungry mankind constrained by ravaged
environment, limited resources, and the innate foibles of human
nature-take US in fifty to sixty years'1 What picture Silould we
paint of the climate/food/population interaction in the Year 2040 ?

The pessimistic view that many holg paints a grim picture of
the environment that world strife for food will produce. It is an
appalling vision of degradation and depleted resources. Oil and
gas will be exhaust<?q, nuclear power dangerous to use, energy from
coal either highly expensive, enviroamentally destructive, or both.
Vast amounts of woodlands removed for food production and fuel
will in this ominous scenario encourage the w,shing and blowing
away of topsial and a general worldwide decline in farm productivity
as clean, sweet water become3 too expens ive for agricultural use.
Stressed use of marginal arid lands add untold millions of hactares
to the world's deserts. World climate, perturbed by man's effects,
will be less favorable for increasingly necess;lry food production.
And man's air pollution and waste carbon dioxide, along with
widespread forest degradation, will begin to alter world climate in
a way that impairs agriculture. All of this will contribute to a
faltering world food system.
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What aliout' people in this pessimistic scenario? Will war be

a greateri1:irea1:',agrimmer reality? Will we face food riots and
major .c6'nflicts for access to the sources of food production? Will
the pbpu1'atiolf;growth still be rampant? How many of those 8 or
more'f''6i1i'i9ns~';"of 2040 A.D. will have adequate nutrition, economic
and£- polincal freedom. comfortable shelter, compassionate health
care. full equcational opportunity? How many will remain as
todli'yf:ts'!1r.viving' pitifully. desperately malnourished and dying of
the m.anydis'eases that breed on hunger, devoid of joy for the pre.
sent or h-ol'e for the future?

If/~0'40'brings but an extrapolation and heightening of the
problefu~'or 1980, what can we think of ourselves? . Is this the world
for cre:fttix:~sthat can today walk on the moon, live for months in

'" }'~"~.~'-,

deep space~',~end their artifacts to other planets, and transmit messaoes
among th~' stitrs? Is this the world for men and women who ;ill
in 20:40 harness the atom and the Sun, carry vast electronic Iibrar:es
in thejr"pockets, write incredible new symhoies, perhaps even
converse. regularly with intelligent cosmic neighbors?

'.-'1 •• --;.

IV: Ghallen.ging the Future.
'--,t.Jf

Justh()w valid is this fear of a hungry. strife-filled, resource
poor.,~pe6"ple!p'plluted world? This is a hard matter to judge, for
it depends"trongly on the nature of man and character of human
nature. Itrelies on the strength of common resolv~ among the
worIa'~.~iy~fs'e people to cooperate in preserving values that have
created a possibly unique experiment of intelligent life on an astro-
nomica1J)ody .• ' Some. like Robert Heilbroner. take a gloomy view
of m.an;sabi'tity to overcome his present myopic, selfish, gree iy and
narrow nat1i~e. Others. like the two of us, are far more sanguine.
We see the' goal of a far different and happier world as attainable
and the challenge one that both demands and merits the best that
is in I~th~''.'nature of humankind. We shall elaborate on this in the
pages to follbW .

•Vip-at the future brings in 50 t060 years will probably be least
of ailwbat one derives from simple linear or quadratic extrapolation.
Rather it will be the result of forces strongly affected by human
intervention:~'bri1liant or mindless. compassionate or ruthless. It
willbe'"the workl of leaders and of followers, good or bad, strong' or
weak •• It wiiI gain its impact from the still exponentially growing
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control of nature that comes, whether- we like it or not, mostly from
the product of science and technology wielded by the hands of man
and women in power be they of noble purpose or of evil design or of
bumbling incompetence.

If there is an imperative for today, howe'ver, it is that the new
conditions of this planet - with all of us drawn closely together, and
every day still more closely-demand active partipation in the drama
of history that we are writing. We must bring rationality, wisdom
and compassion to the governance of human affairs: to the husband-
ing of our planets' goods, human and material.

The question is what is rationale, what wisdom, what com-
passion? With our world today segmented into many value syst~ms,
the choices are wide and varied. One's outlook i~ conditioned,
strongly or subtly by the society where one resides as well as the
culture and knowledge one has absorbed. The dynamic competing
forces of communism, socialism and capitalism all pose alternatives
in human thought and response. Yet people in all societies, and
especially those most prone to be active chara;ters in the drama of
history, usually share the same pride in the accomplishments of
science, the same joy in the beauties of art and music, the same
gratifications for work well done, the same desire for the pleasure of
leisure occupations. Our hope, given these shared joys and hopes
of humanity, is an eventual harmonious coexistence of the diverse
perceptions that define our societies and shape our futures ... and
that differences between ideologies will resolve in a stimulating
contest in the world of ideas and good work., rather than in war or
use of force to validate human performance or loyalty.

Let us turn again to some of the problems and limits perceived
in such dire fashion by those more pessimistic than we about future
human prospects, for they do indeed describe our obstacles. Briefly
they suggest that:

-climatic variability. impacting on food growing, is an incon-
testable adverse force;

-the limits of arable land are just about here, those for quality
fresh water will soon follow:

-cheap energy is running out, hence high productivity, mech-
anized farming is doomed;
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-p(o<,t~~ing food by alternative technologies will never success-
rull~f~QJDpetewith conventional agriculture;

-'liv.esU5pk, because of their inefficient conversion of feed grains
;~illev~ntually disappear in the world food system;

-:farming in the tropics, where most food problems are, is
..inp-~I;.en~J>';tparginal,hence food self-sufficiency in many tropi-
,cal"nations is an unattainable goal; etc. etc.~;t ~;.';;"_ \. ;;'-i. -',. -

'.The~e;is~u.esand many more need careful analysis. It is my
thesis .. and that of my colleague Lloyed Slater that for each there is
a const~ftive counter-prospect. We believe that for each an answer,..•.
can be given' that brings hope for a better life in 2040 A.D. But we
ar.e a~:;re th~t the costs of some of the an~wers will be high, and
that,.,the soci~l innovation required for others may strain our style

r,,/"'" .•11): . . .,
and values.

e " ',"<.' '.#.

A regeD"tJy,completedmajor work of the International Federation
of. rn$tit~i~s;.ior Advanced Study (IFIAS), co-sponsored by our
Aspe_n,tl1~JH!lte program, illustrates our view. For the past three
years, w.otkin;gwith a worldwide team of investigators. Dr. Rolando
Garcia:;.,a''1<:lJstJ.nguisbedArgentinian meterologist and scholar, assessed
the.m.~.1n'facets behind the so-called world food crisis that climaxed
in 197t,Jvith)p-.series of severe droughts in the Soviet Union, African
Sahel, iIhdia4~~d elsewhere. A telling commentary on the findings
of-:lt~s a.:.~bi~iou~projec~ is the title of its book, soon ~o be published
1>y.Perga:monPress. It IS called Nature Pleads Not Gu,zty.

0.,; The Garcia study strongly challenges many conv~ntional percep-
tions, .partlcuIarly those in our western society, on the forces tbat
shape. any future world food scenario. In essence the study proposes
that the 1973 depletion in world grain resources, the subsequent
escal~tion in grain and food prices, and increasing hunger and
malnutritiop- a~ong the poor were inevitable sooner or later with
or withoat'ithe bad weather that surely triggered them off; they are,
says th~ study, much more a result of misdirected human policies
and undampened human greed than the product of natu al calamities
Bad weather merely hastened the process of collapse.
V. Understanding the System-A Dynamic Viewpoint

As the work by Rolando Garcia and his team demonstrates,
enJightenment in our complex world rarely comes through simple
analysis of obvious cause and effect relationships. Most problems

.,
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of society res:l1t from intricate, subtle and often hidden intetactions.
Professor Mesarovic, in a study of the Club of Rome, puts it well
when he describes societal problems as almost always multilevel,
multidisciplinary, multidimensional and, we might add, multi mind.
boggling in their complexity. Above all, today's societal problems
represent systems that are dynamic in behaviour and, thanks to
man's constant intervention, always in a state of change.

So if we are to form and assess new perceptions on climate,
food, water, land use, energy, or include any of the problems of the
human prospect, it is essential to understand how'all these elements
integrate or interact as a "system~" The need for this holistic
approach is a compelling one. True, it is eJsy to give lip service to
the "systems approach," but is fiendishly difficult to carry out well,
and when one finishes up the results are usually controversial. We
suspect that some of today's misleading pessimism, particularly in
our Judeo-Christian society, is rooted in a righteous and simplistic
cause. and-effect viewpoint or ethic; there are good guys and bad
guys, and one wins and one loses. While this may make for good
cowboy movies, it hardly begins to describe the modern world.

Behaviour and achievement in a complex problem area, such as
that embracing ClImate, Food and Population, defies prediction
through such simple linear analysis. Rather, the many elements
involved interact to form a dynimic feeJback system where failures
and successes in anyone component, as well as in the system itself,
are greatly influenced by the performance of all other components.

When a person employs simple cause-and. effect or intuitive
analysis as the basis for actions to ameliorate a complex problem,
the results, as Jay Forrester so aptly puts it, are often "counter-
productive." A classic example is what happene:1 in the Afr:can
Sahel after an extended plentiful rainfall pried when well-inten-
tioned funds from international aid 0 ganizations were poured into
drilling deep tubewells to water the flour;shing livestock herd" This
caused formerly nomadic herdmen to settle around the new water
sources. A subsequent concentrated ov~rgrazing and trampling of
vegetation paved the wa} for severe soil erosion and desert when the
dry climate returned. The net result was a series of desolate wells
surrounded by desert scattered with the carcasses of dead animals.
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Careful and thorough systems analysis reveals how components
and guiding forces within a complex problem area interact with each
other. Quite often the analysis uncovers a phenomen ~"nknown as
synergism: where cooperative action between system elements leads
to better results than the sum of each taken independently. It is
through tbis understanding of system behavior and the potential for
improving system performance, that appropriate and useful interven-
tion, or feedback, can be identified and applied. The result can be
a revelation of strategies and policies in human governance that
reflect a "growth of limits" or a dynamic for sustainable growth for
the system and, we might add, hope for the future.

Diagrammed below is a schematic and highly simplified view of
the climate/food/population interaction as a dynamic system, display-
ing the most important elements and feedback paths that work
together to furnish food to a nation. What the diagram unJerscores,
more vividly than reams of words, is the futility of simple cause-and-
effect or linear analysis. It also reveals, most powerfully, the c~ntral
influence of government and its policies in the system-the potentially

Adapted from nsF MCSAIC May/ JUZlI! 1975

useful or destructive feedback force we alluded to earliear. With
climate and weather as yet a generally uncontrolled input, but fortu-
nately of restricted variatian in amplitude. how well cap;tal and
resources, both human an~ natural, are allocated clearly determines
the success of food production and distribution in most nations today.
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VI. Fo~m!ng New Perception - Or, Reshaping the Old

While the systems approach is a cogent way to ~xpose outmoded
perceptions, it also stimulates alternatives for their replacement.
Old ideas and viewpoints can be weighed against promising new
technology and alternate policies. Using computer-held .models of
the system, such as the world food system model. prepared for the
Club of Rome by Mesarovic and Pestel, these alternatives can be
previewed in scenarios of the future before their widespread use i!l
the real world by enlightened governments.

A recent conference held by our Aspen Institute program to
consider the effects of a 'hypothetical global warming due to an
increased carbon dioxide burden in, the atmosphere illustrates applica-
tion of the global modelling and scenario technique. . The
methodology suggested by conference participants entails a variety of
possible future climate scenarios some based on ~unusually warm
periods in the past. These scenarios will be used to preview the
economic, social and political consequences which are iiable to result
from a global warming. While not construed as a forecasting tool,
the results may help identify vulnerable .regions on tite Earth and

"suggest adaptive political and technological changes.
In the remainder of th 's paper we will question many presently

held viewpoints, parli'cularly those half dozen referred to earlier,
that suggest a hopelessly underfed world fifty years from now by
posing some promising possible alternatives.

The Climate/Environment Impact

Must we consider continuing bad weather and deteriorating
environment as inevitable shapers and limiters in our future. world
system? There are far too many interesting developments under way
right now which 'could diminish these influences. .'

The prospe:ts -for antiCipating and reacting defensively against
bad weather in food production 'are most encouraging. While fore-
casts which can be furnished to farmers are at present only considered
reliable up to five days, there is concerted, world eflort to eilena this
to a useful "reactive" period, which might be one month or more.
It's not certain how far this will succeed. Much hope re3ts on new
understanding of how weather systems work. A good deal of this is
expected to materialize from the massive amount of information
being generated by the Global Atmospheric Research Program
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(GAltP).GARP, with 5.000 specialists and 72 natioUi participating
startedi !coU~cting data on weather and its influencing environment
using sliiPs\;" aircraft , balloons, satellites and in"strument platforms in
1974. "i1tiisfpast year an intensive GARP effort, assessing whether
readings:,from all over the world for 12 month period, furnishes
rore~ast 'modellers an opportunity to compare what was predicted
with >wnataHually happened. This will be especially useful to
gen~r~l~irciii£tion model builders like Leith and his global weather
forecasting group at NCAR, Smagorinsky and coHeagues at the
Geophysical Fluids Dynamics Laboratory of NOAA at Princeton,
and,to the team'working with Gates at Oregon State University.

i'~But~ve;;if a forecasting breakthrough is achieved at one month
or 40ne season lead-time, we face a real problem in getting local;zed
bad w~a(hfr~redictions out to farmers in a form that will p~rmit real
agri~ult1ilat.strategy decisions to be beneficial. Some help may be on
the~d'yliere1in agrowiog vigorous field of technology called crop!
wea-therutno'delJing. "One exa~ple! developed by Control Data
C~rp<ira#on !i~ shown in Figure S. By adding agronom:c, crop
pbysib'li,gy,and historical data to. real time inc)ming weather informa-
tionit becomes possible to forecast an actual shortfall or crop failure
andC{,clfl$r.y...out crop protective measures or strategic replan~ing. For
,the past fewlY.earsthis system has been experimentally monitor!og
'tlie .complete soybean and corn crops o( m:dwest America. ~ontrol
Data: is al~o collaborating with our Aspen Institute Food and Climate
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Forum in a project in Venezuela to adapt this technology to the
needs of a developing country and its agricultural and food distribu-
tion system.

Many institutions and individuals are presently at work perfecting
crop/weather models. A group at Purdue University, for example,
has concentrated on developing quantitative relationships between
whether, soils and crop growth. They have come up with an Energy-
Crop growth index which follows whether effects on a day-to-day
basis. Another major activity is the L~CIE, or Large Area Crop
Inventory Experiment, which was launched under the spons,?rship of
NASA, USDA and NOAA in 1974. The LACIE effort developed
an experimental system to monitor and estimate yield projections of
wheat production throughout the world using remote sensing imagery
from space, ground station weather and other environmental data.
It is anticipated that LACIE technology will be adopted to inventory
production of other food and fiber crops including corn, rice, soybean
and forestry products as well as monitor the world's important
rangelands. This increased capability could conceivably be developed
and completed in themid-to-Iate 1980's.

Defensive measures by farmers against predicted or predictable
bad weather or unfavorble climate are not limited to emergency action
such as early harvesting, replanting or massive irrigation. They also
include agronomic improveme.nts which essentially reduce the vulner-
ability of their crops and fields to nature's vicissitudes. Some are
newly revived ancient water conserving techniques that were swept
away by the high-efficiency monoculture farming now in practice.
They include windbreaks, str,p-cropping, sub-soil irrigation, inter-
cropping, crop rotation, evaporation control and mulching. Most of
these were arrived at over the centuries to conserve water and erosion
, and increase the possibility of a su..:cessful crop despite unexpected
weather calamities. Modern agricultural science is also }~dding'to
the climate-defensive arsenal by studying the relationship betwe~n
crops and tbei~ environment to find ways, via cultivation, fertilization
or genetics, to reduce water needs and improve photosynthetic effici.
ency, or to stabilize water supplies to crops through improved
irrigation practices.

An even more hopeful expectation that more food can be grown
in the world despite climatic limitations is suggested in Figure 6, an
analysis of the climate regimes and neir food "grQ-Wing.possibilities

----------------_.._---"-"-._-==~-.---------------------_.....
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in the developing countries of Afriaa and Asia. Far too often "hat
is grown and how the land is used' does not match well the local
climate conditions or local food needs. In prcdominatly dry Mali,
West Africa, for example, cotton and rice which have high water
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Figure 6.

requirements are, grown extensively for export. Yet 4~ring. the
severe Sahelian drought of 1968-71 when cotton, rice and groundnut
production, all for exp •...'rt, reached record highs, corn production for
local consumption fell by one-th ird a'ndmany starved. This pattern
which prevails through much of the tropical developing world, could
be changed, through enlightened governnent policies and incentives,
to vastly improve the stability and availability of food supplies for
local, at present malnourished, people. Some quite responsible
exports, like Peter Buringh and colleagues at the Agriculture
University in Wageningen, the Netherlands, estimate that world
agricultural production could be doubled and doubled again with no
increase-indeed with a decrease-in the land under cultivation.-.The Limits of Resources

Land, fresh water and ener~y are the primary resC;:.lrces of agri-
culture and the widely held view is they are fast reaching ~heir limits.
Can this perception be challenged?

If one looks ,at the hard numbers in Figure 7, a map showing
present cultivated area as a percentage of all potent.jaIl)' arable land,
the situation does not look too hopeful. Only Africa and South
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Anieriea seem(ito offer some hope for significantly increased' food
production tJirough expanded acreage. BIU both have serious regional'
prOoblemswhich make'that promise difficult to' achieve.' Some 700'
million hectares' 'of sub-Saharan Africa are closed to cultivation and'
foraging beeaus'e' of rthe' tSe~s;eflY. a'nd onchocerciasis, the' rever-'

:.1 ~,I ,',_

II' ., ,r

oJihdiiess disease. : H6avy'tropieal' rains and '1eached, generally low'
fertility soiI':'hinder' rurtlier~'agticulturarl develbpni~rlt of the vast'
Amazon region" n, _ ' ,"', ,-:i 'J ,," ' "

. ..•. H j ft""" _ i ;:/ : ~'. .

T~e Is~~e,however, is agriculturaJ production, and not how many
- :!' I I I 'I l. i.~' ~1 . 'l .

more acrcscan be squeezed from the earth for farming. Only a
small fra~ti~n"'~l'the ~o~l(h'~r~ble land nof~ in'us~ is teing' fofmed

~,' (1' '-"f' ~ !"!.i "j" '. • ,'''I ~'.f' ',' roo ,',r~, tl fj'j.) '...

p~od~f,tiv~~~, if crop. y~elds in Ja'pan,. China, North Amenca,~p.d
\festern Europe are halImark~ for, effi.ci~ncy. India, with its 623
milHqn r p-eople~Fe!1.,tlydependeIlt 'on •locally grown foqd and one- .
third less arable land than the U.S., offers a good" Cfx~;D1p'eof the

.r . ,_, . J.. \ (

po~sibi1ities.. ~n 19.50" foodgrain yields in India averaged less than
one trih per' hectire, aboufond:foohh 'of the eqUivalent 'crop" yield
iii'th'e U:S. Concertednati6'naJ effort to 'increase productivity haS!
raised' yj1elci''to a present! average .()f almost "two t~'ns '-'per heetiaT'e;')
Now the'''fourth largest' 'grairl'producer"i'D'.t1:1e World, IhdHl'c~uld'l
1f~c6methe leader \vere it to Obtain maximUm crop -yields/and fulfiC
its tropi6a1 potential 'fot;; grdwirlg' two' 'gfaitr eropsrt)eryeaf On the"
same land.,,,, 'J, ')[];
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India's food production success story, as yet only partly fulfilled,
could be duplicated in many other develop:ng countries where land
is being used at marginal efficiency. Nigeria, most populous country
in Africa, is a good example. About a third of its presently cultivated
land is in cereals, with an average yield of 0.6 tons per hectare.
Responding to a drive to improve productivity, Nigeria could easily
eliminate its present need to import about a half million metric tons
of cereal each year and become a significant net exporter.

Before leaving the limits of arable land, why not consider briefly
the limits of unarable land. It has been estimated that only about
3.2 billion hectares of the total 1'3 billion on the Earth's ice-free land
surface can be cultivated. Now only one-tenth of this area grows
crops. Desert soils considered unarable because of insufficient rain
or nearby irrigation water to support plant growth, amount to
about 1 . 7 billion hectares. Imagine if water could be brought or
rain induced to fall onto these enormous tracts of desert wasteland.
There is potential for actually doubling today's farming area.

The prospects for irrigating the deserts and otherwise using tbem
productively keep improving. Those desert areas near the sea are
being made to bloom through exciting work on saline irrigation and
salt-tolerant species by the Israelis and oth ~rs. Vast untapped sources
of underground water are known to be available, many below the
deserts; only an estimated 1% of the world aqu,fer has been dra .••n
up thus far for irr;gation. With almost uninterrupted, intense
sunlight and cheap land, the deserts are also highly eligible for green
house and hydroponic production of foodcrops. Fast developing
technology in controlled environment and soilless farming, produc-
ing yields many times that of conventional agriculture, are rapidly
improving cost-effectiveness in this essentially climate-independent
form of food production.

Some futurists now claim that water, not land, could become the
principal restraint on world food production. Although water
covers 70% of the Earth's surface, only 1% is the fresh water
required for conventional farm irrigation, and of that, 99% is under-
ground. Nevertheless, large quantities of easily available fresh
surface water remain untapped ; ov~r two-thirds still ft.ow unused to
the oceans.
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Because of lack of rainfall, about two-thirds of the Barth's land
would require irrigation for successful crop production. Yet only
twelve percent of all land now being farmed, somewhat over 200
. million hectares, is under irrigation. The mounting costs and energy
requirements of new irrigation schemes, not the availability of fresh
water, have been the prohibiting factors•. There is no question in
my mind that as the world food crunch intensifies, vast new acreage
under irrigation Will take the highest priority i~ national.planning
and development.

An impressive example of a vast scheme to better utilize fresh
water resources is being planned in the USSR. The Soviets hope to
divert one-tenth of the northward flowing River Ob • - about 25 cubic
km. per year of water - - southward to Kazakhstan. Later they plan
even more. This giant source of diverted water will be used to
irrigate the new breadbasket of the Soviet Union.

Enormous investments, however, are not necessarily required to
extend the limits of water for agriculture. Estimates have less than
50% of all water now deployed in irrigation systems being used
efficiently. Mismanage:nent and poor technology often furnish crops
with much more water than they need for successful growth. Tech-
niques to correct this are well known and often require only modest
capital outlay.

Figure 8, showing the number of irrigated hectares as well as
percentage of cultivated land irrigated in eight nations, offers a

<:EISA ~5~.~.-4!.!e~¥:!f£1d5ea'l$iI+EiEl;r:-&etoM~=;=)14=i=t~e===il#=;::#~#~:aiJ(69~)
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PAKISTAN "4.4# I (65%)

USSR I, ~ ;" •. J (5%)
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INDONESIA ~ (J8%)

JAPAJl C! (51%)

I Io .0
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FIgure 8. o Source: rAQ. 1971
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gIimpseof:tnep'ossibiHUes. What it does not show. however. ii the
relative\:-effici~cy, 'in' managing irrigation. China, with only ll% df
it'S'"t6tM" hind.V;ateaabie to be cultivated',' manages to meet almost aU
fO'od',l'ne~QsjO(;it~900'iniUion'people through highly effi.:Ien'tirrigation:
ovet'abo~titwo!t1ilrds the farmed area. Egypt, on the other harid'
less 'Succe'ssftiL'"in'feeding its people without large food imports~
ifrigateslOO% 10£ its 'cultivated" 'land. In Egypt water .is 'ftee 'te:>
anyoii'e,~rwith"power to lift it to the fields ; with animal power plenti.i
ful, overwaier of crops is widespread. Besides water waste,. poor
drainage, 'and subsequent soif salinization have steadily decreased
foertiJityin'.what was once the ,richest, .food producing area in the
world",:"' ..:a- '" f

I : "Now' for"soine Brief comttlentsaboiit the prospects for furnishingl

energy';to1st()~e 'what many :regard as the insatiable needs of (oiJt')

future world food syStem. As figUre9 reveals, modern high-production'
agrich,l1ture;t¥s1/practicediiJ.'.the''United,States and' proposed "by many
as. a. mo;delfor.,:;the.world requires large .expenditures' of energy. At
prestnt~almostaJI.ohumai1)energy in 'the system is derived from f:assn:.
fuels;--mai~l'y) p,eti'oleum'.'/Hence farm elierg.y'costs ate exp,ccted to')
rise sev~relYl'as;olld'isappears as f a' plentiful- 'resoutce. ')WhIB" it' .is
probabre :ih~trother energy sources (biomass-alcohol, gasified coal •.
solar, wind, even mini-nuclear power units) will make their way to,

..
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today's petro-based fertiHzers and pesticides. After all, massive
fertilizer application is generally considered the key to future dramatic
improvements in food productivity in the Third World. Fertilizer
consumption has doubled every ten years since World War II. It is
held mainly responsible for an almost 40% gain in major crop
production in the United States in the past three decades.

It seem to us that highly mechanized farming will always have a
place in the future of man, despite the often-advanced argument fol'
labour intensive and "appropriate" technology in those counties now
teeming with the under-employed and underfed. Motor driven
devices such as pumps, conveyors, dryers, coolers, lighting generators,
etc. are so essential in today's farm enterprise that their replacement
by human or animal labor seems inconceivable. As suggested, the
fuel for these devices will surely materialize. Motor driven vehicles
and tilling units will probably also survive, although Some real com-
petition may come if animals stage a comeback as an important
limited farm power source even in developed countries.

A'ternatives for high energy fertilizers and pesticides, however,
are another matter. There has been increasing attention lately on
the virtues of pre-World War II farm technology, when much food
was grown without need for giant application of inorganic fertilizer
and massive doses of insecticide. Manure was applied, fields were
rotated, mulches were developed, crops were intermixed; all
practices which we now raIl "organic" (or biological) farming, a term
which still provokes derision among agri-bureaucrats. But arguments
for a large scale return to organic type farming cannot be dismissed
off. hand. The water, soil and energy cons.:rvation it offers aN
important imreratives. But the most interesting prospect of all is
that in Some recent comparative tests, well-run organic farms have
proven equal to equivalent crop monoculture in average year-to-year
productivity. One important reason is the defense against bad weather
inherent in mixed crop, org ,nic soil type fJrming.

New technology to support low.energy, or energy-efficient farming
is also on its way, at a cost. Crop refuse, animal wastes, and even
human garbage can be turned back into the production system
through fuel or feed producing fermentation units located right on
the farm. Soil additive bacteria, organic foliar sprays, and rich
fertilizers made from seaweed and municipal sludge aie now on the
market competing with chemical fertilizers. Research and develop-
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ment in r.q~d crop genetics to add nitrogen fixing capabilities is
widely urtder. way. Biological controls, where selected inoffensive
insects~ordi!le~ses prey on economically important crop pests, are
displacingc'and.are potential replacements for costly, environmentally
dangero!ls. insecticides.
Climate Invulnerable Food Production

In briefl.yslirveying the various models or scenarious that project
future world' food production, we wer(l struck by an interesting
omission. All hypothesized that tomorrow's food will be produced
pretty much' as it is today: that is by conventional soil, sun and rain
farmin:g,augmented by some harvest from the sea. True, most did
at t~liStmefttion in passing the notion of growing fooa from biomass,
or synt;hesizing food in factories. But the general impression was
that these' developments, even though they are proving technically
feasibl'e~Js(aridsmall chance of competing with traditional farming,
hen~e willc'cbiltti,buteinsignificantly to tomorrow's food supply.

If we are to accept the prevailing view that we will soon reach
the Umits of land, water and perhaps even energy for world food
production, ~hen we must be obliged, also, to take the position that
otp.er. way,s.~f producing food are bound to eventually become more
attractive and; cost-effective. Since it is implied these alternatives.. '.

will pe. somewhat if not completely independent of natural environ-
• <I ~ .Jmenh it "ma]<essense to call them techniques fur "climate invu~nerable

food production:',

A ruu.t PItOG1WlK!D PU.N'T EI'lVtROIlM!In
"C1!:NI'l'OlfI CS".

• G~eeDhoua.

_Held

autr1l11lt
'~1i.t1oD

lettuce tomatoe. cucuabar.

Source: CeDeralUectric e:-;.aay. 1978
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Solar greenhouses, of course, are a well proven way to produce
food free of rain and soil, although still dependent on a relatively
sunny climate for efficiency. However, as Figure 10 suggests, green-
houses are evolving towards completely controlled environment
agriculture, where even sunlight can be eliminated as a variable.
Programmed use of high intensity lighting, along with controlled
microclimate, nutrients and water, yields three or four times the
productivity pos,ible in equivalent conventional greenhouse culture,
says G.B. The approach appears to have great promise in cold
locations where energy is in food supply and there is a lively market
for fresh produce.

Controlled environment food growing which still takes advantage
of free solar energy has also advanced significantly in recent years.
Better greenhouse thermal design and new techniques in hydroponic
(soil-less) culture are extending the range of foodcrops successfully
grown and marketed. While a sophisticated installation is high in
capital costs - anywhere from $ 50,000 to $ 200,000 per hectare
according to its complexity .. it is expected that engineering improve-
ments, economies of scale, conservation of water and nutrients,
and alernative demands on the land will make its wide.>pread use
highly probable during the next century. Controlled environment
greenhouses, w;th wdter requirements as low as l/lOth of fieldcrops,
can be located on relatively inexpensive arid land or desert where
sunshine is maximum.

Clvsed environment fish culture is another long establ shed way
to produce food essentially independent of climate. In 1975 an
estimated 6 million metric tons of fish were cultUred worldwide, with
most growing in small ponds cultivated over the centuries, mainly in
Eastern Asia. Recent progress in Closed-cycle aquaculture .• where
fish are raised in h;gh-density, highly mechanized growing enclosures
and in polyculture-where satellite fish and food crops are grown
in the system - suggest we may be on the threshold of a major
production breakthrough. But these technologies demand major
capital investment. Large scale industry backing i3 clearly requ"red
if this source of food is to attain the 50 million metric tons per annum
level by the year 20GO estimated by the National Research Council
in its 1978 report.



. , qim~te inc;lep~ndent, highly mechanized aquaculture in the U.S.
is as y~t cqnfiiled to relatively small scale production of luxury sp~cies

l .:.. "

suchas.~J~Jrrs, crayfish and trout. A good example of things to
collle,rffowtlref, is the shrimp gowing venture developed by Profess<?t
Cad Hodges and his group at the University of Sonora and the
Univ~f~ity ()rl~rizona. Their pilot plant at Puerto Penasco on the
Gulf (jf 'Calif~rnia in Mexico's Sonora state is an exciting venture
with hig~, I?~~spect of economic success. At present, in closely
conirolIed~hriInp "feedlots," yields are approaching 3500 kgs. (7700
ibs.) ~r,whole animal per hectare of surface water per year. Initial
mark~ting 'of the product furnished the exciting news that it returns
a higher profit per hectare than any other cultivated foodstuff. With
CocaGOla as the project's sponsoring firm, its expansion into a major
source fo'rprime frozen shirmp is clearly in the cards.

l.'ft;~.arge.scale bio-synthesis,. or the convers~on of organic b~lk
matenal mtofood by bacterIa or enzymes, IS another emergIng
technology with great promise for the future. Several years ago when
petrol~uti1 seemed abundant and cheap, a number of big (100,0:0
metric'tons!year) ventures to grow single cell protein on this substrate
we~e ~!~nneS1. Most of these schemes were abandoned when oil
prices went Up'. Today th~ main hope for producing a significant

.... :~

amo~ntof the world's protein by this method lies in the use of
;"t]: ..., ... ,<

carbop¥.<lrate~ or cdlulosic (biomass) materials asthe carbon sour,;es~.. , ... , ~.

feeding the proteinaceous microorganisms" While the costly hydro-
carbons are a richer and more efficient substrate, their fermentation
requires more stirred-in oxygen than carbohydrate materials hence
significantly more energy input.

HflXing a major source of future food protein through bio-
sytht;sis very ,much depends on efficient collection of normally
unutiJjzed or cheap field and crop wastes as substrate material. T~le .~
qu~:nt,itie~lay.ajlable today worldwide are impressive: there are 58
million metric tons of wheat chaff, 30 million metric tons of corncob
mater.ial, 83r.million metric tons of sugar bagasse, 9 million metric
tons "of molasses and va,t quantities of unused waste from the b:g
f90d,p.rocessiI!S industries, such as starchwater and peelings from
potatoes, organic solids in corn and soy waste streams, and trim and
peelings from fruit and vegetable canneries.
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A word should be said a~ this point about the prospects for
cultivating forests as a substrate for bio-synthetic food production.-
During two world wars large factories converted wood by hydrolysis
into edible sugars which in turn fed yeast to produce protein.rich
food and animal feed. Some natural forests of the tropics have been
found to contain biomass of over 1,700 metric tons per hectare, with
growth rates exceeding SO metric tons per hectare per year. It has
been demonstrated that wisely managed forest areas will produce two
to three times more biomass than unmanaged land produces. Fol'
example, one speoies which grows widely in the tropics, Leucaena,
can be cultivated to yield, through periodic harvest of its leaves,
90 metric tons per hectare per year of palatable green feed, equivalent
to 23 metric tons of hay containing 26% protein. Without question,
agro-forestry has an important future in the developing world, parti-
cularly in the hot, humid tropics where rain and sun are ideal for
abundant growth.

The promise inherent in bio-synthesis technology is obvious in its
production efficiency. A 453 kg. (1000 lb.) steer grows less than
2 kg (4 lb.) of protein a day, and 453 kg. of soybeans, cultivated well
will yield over 40 kg. (92 lb.) of protein every 24 hours. But 453 kg.
of microorganisms, given enough raw materials to grow on, will turn
out over 45,000 kg. (100,000 lbs.) of protein in a single day.

The most dramatic alternative to conventional agriculture is to
produce food by chemical synthesis on a giant scale in factories.
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The cl1.~qt.icalp'~pcessshown in Figure 11 proves the notion Is not a
wild on~•..!tis ~~eway Germany manufactured 100million kilogram s
of edible, f!l~ g~!:ing World War II, starting from coal; a vivid
exampls l••oJ,<4<?~,w,hen conventional food is scarce, a synthetic food
or nutr.i~p..tP~n,bemade by a chemical or biochemical process from
nonliving. ~;J:wmaterial.

'.AU hrtheba~ic nutrients of food-protein, fats, carbohydrates,
vitamins:"':'caii'be'produced by synthebis, and balanced, attractive,
edible

r
prharicts- fabricated from tbese "building blocks" by modern

fo~dj-J~np~rte~~jng.Synthetic yitamin production is already a world-
wide, jp.dus~,~y.. Some of the important micronutrients in protein,
the am~N~tac,i~s'.f!~ealso being made commercially by botb synthesis
and n~s~en.t!tion. Pilot methods to build whole proteins from these
constituent have been developed but are not as yet practical in the
fa.ctory. ,~~~J1p.iques for synthesizing edible sugar, the basic food
ca(bohydl'ate.,!llso have been perfected and its economic manufacture
is predicted (\if,desired) by 1985. Meanwhile a number of high energy
substitlltesJor sugar have been synthesized and only await FDA type
approval1>eforea predicted widespread use.

.v riWith s~gn.ificantsynthetic food production already commercially
und'drway, marty believe the pre:.ent low-volume production of essen-
tially '.nfgh-unit-value items will expand naturally to have some
impa6fon the \'forId food supply by the year 2000. However, if a
conseio.:us.world effort in research and development were to be
mounted to achieve economic production technology and necessary
.social acceptance, food synthesis could furnish an important part
of the woild';food budget in the century ahead.

More Liv.estock as a Food Panacea?

The ,notion of climate-invulnerable food production brings up
the thought that farm animals, especially ruminant livestock, pro-
bably face a strong revival in food systems of the future. This is
because they serve as a food source when crops fail and as a way to
store grain during harvest gluts. Of course, this view is directly
.~counter t~ the often stated prediction that livestock will disappear
b~catise.they compete inefficientiy for grain that could be fed directly
in humans.
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Figure 12 shows the central role that ruminants play' in an
integrated, energy-conserving food producing system. Besides being
a capital reserve in lean years, the animals- furnish meat. milk~
fertilizer and other useful byproducts. With their multicompartment
stomachs, ruminants are able to prosper on marginal. vegetation in
areas too dry or unfit for cultivation. SO?1eruminants such as z,ebu
cattle, goats, reindeer and camel have adapted to difficult c1iD;latic

~---------- LAND~-=----_.;... _$ 'I~I~-----CRAIN ANI! ( , -b 1
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regimes and can survive where other livestock fail. At pre)ent about
twelve percent of the world's population relies almost entirely on
ruminants for their livelihood and food.

Should world agriculture, because of the escali:l,tingcosts of pet-
roleumderived fertilizer and pest controls, be forced towards more
conservative organic practice'J, livestock/crop rotation will surely
re-emerge as a key element in the farm production system. The
combination contributes to soil fertility and erosion control, helps
check soil.borne disease of both crops and animals a_nd,w,henrange-
land is properly managed, grazing can be a stimulus to grov.,tb and
productivity of herbage. Further, the way rumina.nts are fed in the
farm scheme can be usefully flexible. Avoiding costly feed grains,
which today furnish about 30% of livestock diet in the developed
countries, ruminants can thrive on a wide range of agri-industrial
wastes and byproducts which normally go unused in many parts of
the world.
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A Posi-Harvest Bonanza

In our studies of fo()d losses in crop shortfalls, due directly or
indirectly unfavorable weather. we became aware of a startling fact.
It appears that in many parts of the world the amount of food lost in
va~ious ways' after harvest is often of equal and greater magnitude
than most ~ho~tfalls. If these post-harvest losses could be reduced or
eliminated it would furnish an unexpected bonanza to many countries
now deficient in food.

Figure 13, which tabulates losses of important food crops after
harvest in various parts of the world, hints at the possibilities. In
many countries. particularly those least developed and with the most
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troublesome foodstorage climates. losses of harvested food many run
as high as' SO to 60% by weight. Lack of proper storage facilities,
fungi~pests and poor handling all combine to create the problem.

Tog~t some sense of the monumental amount of food lost in this
manner consider the conservative figure of 25% post-harvest the
attrition in cereal and pulse crops in semi-arid Africa. In 1971, a
typiCal year, this amounted to about 7 million metric tons. At $7/
hundredweight, this approximates a $ 1 bil ion loss._ year-after-year.
on two important food crops in one poor region of the world. Since
one ton of cereal will feed six people for a year, the food saved could
literally sustain millions of people.

t
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A successful worldwidi::drive to minimize post-harvest food losses
would eliminate dependency on huge grain imports and improve local
food supplies dramatically in most Third World countries. Much
of the technology required for difficult hot and humid location is well
known, since effective storage systems have been well developed for
tropical export commodites. While the cost of applying this
technology on a broad scale would be high, the investment should
amortize rapidly. Furthermore. the smaller scale, villagelevel type
of foodcrop storage required so desperately in rural Africa and Asia
need not be sophisticated and high-piced. In Benin, Nigeria, for
example. effective low-cost storage facilities were designed by the
nation's agricultural extension service assirsted by volunteer workers
and aid agencies. Built with inexpensive local materials and by local
labor. the new food storage units have almost eliminated rode"t
foraging in that area.
Extending the Food System

Proper food storage after harvest is an essential first step in
evolving towards the modern food system which is diagrammed in

Figure 14, typical of the food industries of North America and
Western Europe. Most developing countries. particularly those in
tropics, have relatively primitive food systems. with most activities at
the agrarian level. Facilities to store. preserve, package, and distribute
food to local and urban consumers, and the infrastructure required

Source; L. E. Slater. 1978
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to ,~uP.R0rt th~~e functions, are largely missing. Hence native food
suppli~s.co.m-elip"seasonal bursts, depend on marginal and fragile
distdbu,ticW'! 'B,\H1S, and are especially vulnerable to losses due to bad
weathe~tand c,Iimate as well as to pests and predators after crops
,leavethe,field., 1~.- " ~; ..•.. 1: •...••..' ~ •• +

Foodq(l?~ocessing-its preparation and packaging in preserved
form--'no.tl1only' adds value and convenience to the product but
'extends':itiillif~lforseveral years of safe storage. Furthermore, invest-
:meilt"Liil;':proe~slfng technology, wh:ch for efficiency should be near
. the 'f~~ic:i~t:t<5lirce, -fosters the rural development so desperately
~nee\l1:d:'iil~6kt Third World nations. Processing plants create jobs,
'c'e4uife,'r1fdas1'and utilities development and bring man'y usually
fotgo~riH'Ipeb,ple . into the nation's cash economy. Small farmers,
,assure&ofJihc6me from processing plmts for their crops, are finally
able to secure credit for the agricultural inputs needed to maximize
production and combat the impact of a difficult climate or environ-
(ment; ~);:~el.t:prpc~ss of industrializing food also opens the way to use
ofthe/:abunallu~ biomass and farm wastes of the trop:cs in .chemes~ .~'j,.iI- ,_ ,,,..f,,

for making fuels and feeds in centrally located ferClenters.

1l.1aw~y,'t,hose Third World nations with only primitive agraian
systellis are in an enviable position. Should their leaders decide
to give-fooo production and distribution a high pr;or;ty in national
plannit)g,they face a fine range of choices to ach:eve what amounts
to an optimum" system. Through the modern te.;hniques of informa-
tion systems, modelling and systems analysis they Coln det~rmin~
what ca.!1p,~~t be grown, processed and distribu~ed under local cli-
matc,:agronomic, environmental and socio-economic conditions.
Fot' example, present use of best lands and resources to sustain
exporfcrt3ps can be traded-off against the benefits from growing
more-food for internal consumption. The latest developments in.~ ,. -
food tephnolbgy;.:such as biomass to protein conversion. and aseptic
containerizing to avoid costly rdrigeration, can be evaluated. The.e
efforts t1:foptimize a nation's food producing and distributing capa-
biliti~s, if widespread, could add greatly to net world food productivity~.; i:'; ._, ,

and reduce malnutrition in the forthcoming century.
, J _., ~_~

What About Populati:m ?

Firially we must come to the most predicted, yet most elusive
element ~in our future world food equation: Population. It is

;-..',<.'iiIr,.:1 •..

•
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difficult for us to take a position on the popuhition question or to
consider it as a manageable dynamic variable in our Climate, Food
and Population system. Its laws are simply not that well known.
Rather, we are inclined to accept the widely hel.dprediction that
world population will essentially double by the year 2030 or 2040
and let it go at that.

On the other hand. responding to the ana.1yticaJbent of the
systems approach, it is possible to put forth some modest conjecture
on how increasing success in' food producti0!1 and distribution world-
wide may interact with population dynam!cs. ~t seems reasonable
to us, for example, that family size in most"dev~loping societies
.must integrate closely with the availability of food and .the quality
of nutrition. This suggests a few assumptions for a possibly more
hopeful outlook than a Malthusian view of population and its
limits.

Can we not assume that when infant and child mortality is
high because of malnutrition and the diseases which follow, the
incentive is to produce more children? Conversdy, when children,
well fed, can be counted on to survive, the incentive to have large
families surely must decrease.

We can also readily assume that improving flmlly purchasing
power in the poor usually leads to fuller stomachs, provided the
needed food is available. Might not this alSO further result in a
level of security and awareness in the family where decisions on its
size can be consciously made and implemented?

A final assumptiop is that better fed individuals within a de-
veloping society will add energy to the development process. This
in turn will foster the economic progress amongst the poor which
is suggested as a helpful condition for facilitating birth control.

There is, of cousre, great circularity in the logic supporting
these few as:3umptions. This sort of analysis is one of the beguiling
pitfalls as well as hopeful ben~fits of the systems approach. What
it suggests, however, is that there may be important synergistic
.possibilities in the food/population interact:on : that improved food
supplies may in fact lead, ultimately, to lessening demand for food
and to a possible steady-state in world food needs perphaps by the

year 2050.

-----------------------------
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The Real World Always Intrudes.

To conclude this somewhat optimistic inventory of new per-
ceptions which can possibly shape a well fed world by the year 204D.
wemust not avoid some comments on the most critical element in our
climate/food/population interaction: namely the dynamic force in
our system diagram that is labelled Governance. Another name for
.this force might be the Real World.

We are well aware that aU of the arguments we have made for
ways to reduce the hazards in our future are simply whistling in the
wind if no one takes them seriously. Even the finest shopping
list of promising technology and, policies for its application has
small relevance if chances for its use are minimal. In final analysis.
it will be the governments of nations, subject to major world econo-
m:c forces as well as tugs and pulls of ideologies and power. that
will decide. Improvements in the values, arts, and capabJities of
governance over the next several decades are unque,t:onably the
key to realistic hopeful scenarios in all aspects of the future world
condition.

The driving force for governments to assume the frame of mind
and movement towards a new concept of growth based on human
goals, integrative thought and selective, imaginative Useof techno-
logy and supporting policies can only come from an enlightened
body politic. At this juncture in history our most valuable effort
towards this end probably lies in the interchange resulting in this
and similar conferences and in the widespread public airing of our
findings. We have no clues. however. on how to carry out the
massive worldwide unbrainwashing that will prepare the mind and
spirit of men and women of every region of the Earth for the large
human commitment that will alone bring peace, prosperity and
justice to us all.

Some Final Thoughts

How are we to overcome the ultimate paradox of our time 'I
Never before in history has mankind the technological power to feed,
clothe, educate and provide health care abundantly for all. Yet we
continue to give the effort second place in our goals. It is easier to
marshall support for guns and rockets for military security. Larger

~I
1
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sums are spent for mind-modifiers in alcohol and drugs. How
far short of the human potential we fall ?

In the perspective of deep space what happens here on Earth
may be of small consequence. Yet I sometimes imagine the great
thrill I would feel to stand on the Moon's surface and look back
from that harsh lunar 'andscape to the softness of the luminous,
hospitable Earth. From the vantage point I could view our planet
in its oneness. There I could fully understand t~at not Just a few
nations but all mankind shares in the fantastic achievement of a
lunar landing or flights to Mars, Jupiter~ Saturn and beyond. After
aU, science, engineering and management skills, the common heri-
tage of mankind, are what make possible such feats. All nations
and races have contributed to the unbroken threads of knowledge
that are man's highest cultural treasures.

,

From space, myastronant and cosmonaut friend3 tell me, the
Earth appears as a rare and beautiful place in the vastness of the
universe. From this perspective it seems unimaginable to me that
the people oJ the Earth will not turn their vast' new skills and power,
towards making a better world for all mankind. If we choOle to
pay the price it is clearly within our capabilities to construct world
systems that achieve sound harmony between man and nature on
this magnificent and possibly unique planet.

.,



Tax-Policy as an Instrument for ,Economic Growth
.. with special reference to PakIstan

A. S•.Khalld*
INTRODUCTION

Taxation, is of parmount importance in developing countries
because, generally speaking, monetary and credit policies are l'ela-
tiv~ly ineffective due to small ~~eaof banking and credit use. Taxes
can aid in development in three ways :

t.By raising~evenue, or, more fundamentally, by securing
command over real economic resources for ihe public inyestment.1
This is particularly important for the development of the infrastruc-
ure which is essential for the promotion of balanced growth. .

", ~~ ~ i :

2. By promoting stability in the economy, i.e. by counteracting
inflationary p~essures due to the d~velopment process. In developing
countries this is particularly I important in respect of long term
pressures rather than of short-term cyclical movements.

3; By encouraging enterprise to develop. This can operate on
two levels:

(a) on the primitive subsistence economy level by helping to
break down isolation by bringing new services and invest-
ments to the villages and teaching them the importance of the
things which their tax contributions can provide;

(b) on the higher level by promting enterprise particularly in
manufactures, i.e. by providing good cond:tions in which
enterprise (whether indigenous or from overseas) can func-
tion, and stimulating enterprise by reducing the risks
attendant upon it.

There are of course other methods of financing development, in
particular, loans from home and overseas, but although these may be
useful as a supplement, the main burden of the finance of develop-
ment must fall on the tax system.

"'Department of Economics, Govt. College. Lahore.
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The first element of choice is tG select taxes which will bring in
good revenue. To achieve this it is necessary to have (a) well drafted
tax laws which are unambiguous and really appropriate to the Circum-
stances of the particular economy; (b) taxes that are as simple as
possible (income taxes can never be very simple). The tax law must
not be riddled with concessions and rebates which sacrifice revenue~
such as protective duties which guarantee monoQly power for
indigenous procucers or too generous tax holidays; (c) efficient
procedure for assessment collection at rates which are enforceable.
This implies an adequate body of tax officers well enough paid to
minimise temptation for cheating, modern methods of identification
and record of tax payers, particularly in the higher range of surtax.

It is only when taxes are considered to be both inherently fair
and assessed and collected without favour that full tax-payers
co-operation and compliance can be attained.

The second element of choice is to choose taxes which will
promote stability or steady growth in the economy.

In this article an attempt shall be made to determine the scope
and limitations of tax policy in the promotion of economic develop-
ment and welfare of a developing country. .

I. Taxation, Saving and Investment

Development economists have usually regarded the level and
structure of taxation as an extremely important variable in the deter-
mination of domestic saving, and fiscal policy has been regarded as a
means of mobilizing savings to promote growth.2 In this section we
shall review the attempts to answer two interrelated empirical question
with respect to developing countries: (a) What is the relationship
between an increase in taxes in a country and the overall level of
saving? (b) What are the relative values of the marginal propensities
to save by governments and in the private sector?

Most studies of the effects of taxation on saving show that
government saving increases with increased revenUe. However, several
studies have questioned that relationship. In Pakistan though
government revenue from taxes. increased during.the.period 1972.79,
Public saving were negative in the first 3 years, aQ.d show diclining
trend in the last two years. The following table shows the revenue
and Public Savings during the period.



1,052 3.670 3,185 2,075
+0.8 +2,489 -13.8 -34.5
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(Rs. Millions)

1972-3 1973-4 1974-5 1975.6 1976.7 1977-8 1978-9

TotakTax. ~..~.:.

Revenue 5~839 8,537 10,024 13,915 16,112 19,292 22,990

Public '
Saving (:.:..)314(-)131 -(639)
Annual -0.3 -0.1 -0.6
Change in PU'blic
Saving over

; ;- 1''' ,

the previous .year
.Sourt{:' Pakistan Basic Facts 1978-79.

, t' Budgets in brief for the year 1975-6 to 78-9.
.'State Bank of Pakistan: Annual Report 1979-80p. 10.

Stanley Plea$b.3 for example. suggested that tbe marginal propensity
to consume by governments out of increased revenues is extremely
high a.nd,~hatin several calies increased taxation mlY have led to
reduced national saving. In Pakistan the share of Public Saving in
the total national Savings has s1'lownerratic trends. These were negative
durin'g f97~-75.'1ts share in national savings during 1975-79 was 7.86%
21.57%, 13:-SY,%,& 12.52% respectively Support for this position is
found in tbe work of Landau.4 He employed the following equations:

S/Yg == aD + al (T/Yg) (1)
f'. Sg/Yg - bo + bi (T/Y g) (2)

Sg/yg - co + Cl (T/yg) + c2 (Y IPop) (3)
tn all equations the t-values show a reasonable significance of the

T/Y variaDl~: 'but serial correlation. and low Rs 2 limit the reliability
of the relsults.Nontheless, Landau's findings are interesting. First.
in t1ir~;r~fthe four cases in which the aggragate saving ratio, SlY, is

. . ''lX'the dependent variable, an increase in the tax rate is found to h:lVe a
.~'. • (I' .•-., .negative' effect. This, coupled with the positive coefficients in

government saving, tends to support the belief that the increase in
governmentSl1ving is more tha.n offest by a decrease in the rate of
private saving (a strong "Please Effect"). Landau's cross-sectional
analysis of 19 Latin American countries showed only a slight positive
relationship between the tax ratio. T/Y, and the aveldge saving ratio.
SlY. Landu 5 concludes. " •.• the evidence presented here seems
to support the concern of those who question the feasibility of raislng
the aggregate saving proportion of a nation by means of higher taxes.

•

•
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In Pakistan Gross domestic Saving as percent of GOP (at current
factor cost) fell from 10.08% in 1972/73 to 4.91 % in 1974/5. It
registered little improvement during 1975-8, but again fell to 4.49%
in 1978-79. Though the tax revenues of the Govt. increased absolutely
over this period. (S.B.P annual report 1978-79.)

Krishnamurty 6 employed a cross sectional analysis of 35 develop-
ing countries and time series analysis for 12 to test the relationship
between the mllrginal tax rate and both the marginal propensity to
save and the marginal propensity to Consume. Although his statisti-
cal tests are not impressive, he suggests that the marginal tax rate
had no effect on the aggregate marginal prop~nsity to save and that
an increase in the marginal tax rate reduced the marginal propensity
to consume by households.

Bhatia 7 studied the eff"ct ot taxes on levels of private and public
consumption. On the basis of a cross-sectional study of 20 African
countries he found that for everyone percent increase in the t~ GOP
ratio, private consumption decreased by .21 percent of GDP and
public consumption increased by .05 percent of GOP. Th~ net result
is an increase in the mobilization of investment funds. Morss8 also
found little evidence of the "Please Effect" in his crossectional study
of 46 developing countries for 1965-1967. He regressei the average
rates of national and private consurn,tion against per capita income
and the ratio of total taxes to nationll income. His equations are:

C/yg=do +d1(Y/Pop) +d2(T/Yg) .••.••... (4)
Cg/yg= co+ cl(yg)/M) + c2(T/Yg) ••••••••• (5)

He found that the values of the coefficients on the tax GNP ratios
were both significant and positive (d2 -.73) in the national consurn-
p'ion equ~tion and e= 1.5 in the private consumption equation). Morss
concluded that these results precluded a "Please Effect" however,
the R2s for equations (4) and (5) were only .1, and .4, respectively.

Singh's 9 results are similar fo those of Krishnamurty, Bhatia and
Morss. He included the tax/GNP ratio in a variety of forms to test
its effect on the average propensity to save. The coefficient on T/GNP
in five different regr.::ssi 'n equations vuied between 0.10 and 04;
in all cases it was significant and positive. Singh's findings and
interpretation~ may be sum narized as follows:

First, a rise in tbe tu rate as a percentag~ of GNP increases
the national savings rate, but the increlse in the national savings
~ate is higher for develop"ed countries than for developed countries



Nevertheless, to increase the savings rate in developing countries
by one percent, the tax rate would have. to be raised-by about 6
percent of national income.

Singh also finds a high degree of substitutability between private
savings and governmental savings, so that an additional dollar'of
government saving implies a reduction of 57% in private savings•
. Another some what paradoxical finding. which was also noted -by
Houthakkar 10 is a positive relationsbip between the tax rate and the
. private savings rate so that an increase in, the tax rate aotually increas-
ed the private savings rate. A third major finding is that of a low
propensity to save on the part of governments.

The analysis of the effects of taxation .on saving raises policy .•.
issues which cannot be evaluateed on th~ b lsis of statistical aggregates
usually employed. We need more functional concepts of current and
capital expenditure by gov~rnments. Certain types of exp~nditur~s
for education are recorded as curr.:nt. whereas they might 'well be
. regarded as an investment in human capital. - Government expendi-
tures on a presidential palace-pr-construction,outlays by the minister
of defence may be included in capital outlay in the data on govern-
ment investment while they might. better ,be cla'ised as- current
expenditures The diversion of private saving from land. or .inventory
speculation or from investment in foreigl1 se~urities to the public
treasury is not an undesirable d~velopment. On -the other hand.
taxation that reduces the incentive and abili:y of private firms to
reiuvest their earnings in productive undertakings might be reguded
as an undesirable means of raising governmental revenue regardless
of what the government does with its revenue.

n. Taxation and Economic InceDtivces

Tax incentives are also employed to stimulate economic activity
either overall or selective. Tax means have beenwid.dy adapted
particularly for industrial expansion in many of the less developed
countries The aim is to encourage prive sector to save and work in
projects considered as an economic necessity, or in comparatively
less develo.ped regions. B~sides tax means are also Usedto compel
output. and to dIscourage speculative hearding of goods.

The most widely offered tax incentivss take the form of exemp-
tion from custom duties. excises and taxes on income. While the
cost of project is reduced through the exemption from custom duties,



excises and taxes on income, the tax allowances based on aceelrated
depreciation, reduce the investment risks by enabling the investors
to recoup their capital in shorter period. The purpose of tax con-
cessions is to influence investment decision in private sector but it is
highly doubtful that the tax concessions can achieve this end ta any
respectable extent. In fact as Milton 11 .observesinvestmentdecisian
are influenced ta a larger extent by other factors such as e}l:tent.of
mar~et, availability .of skilled labour general ecanomicand political

c ••co)lditions and ta a. marginal extent on tax, congession. The
.limited empirical studies conducted in Mexica. 12 Puerta. Rico and
Pakistan 13 indicate .that investment dicisions were mare influenced
by the higher. prafit margin, resulting from a policy .ofhigh protective
duties.andavailability,af foreign exchange than by the tax exemption.
Tax cancession, if lib~ral .or when extended taless essential industries
result in much larger revenue loss far gavernment than the benefits

.. yielded in the upsurge .of'economic activity.Bes ides these may lead to
distartion .of resources, and create a new class afprivileged. people:. In
Pakistan, industry no doubt grew rapidly but as ,pointed out. by
Papanek,14 tax incentives helped ta swell the coffers of "robber

; barons" Further the incorporation of incentive provisions in Incame
Tax statutes, make them highly complex, thereby plac:ng greater
burdenan'the.tax' administratian and increasing the scope .of evasion.
Kaldar is cansiders the prevailing cancern with incentives, as mis-
placed, except in particular cases, such as concessions granted ta
fareigners which is likely ta increase the inflow .of capital from abraad
In Pureta Rica, Mexic and Phillipines lax relief devic~s attracted
fareign capital but failed t.o bring about domestic capital farmation 15

Oppasite has been the experience in Pakistan in 60's. Where tax
incentives played a "very substantial rale in stimulating Saving, and
Capital farmation in the industrial corparate scctar'.' 17 When the
Gavernment ill a bid to bring about greater Sacial Justice, natianal-
ized Banks, insurance cas and ather industrial enterprises and
introduced pragressive reforms, it resulted in a fall in private invest-
mente Its share in total investment fell from 57% in 1971-72 to 24%
in 1976-77. There was flight .ofcapital fram the country and use .of
saving for purchase of real esta~es. The later gavernment ,in .order ta
infuse confidence among the investars denatianalized same of the
industrial enterprises and reintradued fiscal incentives.,
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Fiscal incentives have also have been provided in Pakistan to
encourage exports. In view of the simultaneous existence, export
bonous scheme, export performance licensing and special credit
facilities, it is difficult to find out the exact impact of tax incentives on
export performance. IS

lit. Income 'Il'axes
Public authorities in developing countries must raise revenue

large enough to leave them with some surplus. While raising revenue
they must carefulJy reduce inequality of incomes. In this context
income tax in its capacity as a revenue raiser and income equaliseI'
becomes a powerful fiscal instrument. It is one of the very few taxes
which raise revenue and at the same time reduce inequality of
incomes. It is natural that develaping countries with their twin
aim of capital accumulation and reducion of inequalities are temped
to make use of income tax.

As a means of development finance, income tax has not been
used in the past. For example, during much of its history, the federal
Government in the U.S.A. relied principally on tariffs and excises to
provide its revenues. Income taxes were not introduced until shortly
before the First World War. 19 Even till 1950 only a limited use was
being made of the income tax in developing countries. But as
pointed out by Hicks, "it is along this path that the ultimate solution
of their revenue problems must be found. "20 The problems posed by
income tax in development finance though new are being well explored.
Income Tax and Capital Accumulation

Income tax influences capital formation by its effects on people's
(a) incentive to save and (b) incentive to invest.

(a) Income tax differentiates against saving and as such lowers
people's incentive to save. Individul1s are taxed twice on what they
save and only once on what they spend. "No income tax is really
just," wrote J.S. Mill a century ago "from which savings are not
exempted. 21 MiIJ's argument have been supported by a number of
distinguished economists, such as Alfred Marshall, A.C. Pigou,
Irving Fisher and Luigi Einaudi, it has been opposed by Edwin
Cannan, Josiah Stamp, Deviti de Marco and C.W. Guillebaud. Much
of the controversy regarding the double taxation of savings has been
fruitless and it is now admitted that Mill's manner of stating the pro-
position was not a happy one. His statement must be taken to mean
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that an income tax. affects an individual's choice between spending
and saving. It lowers the return obtainable from saving and makes
spending more alluring. Recent statistics. on Britain show that the
wealthy classes in Britain have ceased to have and dissave on aeon-
siderable scale. This is not the result of the form in which taxation
is imposed. Mc,re particularly is this due to the peculiar effectg of
income taxation towards discouraging savings and encouraging
consumption 22

The tendency towards dis-saving is enhanced when super taxes
are added. "The incentive to dis-savings from the taxatio'n of income
is directly proportional to the marginal rate of tax on income."23

Nothing short of an expenditure tax will enable us to remove
completely the adverse effects of income tax on people'.s ineentive to
save. Writers like Kaldor, and Clark have been insisting that income
tax should cease to be a tax on income and should become a tax on
spending. The case of an expenditure tax is, however in an explora-
tory stage. Kaldor, who in his recent book has worked out fully the
theory and the practice of such a tax, admits that an expenditure tax
would undoubtedly be a more complicated tax to adm:nister than the
present type of income tax. "It would be impossible to think of
l'eplacing the present system with an expenditure tax at one stroke.
There is well over a hundred years accumulated experience l.:oncerning
the income tax.24 It is, therefore, extremely doubtful whether under-
developed countries can affored to experiment with an expenditure tax.

Short of an expenditure tax people's incentive to save will be less
impaired if the rates of income tax are substantially lowered. "The
rate of ta'tation in Pakistan for individual persons is about the highest
in the World.2s The effects of such high taxation on saving could
only be disastrous and only at a lower rate of taxes could we expect
people to save more.

(b) Economists are agreed on the point that an income tax
differentiates against risky investments. Under an income tax, we
can notice a diversion of funds from less to more secure forms of
investment. The existing Government policy of exempting income
fro~ govern:nent securities and saving certificate from taxation goes
to intensify this tendency. Because of the artificial demand created
for their securities by tax exemptions, government are able to obtain
their fU.lds at co.nparti {ely low rates of interest. This, however,
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han(UcapsAh~:faising of funds by by private industrialists. "The tax
exemntion~fea.ture." writes Professor Groves. "Favours the most
riskless, inve'st"-ment and as such should be eliminated. The Principle
ofujljyer,sality in the personal income tax should be respected with
as,,fewexceptions as poss ible.26

.The 'imposition of a profits tax in addition to normal rates on
bUSineS'S"!jjicomesimplies that higher income taxes are imposed on
the profit element in income. The effect of such taxes can only be
a reductionl:inrthe margin of profit and a reduction in business in-
ves~JP.~~t.. !W1!,eEconomic Appraisal Committee examined the case
andpoi~ted, out that price we pay for such taxes is too high. The
COI9jw.lttec;:.,however. did not recommend its abolition as they con-
slderea'the. concess;ons granted under tax large enough to make
the tax nba-existent.
"";;;J-'Tfhe;'~.?~mittee's recommendation may be criticised from two
point~ of view. First. we may ask how generous and how effective
the~~,"po,.nf~siiQ!1s are. The concessions proposed include a promise
for ela~o,~~t~pepreciation allowance and a pro:nise for t:u holiday
for a. ~erTo~- of five years ending in March, 19-16 The depredation
allowances are fairly comprehe.nsive but losses could not be carried
forward for a: period of more than six years. Nothing less than an
indefiilite carry fo. ward of losses will have a noticeable influenee'
on' inj~~stme~t. As regards the tax holidays for a definite period.
it clin ;be s~jl~tr1iat this device provid~s little stimulus to th~ pioneer-
iIig'tirDn for whom it is lDtended; the firm is unlikely to make
imp'Drtant 'taxable profits within the relevant period. In the last
an~lysis.<-'lt"' is very doubtful how far tiX concessions in their own-
right really succeed in promoting development .27 This conclusion
is ;cQnfirmed bY the experience of Britain which has introduced a
system <>f'!n.vestment allowance recently. Such allowances are found
to be a niore effective type of tax concession for imparting a stimu-
los to",iinves!ment than an equivalent redu.;tion in the profits tax.

Se-contfly. we may ask if the tax is as good as non-existent and
if nOi case could be made out for its introducLon in future, why
retain it at.allr? Indeed there is a good case for its a -olition. The
tax does cons~itute a discrimin .tOiY treatment of the own~r,,; of bu,i-
ness as again~t other kinds of property owners.

The ,r~t~ntion of business profit tax may however be favoured
on one g~ound~ The owners of business are likely to benefit at the
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expense of rentiers as a result of govern metal monetary and econo-
mic policies that have an expansionary bias. Such a tax can reduce
their benefit under a tax system in which the capital gains are taxed
in the same manner as ordinary income, when they accure, the tax
on profits will become unncessary.28

Income Tax and Inequality of Incomes

The greatest merit in favour of taxation is its effect on income
distribution. Its progressive rates would make income more equal
than it would have been otherwise. This merit is, however, more
apparent than real. The exemption of capital gains from taxation
has opened the door to tax avoidances on the widest scale since the
facilities of the capital market offer almost unlimited scope for
converting taxable income into tax exempt capital appreciation.
"The whole pr'Jcedure," wrote, Henry Simons in reviewing the
American tax system in 1938, ••involves a subtle kind of moral and
political dishonesty. One senses here a grand scheme of deception
whereby enormous surtaxes are voted in exchange for. promises
that they will not be made effective. Thus the politicians may
point with pride to the rates, while quietly reminding their wealthy
constituents of the 100pholes."29 These words are as applicable to
present-day Britain and Pakistan as a to pre-war America.

The same can be said of super taxes. Despite the extremely
sharp increases in rates and several fold rise in the net national
money income, the totel revenue from surtaxes in Britain rose from
[,59 million in 1938 to [, 130 million in 1953. During the period
not more than a few dozen tax prayers in the whole country had a
taxed net income of more than £ 6,000 whilst the scale of living
of the 'Upper ten' had remained appreciably higher than this. All
these show that taxed income has come to mean very little in the
of the wealthy classes who have learnt how to do without it. No
doubt the case with which confiscatory rates have been accepted and
endured since the beginning of the last war greatly depended upon
this process,3o The situation cannot be different In Pakistan.

It has been contended that the check to individual savings
arising from income taxation can be more than compensated by
increasing public savings at Government levels. This br;ngs in the
question of raising more revenue from income taxes. More revenue
cannot be obtained by raising the exising rates of taxes. The
rates- ai"e already high enough to tax people's honesty.. The
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recent survey of the Indian tax system had led the experts to
recommend tightening of tax admisnistration and lowering of
of income tax rates)! As a result of netting 2 lakh more assessees
and improved tax recovery, the contribution of Income and wealth
tax in Pakistan jumped from Rs. 3620 Million in 1978-79 to Rs. 5000
Million in 1979-80, and is expected to be Rs. 6000 Million in:
1980-81. This contribution upto 1974.75 ranged between Rs. 1\20
and Rs. 1420 Million. Further improvement of tax administration
shall enable personal Income Tax to playa major role in development
financing.

The presistent inflation. in many economies has resulted in
erroding the purchas ing power of the people and there is a strong
case for adopting "an inflation adjusment tax system." Adjusment
based on changs in price indices can be made 'of exemptions or
deductions, or by changing income bracket limits. Argelltine makes
use of of the former. while Denmark and Sweden the method. In
Pakistan exemption limit was raised from Rs. 9000/- to 12000/-
in 1975-76. There is a growing demand for further enhancing it. in
order to achieve equity and minimising the hardship resulting from
the way in which inflation affects Tax payers. 32

IV. Corporate Taxes.
Taxing the income of the corporation is an integral part of

income taxation. Cou ltries are not uniform in their treatm~nt of
corporatiom in this respect. It is, however. agreed on all hand'l
that corporations h:.we no income of their own, 'the in:::om.: rightfully
belongs to the share-holders. Taxing of corporations' incom~ b.:fore
it is distributed and taxing of individuals-income without exemption
would involve double taxation. Such double taxation can of course
be aboided by exempting completely corporation income and tax'ng
only personal incom~.33 D:tn:::ulty arises b~cause a part of the
profits of rhe corporation remains undistributeJ. In order that this
part of income may not-escap~ taxation altogether it is nec~ssary
to tax the income of the corporation. But care mu,t be taken that
this apparent necessity flJr at lea,;t one levy on undistributed earnings
may not lead to the unfortunl.te duplication of corporate al'ld p~r.
sonallevies. Pakistan av.)ids double taxation in so for as n lrmal
income taxes levied on company profits out of which div:d.:nde
are pa:d are credited to the dividend receipient against hi~
normal income tax liabialities. Thus the share-holders' return fron
corporate investment may be subjeet to super taxes twice however,

)
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once as company profits and again as divided income since no tax
credit is given to the share-holders for the super taxes paid by the
company.

The corporation, income tax is directed mainly towards undistri.
'-" '.' . . ~..~. .

buted profits and is an unsatisfactory to thqse whose principal interest
isjn the fairness of the tax system as to those whose principal con-
cern is for incentives. The tax cati only be impersonal in character
and can make 0:0 differentiation among share-holders according to
their income status. The small share-holders is subj"ected to the
same treatment as the wealthy investors. Such inequity can be
avoided if in place of corporate income tax a system of capital gains
taxes is instituted. Such taxes would inevitably bring undistributed
profits into the net and can be graduated according to the share of
individual gains.

The economic implications of tax on undistributed profits have
been widely exa:nined. Historically, such taxes have not led to
scarcity of funds for investment. They have probably, involved a
less efficient allocation of the savings of the community.34 A large
part of these savings has not passed through the cap:tal market
and has not been subject to competitive b:dding.

The above objections to corporation Income tax hold good even
if equal treatment is made of distributed ani undistributel pro:its.
Our present system of corporate income tax involves heavier taxation
of distributed as against undistributed p 'oflts. It is natural that
eorporations would try to avoid taxation by leaving a large part
of their profits undistributed. Why would corporations declare
dividends beyond the consumption needs of their share holders, when
to do so invloves much heavier taxes than if management were to do
the investing for the them? Our system is therefore well geared
to encourage the growth of corporate savings. It has been claimed
in defence of the sys tern that this wurce of saving constitutes an
impo. ted means of business expansion and its favorable treat-
ment goes to encourage risk capital. This favourable tr~atm~nt is
particularly importmt in the case of small and new companies for
which clp,tal market may be prohibitively expensive. About half
of new share capital in recent years has come from reinvestment.
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We. ar~ prepared to agree that corporate savings for business
purposess.erye auseful function and that they should not be dis-
couraged by the tax system. However, it is difficult to support the
claim that they warrant a preferred tax treatment. Except for
new enterprises of small size, whose access to capital is known to be
limited, corporate savings would seem to have no convincing claim
to prefei'enceover savings by unincorporated companies and indivi.
duals. rEqual treatment for all incomes-whether the disposition is
corporaHon,Qr by others-would appear to be the safest rule. This calls
for-a ,propedntegration of personal and corporate incoue taxation.

V. ,Iudir.ect: 'l'axes
tndirect taxes play a very important role in the finances of

developing countries. Its importance can be judged from the
fact,tHat during 1972-57, of the 63 L.D.Cs 70% or more of their
revenue came from indirect taxes. In Pakistan, total taxes in 1980.81
are~laced at, Rs. 35,402.8 million with the share of indirect taxes at
Rs. 29,257.9' million. So the direct taxes constituted 17.4% and
indire.cttaxS 82.6%. Following table gives the direct and indirect
taxesdurihg 1980-81 as compared to the previous year.

Table

DIRECT AND INDIRECT TAXES

Rs. in million

Heads 1973-74 1979.80 % 1980-81 %
(Budget) % (Budget) Share (Budget) Sh ..ue

Direct taxes 1,110.0 15.4 4,102.4 14.2 6,144.9 17.4

IndIrect taxes 6,091.0 84.6 24,738.1 85.8 29,257.9 82.6

--- ---- --- ---- ---
7,201.0 28,840.5 100.0 35,402.8 100.0

Sour.ce: Federal Budgets (1973.74) and (1980-81) Govt. of Pakistan.
The table indicates that the share of direct taxes has improved

relatively. But what is more striking is that direct tax collection
has improved and the growth in it on the average over 7 year period
has been greater than in Indirect Taxes.

"[he structure of indirect taxation in these countries has to be
fashioned with the same objective as direct taxation. It must be
such as. to raise the rate of capital formation in the economy while

)

j
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providing revenue for public consumption and inve.itment. Here
again we must ask not simply how to raise more revenue for the
government, but rather how to raise the rate of investment and at
the same time get more revenue for the government. It is necessary
to consider also the effects on the incremental saving ratio.

One justification for the taxation of articles that are widely con-
sumed is that it is necessary to raise enough revenue to finance at
least the essential governmental servic~s.3' In developing coun-
tries it becomes necessary to raise the greater part of tax revenue
through commodity taxation. Looked at this way, commodity
taxation is a contribution te meet the costs of common benefits and
must be levied in an "equitable" way as far as possible. High rates on
luxuries and low rates on articles of common consumption are widely
accepted rules.36 Such differentitation in rates introduces a broad
element of progression)?

When we look upon commondity taxation as a weapon for pro-
moting economic growth, its justification lies in the that it has a
tendency consumption.38 Howevere, it should be used more for
checking potential increase of consumption than for curtailing the
actual consumption of the masses.39 It is easy to justify taxation that
is intended to curtail consumption for health and efficiency. But
the taxation of goods consumed by the general population in a poor
developing country may seem to go countrary to our principle of
laying the tax only on the element of surplus. 4() The questlon may
therefore be raised whether taxation of mass consumption has any
role at all to play in developmental financing. Since there is scarcely
an element of surplus in the incomes of the masses of the people,
it would be clearly undesirable as well as unjustifiable to force them
to contribute to economic development out of their meagre in-
comes 41 To argue that such taxation is necessary for the maintence
of essential governmental services is one th lng ; but to say that we
must augment tax revenue from this source to raise the current rate
of investment is an entirely different thing, later, such a policy may
not even be successful.

Raising the incremental saving rtio is one of the most difficult
problems in underdeveloped countries. It must be remembered
that it is not enough to persuade or cajole the richer classes alone
to save for investment.42 In so for as a substantial part of th"
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increase in incomes accrues to the poorer sections of the population,
they are in a position to consume more than before. Their marginal
propensity to consume being very near unity, their consumption
will tend to rise almost as much as their incomes.43 If this is
allowed to miterialize, the increases In productivity will be almost-
fully absorbed by increased consumption.44 Increased commodity
taxation could be used at this juncture to restrain increases in
consamption and thus ralease some factors for pruposes of
investment.

Most indirect tu:es of large yield are commonly believed to be
regressive, and there is statistical evidence to support thIs evaluation
for some of the principal indirect taxes in certain of the rieher
countries.45 In the underdeveloped countries there is strong pre-
sumption that the traditional levies on salt and sug :r are decidedly
regressive (except possibly where these items are extensively produ-
ced in the nonmonetised sector). Taxes on articles such as common
cloth, matches, tabacco, and oil are probably also regres,ive over
middle and upper income ranges but may not be regressive at the
lower end of the income distribution, espciatly in the countries where
a considerable part of the population is employed mainly in subsis-
tence agriculture or village economies with only limited participation
in the monetised sector. Consumption of items such as automobiles,
radios and other electrical appliances, the better grades of textiles,
and (cosmetics, is still confined mainly tv a fairly small and pros-
perous class in many developing countries. Taxes on such items
may 'b'e progressive up to a rather high income level in tllese
countries .

. c',
VI. COD~hisioil.
__ # r;. .
_' The. tax Sy!!tem of deve!oping c,ountries presents: struetuul
defeetBwhiclraff~ct taxable papacity. The existing struture is hardly
cond.ucive to(a rapid growth of tax revenues and requires frequent
c!hangs in coverage and rateS.

'( f r~ I

The' inadaquency of the developing countries to raise sufficient
resources for th;: public sector is reflected by thelo.v tax/G.D.P.
ratio. While the ratio of tax revenue to national income in develop-
ed countries during 1963-65, on the average was 30%,46 it was more
than 15% in only twenty seven out of the fifty two developing COlln-
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tries-the highest being 22.5%.47 During 1972-76, the tax ratio
for the former had increased to 33% and 16.25% in latter countries-
of 63 countries the highest 15 had a tax ratio of 25.7%48. In Pakistan
tax revenue as ratio ofG.D.P. increased from 14% to 17% during
the 1970 -71 to 1979-80 period-far more rapidly than the growth in
G.D.P.. However this increase in tax revenue was made possible
only by new taxation, rather than by a high buoyancy of the'
Pakistan tax structure49

~..
•

In the developing countries there is preponderance of indirect
taxes which generally tend to br regressive in incidence and yield,
It is therefore necessary that a progressivc system of taxation of
incomes and wealth is superimposed on them. Agriculture which
generates a relatively large share in the G.N.P. contributes a meagre
sum to the national exchequer.so There is a general agreement
among expert~ that agriculture is lightly taxed in these countries S1

and means must be found to strike a balance in the sharing of tax
burden between agricultural and industrial sectors. According to
a study conducted by State Bank of Pakistan in 1969 tax falling on
agriculture constituted less than 6% of the agriculture income, while
tax falling on non-agriculture sector constituted 14% of the income
in that sector. The principle of progressivity which has so far
been inadequately applied here should be introduced, not ooly to
fetch more revenue for the government but for reducing the inequi-
ties in incomes.

A tax system however scientific cannot achieve its objectives
unless it is administered efficiently and honestly.s2 The tax system
of a country is adapted to a country's administration. In many
developing countries administration leaves much to be desired. It is
therefore imperative to have an efficient administration consisting
of persons of high integrity so that .tax potential of the country
is fairly exploited. This can also be explioted by adap.ing tax
system to the wlllingness of tax payers and minimissing evasion.

Aware of the need to increase the tax revenues, the developing
countries have taken steps from time to time to improve their tax
systems. These have included changes in tbe rates and averages, as
well as the stricter law enforcements. The' economic development,
increased monetezation, increase in the size of foreign trade and
improvements in tax system have enabled many of them to achieve
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a raster rate of inorease in their tax revenue than their national
"

income.

Taxation is one of the principal means which can be used by the
government for influencing over all demand, the long term direction
of resoures, and distribution of resources. In Pakistan, given the
basic lrifra structure; technical know how, Industrial leadership and
de'V'elopment oriented goverment polices, we can fairly depend on
taxation tool for the ~chievement of of our objections.
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E(:C)'NOMICS AND, HEALTH I'tANNING

Shahld Tanveer*

..'

.: . •.... . .- .~..~.....
1~ EJfcitiDgValuationsJa-HealtblCar.,. .:; , :.' .(;C

t."). tj\J;~e-Jn6mist can "as's1St'Hi" eliciting the valu~tidns iwhf6h appear
tgandltfiit~"h(falth\'sc!rvi~ejbofrcy: i ;'bne'd~b;;tatile point pertaining to
decision making process in health care is : who\seivaluesare to count

l . ....t. •• . ....,: 1:'\

t~f ~?;v'e.rn~enl~ '?,:~e.~ltr~~u~ho~itie~.; t~e'~edf~ai~~tof~S~~)Q~~:the
othex );1.ealthc,l11epr<;>fe?sJ.on's?the patient's'? SOC.letyIS' at large 1
It is not" for econom.ic .profeS~ioil to'. de!elrili~~:wh~"V'~Huesystem
should be adopted or ~houl'd not' be ~dopted. The role o( eCJnomiM

( .. ;~' • i' .. ~' - r ..'

ri !r9.s!'19:raduate Student, Govt.;CQlle~, Lahore.

The role of economics in the 'medical care system is understand-
ably a ma!ter of some controversy and dicusswn. _But-there is no
dp\lb$JJ~~Q\l!ntp.eJactthat the phenomena. of, h~lth_.and~,eco~mics
are, very closely related nay interdependent. Witt out health, men
eatnmtIe .wealth j with9~t !el!'lth men seldom attain full health.
Peop-IewhC?are sick cannot pro~uce food or ~arn eno?g~ to, buy it.
",,: _ _. . J) " l ! L _•. 1 _ .'

\fmasse~ are sick, hungry and ignorant •.tbey ~D;Jil:oj,.b~tterthem-
selVes. So we have the MiserY.-cGo~Rw~n~~.th~ v!~i,9P~i:cirole of
dis~:ase. uuUerproduction - ignorance-squalor - malnutrition and more
di~ease. It is fairly self evident that the burdet{ot sibkn'cssha'D1pers

.(1 . ..!\ r1 ~, ''.

the pro.c~ss"ofeconomic.development.
,f:. Int~~ light' d(sfup~~doiJs importance of this sector, it is impera-
r~Y~It~.~~~Nth;~UhresQurce~_ra,ti~nally-and effi~iently.
_T4~d~d.pIine of~conomic has c~rt~~nuu:que concep~st~echniqu;s
distinct fr:PlP other disCiplines, which can be of use to planners.
~j!P r~w"li'~;:t,~~qurces~n.he~lth car~ and the appearap.ce of continu-
ing exces~,4emands and/or unmet needs, choice has to be exercised in
~~8~d'!~'~~~?~~uc~ ~f.wbi~~.re~9u~c~~,~o.de,vote to differ~~t se~'1ices
and differep.t aspects oihealth care. The significant areas of work,

• ' "_ 1. l..-{ _ .,wb.Ht; ~h~,doo',~!of econoN1J~method910gy could pe of ~s~istance to
health planners are, succinHy, dis"cussed-below." ,- - . ." , .

•
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~at this:]evel is to indicate the possible implications of dIfferent vaUit
rsystems and once 'a- value system is determined, to indicate how,
within the chosen framework, the philosophy and tools of ecoIitHnic

~analysis can assist in ~suriJjl.g..mo~~efficl~nt and effective planning
Jor health ca~eresoHr~~:;. \g\lJe is.~J.!~9rJv~l~aJio~, a Jot ~pen4s upon
the ~eeni~ip9 .,,!erfl~si$n1phealth •. The ,World Hearth Orsal\i1J!,tj9U
defines health as 'a state of complete physical, mental and S-Qci3.lwell-
being, and not merely the abse~6~ of dise~~eor'infirmity." ;.".

The measuring and valuing of health obtputs and needs are
closely related to health status indices or r"ndicators. If health
outputs and needs are to be valued, then they must first be made
commensurable and quantified, To evatua~e different types of
health care, it becomes necessary to know the ,relevant health care
production function, i.e. to determine the quantified relationship~
between inputs to heah h care-doctor anl nurse time, X-rays, catering
services, patients own time; and the outputs in terms of the effects
of the inputs on the patient's health state, Given this relationship
and the knowledge of the values to be.placed op the inputs and the
outputs, t~e problem becomes ;~Je ,;hich le~ds itself to analysis by
cost effectiveness and 90st-benetrt" studies. A 'health policy farmer
can also learn something of value from the economist's conceptional
framework about demand, Demand studies for different types of

"'~ ..~
health care~a:n shed light on the level of need for particular services.

II, Costing In Health

The second main area of work is concerned with establishing
what are the true costs of delivering health care. By true costs is
meant Rot just the accounting cocotsac;;h~y face particular organiza-
tionJbut .ttrying to estimate what is the sum total of all the real
resources that go into it. This means including. costs which th~
prgan,i~a,Vqn,,d~es ,not normally re.::ogni,ze. like the us.~~f pl\tients
time '\oss of output elsewhere in the syste.n etc,' This. ~can'.then.
~e~v~Jas ~'bas'is "for evaluating the overalj' clost iQ1P1icatiqri~Lb'f
. ..•..•• f ~ .';.' I I, \ •• : ..._ l ~ \~ ' ~l. . 1 ,1 I 1f I 5f, 2
changing ,the l,1lethodof de~lver103care, e"g. by changing, the .balanc~

: • ; I I ~ I ! ~I > {J " 1 • \',;,..'" J. • ! ,_ J. •••• ",OJ C~__\ V I I' r
between diffl"rent resourc~s used, . I' -

, f~ ' .~. ¥ ' (, :: oJ ~,~ l. ~ _ i i. {1ft ~ 1 J l

. _ :.,rtanniog is M,t a pes9~iptlve pr()ce~s'.nor» ~tjus~ i:a (o~epa~!i~g
proc~s~. It is a choi~ proce~,swith goal$o('. The "1ei,ghillg:o~different
.choices.1ea5!sus into ,~.o~tiJlg.,I It is a J~~Lthl\t;. resoure. ~ez~ted tQ
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one form of treatment or.provision of a particular health service, are
not available for other purposes. It calls Corexposing .the consequence
of alternative choices in a world of scarcity.

The diagram below explains the application of costing concept
in the plan.ling of hospital costs~ It exhibits how a more efficient
development of scarce resource could be attained at no ext!a cost. i..The C08ts of iwo or MOl'e Outputs

,
-j

!
.Fig. 1

Inpatient ~-Cases
per week, .

c

O\At'G-~tt" t C(;\jes pe.r wuk
Hospitals' produce a wide range of services from shared inputs.

Fig. 1 portrays how a given budget might be spent on two such
services. ,The services inight be inpatient cases and outpatient aUen-
dances. per reriod.

The bow~d out curve C C is drawn on the assumption that
hospital 'is' ;nore efficient in producing a mixture of services than in
specialising. The slope of CC curve at any point depicts the oppor-
tunity cost of substituting one output.for the other within the bujget.
It is possible to introduce as:;umptions. about benefits as well as
costs into 'this picture. The curv~s B1 Bl and B2 B2 called
indifference curves, exhib:t the level' of benefits that can be
achieved by providing combinations of two services in question.
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They can be thought or as contour liiles, each line making combina-
tion of two services which are deemed to be of equ:ll benefit to the
population of patients. Successive indifference curves describe
explicity the judgement about benefits.

The diagram may be used to supply a rationale for striving to
improve costing for Health Care planning. Suppose that doctors
(going perhaps on the time they themselves utilize in treating patients)
assume falsely, that outpatient and inpatient costs are equal, whereas
in fact inpatients costs twice as much as outpatients. Their inaccurate
perception of costs would be described by line ZZ. They would tend
to choose an equilibrium level of services at F, in Fig. I, where the
highest level of benefits is consistent with the given budget CC. This
would be an equilibrium of ignorance however. If the true costs
could be identified, then the doctors might be prepared to provide
many more outpatient consultants and slightly fewer inpatient
admissions to yield a net gain in benefits (as perceived by them)
without any increase in the budget (a movement to E).

III. Measurement of Costs and BenefitfJ

The third category of work where the discipline of economics can
make useful contributions is studies of effectiveness, so as to evaluate
the relative costs and benefits of p:uticular policy options. Such
studies require a substantial reliable data. The problem of measuring
cost occurs when the amount paid for them does not reflect their
value in alternative uses. For example compare the different treat-
ment of costs of buildings in health service. It is highly unlikely
that the costs of caring for a person in hospital will include the cost
of building because they do not enter into hospital accounting or
costing system after they have been built. However, these buildings
have other uses both within and outside, the health service and so
does the land on which they stand. It is desirable that the formulators
of health projects should include the costs of buildings in a specific
piece of policy analysis.

What are the benefits and COSti of a particular health project?
The first question to be resolved is "benefits and costs to whom? There
are at least three sets of actors one might want to consider: (1) the
health authority; (2) the patients, actual or potential, and (3) the
hospital staff. The health authority. as the body responsible for
initiating any change, should always take a broader and realistic view

of costs and benefits.

I

~ .1
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In order to have a vivid view of cost-effectiveness analysis in
health projects, diagram is drawn below in the light of a case study
or the care for elderly carried out in Esse by Wager. It depicts the
relative costs of alternative patterns of care for the elderly.

Costs Rs. He RH

K

J

o
Dependency ABC

Fig. 2
A CASE STUDY OF ESSEX:

The Reletive Costs of Alternative patterns of Care for the Elderly
In Fig. 2 the curve HC and RH show the cost of home caring and

residential home caring, respectively, for elderly. The line HOS
exhibits the costs of hospital care.

There are three important cross over points in the figure-marked
A', B', andC/. CA is the dependency level after which the costs of
residential home care are less than the cost of care in person's own
home; OB is the dependency level beyond which the costs of
hospital care are less than those of borne care; CC is the depend;;ncy
level. at which hospital costs start to be less than those of res\dential
home care. OJ is the basic costs for an independent person living
alone in the community.
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'The basic costs of residential care are om, and will include the
minimum.costs of staffing; the home-costs will increase as dependency
increases, mainly because extra staffing will be required. The costs
of domiciliary care also increase. This study reveals that there is
quite a considerable scope for expenditure on domiciliary care before
the cross-overs with the costs of other forms of care are reached.
As Wager pointed out. the waiting list for residential home places
would have been reduced if these extra resources had Deenmade
available. Turning now to the benefits' side of equation and taking
up the point about value of independence, if decision maker did
believe that residential care was less beneficial for people than
domiciliary care around the dependency level OA, they would be
prepered to devote more resources than those represented by A' A'to
domiciliary care.

The general information requirements of the Essex model are:

(a) the identification and measurement of the relevant character-
istics, such as dependency states, medical condition, super-
visory requirements which affect decisions on the appropriate
mode of care;

(b) the identification and measurement of the major fixed costs-
that is, those costs which are fixed once the size of the
hospital of residential home is agreed aDd that will not
change untill new units have to be construct,ed ;

(c) the identfication and measurements of costs which vary with
the number of people cared for and their dependency e.g.
the basic 'hotel' costs of hospitals and residential home will
vary with the number of persons cared for, and the labour
costs of all the services will vary with the number of people
cared for and the amount of care that has to be given;

(d) consideration has to be given to the value, if any which is to
be placed on the informal help from volunteers, relatives and
friends;

(e) the relative benefits of the different modes of care have to be
measured 8•.1d valued; or, if this not possible, given tbe
present state of knowledge, these benefits will have to be
assessed from professional opinions and the opinions of both
the providers and recipients of care.
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One of important lessons of the .Essex study is that it shows how
a model developed at local level can subsequently be used in other
areas. ":.

IV. Manpower Planning in Healtb
"," . . ~
This isca very important area of study. It implies a strategy for

aquisition, ,utilization, perservation and development of health per-
sonal in conformity-with the changing pattern of demand for health
services. It it very much related to the supply elasticities of different
inputs !.thai i.s to. say, how the supply of the resources that the system
needs;) is inflllcnced by their prices (that is wage levels, salary levels,
inducement paY!Dcnts,and so on). It shows how manpower reacts to
financial incentives.

In order to sum up the theme in a systematic manner, Table 1 has
been prepared which elucidates the linkage between economics and
health planning.
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TABLE I

A How much sbouldbe- spent
on health?

Some Planning Issues

The Releance of Economics to Planning
Prior Questions

1. What is health '1
2. What are the determinants 'l
3. How do individuals value

their health?
4. What value does society

place on health ?

5. Whose values should be taken
account of and how '1

Relevant Corpus of Economics
Examples

Idenitfication and measurement issue
in illness/disease;
methods of approaching indicators
of 'well being.'
Consumer behaviour patterns; valua-
tions of life consideration.

Need versus demand issues
..-
t-J..-

I
~
i

B How much should be spent on
heath services 'l

1. What distinguishes health
services?

2. What are the determinants of
health?
What contribution does
health services make?

3. How do different health care
systems handle investment,
distribution and rationing
decisions?

Human capital theory. Household
production functions.
Theory _of public goods and extrer-
nalities.

Behaviour theories; demand and
supply factors at work.



SDme Planning Issue

C Why do patients perfer one
health agency rather than
another?

Why is the uptake of a
service low?

How can patients expecta .•.
tions be controlled?

How can patients perference
be changed?

D What size facilities should be
built?

Where should they be built?

Prior QuestlDns

1.. Who demands medical care?

2. What determines the demand
for health services?

1, What determines the cost
behaviour of organisations?

2. How and why do costs change
in response to. changes in the
scale. location or composition
of services ?

Relevant Corpus 01 Economic,
Examples

Theories of household behaviour.

Generation and interpretation of
(derived) demaf:1d schedules. ,

Determinants of the demand for
individual services (price elasticity, ,
time and money costs, income and
social. class factors).,

Access and equity considerations.

Production functions and the estima-
tionof cost curves.

Determinants of, hospital and other
agency cos,t variations (casemix,
quality factors) Optimum size of
health agencies (economies of scale
variations) •

-~~

••JIlt .b" ih _ . ') eo 1ft. t • ••.
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Some Planning IS8ue

E Is this labour supply avail-
able and adequate?
If not. how can it be influe-
nced?

F What incentives can be intro-
duced to encourage efficient
behaviour?

G What are the implications of
introducing a new service?

Is it worth introducing?

What are the implications of
reducing the level of service
provided?

Prior Questions

1. What mix of resources will
produce particular services ?

2. What determines. the supply
of labour?

What barriers exist?

1. What are the alternatives?

2. What are the merits and
demerits of the service?

3. What type and scale of Gove-
rage is desired ?

Over what period of time?

Relevant Corpus of Economics
Examples

The demand for factors; marginal
productivity theory.

Labour markets; notions of 'shortage'
and 'surplus'

Factors influencing supply (price
elasti~itiest incoml?and leisure)

Notions of 'efficiency' Behavioural
theories of government and non-profit.
organisations.

The role of inducements (rewards and
penalities) and (budgetary) account-
abilitY. .

Micro-economic evaluation costs-bene
fit and cost-effective analyses.

Size and incidence of costs and bene-
fits.

Opportunity costs and JJlarginal cost-
benefit considerations.

Short run and long-run factors.

Indicators of need and outcome.

Distributional aspects of health care.

•...
w..,
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In the above table, first column identifies a number of issues that
could reasonably be expected to be of dIrect relevance to planners.
Nor infrequently the economist, in looking at such issues needs to
generate further questions which require answering before the issue
in question can be takled. These appear in the second column under
the holding 'prior questions'. The final column shows what economists
can contribute in that territory and offers pointers to those parts of
economic theory which can best assist to elaborate the planning issue.
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Book Review:
EOONOMIOPbANNING AND SOOIA'b JUSTIoe

IN DEVEJ:.OPING OOUNTRIES I

By Prof. Ozay Mehmee;
Oroom 'Helm, ~ondon

Alee, a long debate on the merlfls of posflva, development
phllooophy ideas on new planning IItrategy fop 'bOOa' Deem to have
D017 8uffioientlyorystali'lled. At leas,fI they appear pretty olear in
Prof. lIehmet's refreshing boole: Boonomlo Planning and Sooial

. '" .
Justioe in Developing oountries.

Oarefnlly worded. though euffiaientl, ll1n'!ltrated with implrl()al
daflo, thia boolll does not at'empfl flo inflroduoe an, revolutionary ideaD.
IDotead, it aims at reforms onl,. In Prof. Mehmet'o own wordll t
"'he pursnit of egalitarian objeat;ves in oonBnmption needa flo be
oonnterbalanoed with Bome soheme of rewal'ds and inoent;veB thafl
does not nnduly harm produotive enterprise and private tnifllative-
rather tban aiming at lome Utl~piltonreetrnotlnring of man and Booiety,
we wish to utilize eooDomio planninq and polioy ID IiDO'II ao toolll
for enabling everyone to eoio, ool1lfot'tllIof '11oi~t'n teo1aolog,."

The baoltgrouDd to thig "n ~" pt'ovlded by the experlenoe of
" postwar development effort unttert"ken bv O.Os. BDrITi.D.Os. Postwar
development plaDnlDg was'based on Keynesian thinking summarized
ID hlo General theory of Emoloymenfl. ID Prof. Mehmet's oplDion

t that approaoh hag failed. EoooolJlilltg at'e now anxions to find beflfler
;Alternatives, espelJt"lt, for '[J.D.O'e. WIl"tl LUO'e are In searoh of.
pa,l"lontal'lv in 1980'" at''' dingl'(l'e~"tled tbeorie!!! sui fled to tbelr
peouHal' oondltlons rather th"n a Geo9r.t theory of K:.eynesian type.
In Prof. lIiq~in's words. 'eaonomietls seek to be aoknowledged as
'Soaial Dootora' (those who do n'ltl have a general theory of health)
tban .Sooial Engineer'. Prof. M!hrn3b's b.l3k ill in line with this
; trend of thongbO.

In p"rt~ t of the bJok tlhe "11th')1' en list various defe!ltl of postl-var
lelJooomio planning in LDJ:f. Ttle sale ooooerD of d8veiopmeDtl
pl1iloJophY.~Q tbelle Y6~rs w,u an effJrb to inoreage' the" rao~ of oapillal
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aooumulation and reduce oapltal.output ratio or do the both. Tbi8
exeroise waD oarried out via model building. One well known model
was thall of "growth via industrializa.tion" whioh,",as believed taIba"' r-

univsrsally true. The result!! of suoh au agqregafled model were: ~f
oourse, for ress thau' sfitisfaoflor'v. Pianningexperience of Nigeria.
Somalia, Sudan. Paldstan, '&mon~so many others. amply demonltrate
its limitations. The greatest drawbaok of 'bia approaob was laok
of attention given to social. political and Institutional realitieD of
ea~b oountry. In the same fa,ahion aooept~nne of two-seotormodels
in labonr surplus eoonomies ,has proved B fallaoy_ In Prof. M"ehmet'lJ.
view thero is Co "~nified m'itrket meobanhm manifesting trade-off
between open unemployment in moiern seotor a"d disguised unem-

(' .
ployment in traditioMl Beotor," Thus negleot of agrioultural seotor
in LDCs, has proved a oostly mistake. '

Moreover, eoonomi~ planning in LnO's Jias enhanoed properly
(Assets) inoome raflhar than employment inoome ; henoe oonoentration
of inoome In the upper stub of population. Distribution effeots of
growth have been ignored. In faot development prooess has been
guided by the Elite. Effeote of elifliot planning are evident in various
indiontors of obsolute poverty found in LDCs. The single most
important footor ref!ponaible for this trend se6ms to be the anti.rural
bias of iDQustria1isaticn in.LDOs. This bias is evident not ;nly with
referenoe to Booialsecurity programme. eduoation and health servioes.
but also In terms of the benefit of Green revolution heaped by'rural
elite only. The last part of the assertion is. howeyer. debatable

s • '
espeoially with referenoe to the positive effeots of Green revolution,
on the average raral Income in m~ny LDtis in late 1960's.

Finolly. wrong employment policies. baaed on Keynesian thoaght.
belioved that the struntarat and Institutional struoture of LDO's
differed from DJa' only in degree and stage. Thus. not being able to
oorreot unemployment problem.

Five oaoe stadia, of M••bygia. Lil>eri", Pakisllall. Bra.zil and
Ug ••ndn fairly sUPP:Jrt the them., of tne book i.e. every wnere elistiilt
pattern of growth has arreste1 p"ee of genuine development.

In the la9t part of the bOliak, PNf. Menmet oomBSOld some
remedies. though in a muffled"tone~ for a oha.nge towards egalitarian
pJcmning and reformit. In a word, it iD a plea to moke eoonomlo
planning aDd poverty aD anti-poverty tool. The oore of this oonoep1!
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can be explained with reference to the following I (a) production
and consumption of goods and services must be for the •• common
good" and satisfy both effioienoy and equity criteria; (b) anti.poverty
plauning and polioy instruments should be utilised to reduce excess
disparities; and (c) the political decision making process muat be
reformed to permit expanded popular partipation so that correct
social ohoices are selected.

Statements of desired objeotives of eoonomio planning in LDO'S is
duly supported by 8 list of possible instruments of egalitarian develop.
ment. Discussion starts with the merits of two options in strategy
viz., 'Top-down' Bottom-up'. While the first could hopefully preven'
deoline in absolute poverty levels, the seoond option Is oonsidered
relativel, better. The merit of the later lies in peoples involve.
ment aotivity. Pirth of new institutions like regiona.l planning
offioes llnd new fisoal and budgetary prooedllres would be a natural
outoome of this stra.te~y. The author also recommends 80me speoifio
fisoal and eoonomio polioy irt'!truments for the suooess of new soheme.
Fisoal mea"ures would oonsist of direot taxes with It view to avoiding
oonoentration of wealtb. Progressive wealth and inberitanoe taxes
will a.180 be introduoed with tbe same purpose. On the other hand,
reg,listio reoommendations Bre msrle with respeot to stale subsidies.
They should be a,"ailable for sooial benefits only while state proteotion
be ready for "human oapital formation," ra.ther than physioal assetlil.
We believe this scheme would also weaken the infant-industry
08S0 in LDC's.

Sole pnrpose of Prof. Mehmet's book is to establish top priority
for maximiz!lotion of ••Sooial Good. II His soheme of things inolude
measures for an integrated eoonomy, new look on publio eduoation,
oomprehensive employment polioy, radioal food programme a.nd above
an, politioal reforms for sooial choioe. He believes that genuine publio
partioipation might well be a step towards determining an "Ideal
output"-optimally distributed and resulting in maximum looial
17elfo.re. This, of oourse, would be possible under restricted conditions
of pareto optimality.

Whether problems of interpersonal oompa.risons &nd aggregating
in<'1ividualpreference would actually let idealistio oonditions beoome
reality is yet to bl) seen. The idef\I, anyhow, is noble.

Khalid Aftab
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